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Abstract
Static analysis is the determination of correct though approximate information about the be-
haviour of a system, this approach is used to detect and locate programming errors or to certify
the absence of such bugs. Abstract interpretation is a static program analysis method that uses
abstract domains to provide a convenient but approximate representation of the accumulated in-
formation during the evaluation of a program. The focus of this thesis is to investigate numerical
abstract domains that capture the distribution or patterns of values the program properties can
take. There has already been a considerable amount of research into numerical abstract domains
and a wide variety of such domains have been specified each providing a different degree of pre-
cision and efficiency. For instance the domain of convex polyhedra is precise but has exponential
complexity while the interval or box domain is much less precise but has linear complexity. Note
that these domains do not capture the distribution information which is the focus of this thesis.
In the first part of this thesis we introduce the domain of grids. This domain interprets the
patterns of distribution of the values that the program properties can take. The complete grid
domain can interpret the relationships which hold between variables or properties in a program.
There are two representations that form the two components of a double description method
similar to that provided for convex polyhedra. This thesis gives algorithms and methods for
computing canonical forms, conversion between the descriptions and the main abstract operations
needed for software analysis, such as comparison, intersection, join, difference, affine image and
pre-image. Also included is a widening operation and we show that all of these operations have
polynomial complexity.
In the second part of this thesis we consider the partially reduced product of two numerical
domains. The partially reduced product allows a choice of interaction between the component
domains ranging from “do nothing” required by the direct product to a total reduction required by
the reduced product. We consider the partially reduced product where the components are those
of the grid domain with either the convex polyhedra domain or one of its sub-domains, specifi-
cally the boxes, bounded difference shapes and octagon domains. The “weakly tight product” is
introduced, an operation that ensures each constraint of the polyhedral representation intersects
a point of the grid, and the “tight product”, which ensures each constraint of the polyhedral rep-
resentation intersects a point of the grid-polyhedron. We provide an algorithm to compute the
weakly tight product and show for what circumstances this algorithm achieves stronger results,
so that the resulting grid-polyhedron is either a tight or a reduced product. Methods for test-
ing if a grid-polyhedron is empty as well as several useful operations on grid-polyhedra are also
described.
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Chapter 1
The Introduction
It is widely known that computers are everywhere, they are used in almost every aspect of every-
day life, from controlling power stations that produce our energy to controlling the bank accounts
that contain the world’s money. Therefore it has never been more important to know that the
software these computers run is safe and also efficient, however it would also be beneficial if
the method for testing the safety and efficiency were also accurate and efficient. The costs of
software errors are not only monetary, they can also have an impact on everyday life. In 1999
the Mars Climate Orbiter was lost on entering the Mars atmosphere at a cost of $328 million.
The failure investigation team found that “a lack of complete end-to-end verification of naviga-
tion software and related computer models” was a key factor in the failure, see http://mars.
jpl.nasa.gov/msp98/news/mco991110.html. Also in August 2003 an unknown soft-
ware flaw caused a blackout in parts of Canada and the northeastern United States. The flaw
in a widely-deployed General Electric energy management system contributed to the devastating
scope of the blackout. The bug in GE Energy’s XA/21 system was discovered in an intensive
code audit conducted by GE. “It had never evidenced itself until that day,” said spokesman Ralph
DiNicola, “this fault was so deeply embedded, it took them weeks of poring through millions of
lines of code and data to find it,” see http://www.securityfocus.com/news/8016.
The cascading blackout eventually cut off electricity to 50 million people in parts of Canada and
eight states of America.
We are interested in looking at program analysis of which there are two main ways to analyse
program properties, dynamically and statically. Dynamic analysis executes the program code and
uses large sets of data as inputs to see if any interesting behaviour occurs, unfortunately it is this
choice of input that can dramatically alter the output. Therefore we are concerned with static
analysis which doesn’t actually execute the program code, it instead approximates the behaviour.
1
Chapter 1 2 The Introduction
The most precise way to analyse a piece of code is to consider the exact (also called concrete)
semantics, however these are often very complicated. Therefore we have to decide between the
precision of the analysis and the computational complexity. This is why instead of considering
the exact semantics we consider an abstract semantics.
The abstract semantics are decided by the method of abstract interpretation which was in-
troduced by Patrick and Radhia Cousot [27]. Abstract interpretation involves approximating the
computations of the program by new computations over an abstract domain which is known to
be simpler. Then when the abstract computations are performed it is hoped that the information
yielded from the abstract domain will shed light on the possible results the actual computations
would have provided. The soundness of this process is ensured by a pair of mappings between the
concrete and abstract semantics, these mappings show how the elements of one domain should be
interpreted in terms of the other.
Informally, consider the following example. Suppose a police force wish to search for a sus-
pect in a database of every convicted criminal in the UK. The exact (or concrete) way to find
the suspect is to look for a person with that name, date of birth, last known address and national
insurance number (if it is known). By considering all of these criteria and other possible distin-
guishing characteristics the police should be guaranteed to find the correct suspect. Alternatively,
an abstract approach would be to approximate the suspects criteria, for example we could just
look at all the people with the same name. Note that this would create a quicker search as less
deciding factors have to be met but this method will gather a possible set of results which would
contain the suspect but also possibly give extra people. These extra results are called false alarms.
There are several well researched abstract domains, each tailored to the type of information
they wish to investigate and analyse. In this thesis we will be concerned with numerical abstract
domains which consider linear information. We can classify the the types of numerical informa-
tion into two groups: the limits or bounds within which the values can take and the distribution
of the values to see if any pattern occurs. The study of both types of numerical information have
their applications. Applications which require the distribution of values to be observed include
data dependence analysis for arrays which are required for advanced optimizing compilers [70],
estimating the worst case execution time of a program [19], to aid in the construction of pro-
gram transformations for saving energy on low-power architectures and improving performance
on multimedia processors [47] or to gather information about non-linear operations within the
program [46]. Therefore the choice of abstract domain is important as it must consider the correct
type of numerical data for the problem at hand. One of the simplest domains is the “rule of signs”,
where the integer values are abstracted to pos, neg or 0 depending on whether they are positive
integers, negative integers, or zero respectively [29]. The domain of signs can be represented by
a lattice and can be seen in Figure 1.1(a), the corresponding concrete values over the set of inte-
gers can be seen in Figure 1.1(b). This domain can ascertain such properties as “is the variable
negative at a certain point in the program”, however the domain is not sophisticated enough to
establish “is the variable less than 10 at a certain point in the program”. Hence this domain was
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(b) Concrete values over Z.
Figure 1.1: The abstract domain of signs represented as a lattice.
then generalised to the interval domain [26] which considers limit information by constructing in-
teger upper and lower bounds for each variable, nevertheless this domain could also be improved
to create more accurate information since it does not show any dependence between the variables.
Hence more complex domains are required.
Often the numerical information, whether it is limit or distribution, comes in a relational
form, that is, the values of one variable may be dependent on the values of one or more other
variables. One domain that captures the linear relational limit information is the polyhedron
domain, this domain represents regions of some n-dimensional vector space bounded by a finite
set of hyperplanes [32]. There are also several different polyhedron sub-domains such as the
domain of convex polyhedra [6, 7, 9, 14], octagons [4, 15, 50, 54], octahedrons [21], bounded
difference shapes (bds) [49, 51, 53], two variables per inequality (tvpi) [77] and intervals [26].
Each of these abstract domains can be described by different classes of constraint as seen in
Table 2.1 on Page 16 and each of these domains are illustrated by n-dimensional shapes, see
Figure 2.2 on Page 17, so it can be seen that they do not capture any distribution information.
Although the polyhedron domain and its sub-domains have been thoroughly researched and are
widely used, relational domains for representing the (linear) distribution of numerical values have
been less well researched.
1.1 The Grid Domain
This thesis considers two related topics. In the first topic of this thesis we will introduce a re-
lational domain called the grid domain. This domain encodes information about the distribu-
tion of numerical values. The grid domain is based on the domain of congruences described by
Granger [37–39, 41]. The grid domain can be used for any of the applications mentioned above
and details are given in Chapter 5. In the 1-dimensional case, where the grid will define a subset
of points along the line −∞ ≤ x ≤ ∞, the grid can be a single point, such as, x = 1, a discrete
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Figure 1.2: Grids in R2.
set of equally spaced points, for example the set of even integers, or all the points along the line.
Let us now consider the 2-dimensional case. Then the grid can take many forms. The grid can be
a single point, such as, {x = 0, y = 1}, a set of equally spaced points along a line, for example,
the set {x = 0, y = 2k + 1|k ∈ Z}, a set of equally spaced points that cover a plane, for ex-
ample, see Figure 1.2(a), a set of lines, for example, see Figure 1.2(b), or the whole vectorspace
itself, for example R2. In Figure 1.2(a) the grid is given by the set of points illustrated by the
squares. It can be seen that the grid is non-relational as the points lie parallel to each of the axes.
In Figure 1.2(b) the grid is given by the all points along the diagonal lines. These are all the
points that satisfy the congruence x − y = 1 mod 3, so the grid is the set of points (x, y) such
that
{
x− y = a
∣∣a ∈ {. . . ,−2, 1, 4, . . .}}. It can be seen that the grid is not non-relational as the
congruence that describes the grid involves both x and y, visually this can be seen in Figure 1.2(b)
as the lines of the grid do not lie parallel to either of the axes.
Let us consider a simple example to show how the grid domain can be used to interpret a
small piece of code. Figure 1.2(b) illustrates two ways of describing a grid; either by means of
a finite set of congruence relations that all grid points must satisfy (given by dashed lines) or by
means of a finite set of generating vectors used for constructing the grid points and lines (given by
filled squares and thick lines). Consider first the following program fragment for any value of m:
for i := 1 to m
if ... then
x := y + 1
else
y := y + 3
endif
endfor
The dashed lines in Figure 1.2(b) illustrates the grid L and marks the vectors of values of the
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real variables x and y after the assignments x := y + 1 and y := y + 3, assuming that
nothing is known about the value of x or y. The set C = {x − y = 1 mod 3} is also called
a congruence system and describes L. Observe that the grid L consists of all points that can be
obtained as λℓ+ µq+ p, for any λ ∈ R and µ ∈ Z, where ℓ = ( 11 ) ,q = ( 03 ) and p = ( 10 ) ; the
vector ℓ, called a line, defines a gradient, the vector q, called a parameter, defines the distance to
the next line and the vector p is a generating point marking a position for the line (illustrated in
Figure 1.2(b) by the thick diagonal and vertical line and the filled square, respectively).
We will give details of how to interpret the domain and give a complete set of abstract op-
erations all of which have efficiencies better than or equal to previous proposals [38, 61]. These
operations are abstract forms of the set-theoretic operations such as comparison, join, meet and
difference. The advantage of a domain like the grids is that, unlike the domain of convex polyhe-
dra, all the abstract operations will have a complexity that is polynomially bounded by the number
of variables. As the domain of convex polyhedra can have operations which have unbounded or
exponential complexity, the cost of performing operations can grow rapidly. Whereas, the grid
domain has operations that have bounded polynomial complexity like those for the interval do-
main, bounded difference shapes or octagon domain. The grid domain can also express relational
properties over more than two variables which the interval, bounded difference shape or octagon
domain can not. We will show that aspects of the grid domain parallel those of the domain of
convex polyhedra, in that, not only do both domains share the same amount of expressivity, but
also both have two different representations that form a double description. In Chapter 4 we will
show that we can utilise this double description by designing the abstract operations to use the
representation which achieves the best complexity. As we have two descriptions we will introduce
a method of conversion between the two and a minimisation algorithm which puts the represen-
tation into a minimal form suitable for an easier conversion. We will show that our algorithms
for producing this minimal representation and conversion have complexities more efficient than
previous proposals [38, 61]. We will also be the first to give a complete set of abstract operations
as previous proposals have either not given an abstract operator, such as the difference opera-
tion [38, 39], or not given one which returns a single element of the domain, such as the join and
difference operations [71, 72]. To guarantee the termination of an analysis it is often useful to
have a widening operation. This operation approximates the fixpoint of a sequence. Another of
the contributions of this thesis will be to introduce a widening for each of the grid descriptions
as previous proposals have only considered a widening for use on the generator system [38, 41].
We will also introduce other approximations, that are not widenings, but can be used to accelerate
fixpoint convergence process.
1.2 Product Domains
Very little research has been done on the combination of domains which represent the limit and
distribution information, especially those which consider information which takes a relational or
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Figure 1.3: A grid-polyhedron in R2.
weakly relational form. The direct product and reduced product were both introduced by Cousot
and Cousot [28] and take the elements of the product to be the intersection of the two components.
The direct product provides a “do nothing” approach, so that there is no interaction between the
components, whereas the reduced product provides a “total reduction” approach. The reduced
product provides a reduction operation that ensures every element of the product is in canonical
form with respect to each of the components. There are several issues we need to consider with a
product domain, one is that the representation of an intersection as a pair is not canonical. Also the
precision of the operations needed for an analysis is affected not only by the choice of component
domains but also the allowed interactions between them, both before and during an operation.
If there is no interaction then the precision gained may be very little, if any, however if there is
a large amount we may greatly improve the precision but lose efficiency. Therefore the second
topic we consider in this thesis is an extension of the work on the grid domain and takes a product
of the grid domain with the domain of convex polyhedra or one of its simpler sub-domains. It
has been shown that the grid and the many polyhedra sub-domains are useful tools for program
analysis by themselves. We will introduce the partially reduced product. This product will allow
an amount of interaction between the components, thus utilising the strengths of each domain and
potentially improving the precision of the information provided compared to the results obtained
by preforming the analysis separately. The partially reduced product of two numerical domains
combines the direct product with several different reduction operators which can be applied. Our
aim of the partially reduced product is that it allows the user to choose the level of interaction
between the component domains and therefore choose how efficient the analysis will be.
We are interested in a grid-polyhedron domain as this will be able to capture both the limit
and distribution information which can take a relational form. A grid-polyhedron can be seen in
Figure 1.3. The grid is illustrated by the square points and the polyhedron by the shaded area.
Therefore the grid-polyhedron is the set of grid points that lie within the bounded shaded area.
The simple piece of code that the grid-polyhedron was generated from is given in Example 6.3 on
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Page 85.
For the grid-polyhedron domain we will show that we can specify six reduction operators
to use in the partially reduced product. These operators will then give us the direct, reduced,
smash, constraint, weakly tight and tight products. As both the grid and polyhedron domains
have representations which encode equality information we will introduce the constraint product
which will share the equalities between the component domains. The smash product can be used
on any pair of abstract domains which have a “bottom” element as it shares this between the
components, therefore for the case of grid-polyhedra we will pass from one domain to the other
the emptyset if either are represented by this. Finally we will introduce the weakly tight product
and tight product which can be thought of as “middle ground” reductions. The weakly tight
product ensures that each constraint of the polyhedron representation intersects some grid point
and the tight product ensures that each constraint of the polyhedron representation intersects some
grid-polyhedron point. We will use the weakly tight and tight product reductions as alternatives
to the traditional integer programming techniques of branch and bound and using cutting planes.
As both of these traditional methods rely on using the simplex method [67, 76, 81] they have
exponential complexity, whereas, we will show that we can produce an algorithm that can reduce
any grid-polyhedron so that it is a weakly tight product and that our reduction has a complexity
which is polynomial in the number of variables and constraints in the polyhedron representation.
As noted earlier, the intervals, bounded difference shapes and the octagon domain are all
sub-domains of the polyhedra but have operations with polynomial complexity similar to that
of the grid domain. Therefore we will also consider the product of a grid with each of these
polyhedron sub-domains. It has been stated before that these simpler product domains can be
used for applications such as checking if arrays are accessed out of bounds and if pointers or
variables are accessed without being initialised [18, 33, 79], checking if executables such as web-
plugins contain or perform harmful operations [16] and estimating the worst case execution time
of a program [19, 34]. Also they can be used for the same applications as the grid domain,
such as data dependence analysis or array reference analysis as noted in [63, 64] and [37]. We
will show that our algorithm for producing a weakly tight grid-polyhedron can be used on these
product sub-domains and that in certain circumstances it will produce either a tight product or a
reduced product. Also as the intervals, bounded difference shapes and octagons have operations
to minimise the number of constraints in their representation, our weakly tight reduction will have
a complexity which is polynomial in the number of variables alone.
For each of the grid-polyhedron domains we will also consider the abstract operations. We
will provide a complete set of operations together with the algorithms for each and show which
operations preserve the given reduction. So, for example, we will investigate if we have a weakly
tight product before an operation is performed, whether or not after the operation is performed it
is still a weakly tight product. We will also investigate whether each of the reductions need to be
performed before an operation so that information is not lost.
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1.3 Plan of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 will introduce the terminology and notation used throughout the thesis.
• Chapter 3 will establish the domain of grids and present the two different descriptions that
are used to represent the grids, as well as provide the algorithms for their conversion and
reduction to a minimal or canonical representation.
• Chapter 4 presents several of the operations that the domain can perform along with their
algorithms and complexities. The operations for the grid domain we have included are
comparison, testing the equality of two grids, intersection, join, difference, affine image
and pre-image and a covering box operation which computes the smallest non-relational
grid given a relational one.
• Chapter 5 introduces the operation of widening which is required when the calculation
of the fixed point fails to terminate due to the lattice not satisfying the ascending chain
condition which can occur for rational grids. We also detail the weakly relational sub-
domains of the grids and illustrate some of the applications of the grid domain.
• Chapter 6 introduces the partially reduced product which allows different amounts of in-
teraction between the component domains, thus enabling different amounts of reduction.
We use this product to establish the partially reduced grid-polyhedron domain, a domain
which combines the grids with polyhedra. For this domain we define six different reduction
choices, namely the direct, reduced, constraint, smash, weakly tight and tight product. For
the weakly tight product we provide an algorithm that will move in the constraints of the
polyhedron representation so that they all intersect grid points. Also we will discuss and
specify several abstract operations the domain will require.
• Chapter 7 considers the partially reduced product of sub-domains of the grid-polyhedron
domain. Specifically the grid-box domain (which includes the grid-interval domain), the
grid-bds domain and the grid-octagon domain. For the grid-bds and grid-octagon domains
we also introduce a sub-domain for each, called the bounded difference grid shape domain
and the ogrid-octagon domain respectively, which require that the grid component has a
weakly relational form. We also suggests several applications that the domains can be
applied to.
• Finally Chapter 8 discusses the conclusions made and the hopes for the future of this work.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
In this chapter we will introduce some of the definitions and notations from set theory, linear al-
gebra and graph theory assumed throughout the thesis. We will also give an overview of the main
concepts in abstract interpretation and the established domains, such as the polyhedral domain,
that will be used in Chapter 6 as part of the product described there. Some of the definitions are
based on those in mathematics textbooks [2, 69, 78].
2.1 Notation and Basic Concepts
The set of natural numbers is denoted by N, integers by Z, rationals by Q and reals by R. The
complexities we give for the different algorithms assume a unit cost for every arithmetic operation;
we take the computation of the greatest common divisor of a pair of numbers a, b ∈ Z to be a
single operation. Given sets X,Y and any relation R ⊆ X × Y , the image for R on a subset
A of X is
{
y ∈ Y
∣∣ ∃x ∈ A . (x, y) ∈ R }, and the pre-image for R on a subset B of Y is{
x ∈ X
∣∣ ∃y ∈ B . (x, y) ∈ R }.
If v, v′ ∈ Z, then gcd(v, v′) and lcm(v, v′) denote the greatest common divisor and least
common multiplier, respectively, of v, v′. We will assume that gcd(0, 0) = 0. Suppose now
v, v′ ∈ Q, so that, v = ab and v
′ = a
′
b′ for some a, b, a
′, b′ ∈ Z. Then we also write
gcd(v, v′) :=
r
s
, where s = lcm(b, b′) and r = gcd
(as
b
,
a′s
b′
)
.
Note that the gcd is well defined as it does not depend on the choices of a, b, a′, b′. Let t, t′ ∈ Z
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be relatively prime such that tv + t′v′ = gcd(v, v′). Then we write
gcdext(v, v′) :=
(
gcd(v, v′), (t, t′)
)
.
Let t, f ∈ R where f > 0. Then
t mod f = t′, where 0 ≤ t′ < f if ∃µ ∈ Z, t = t′ + µf.
Let t, f ∈ R where f = 0. Then t mod f = t.
2.1.1 Sets
The cardinality of a set S is denoted by #S. If S is a set, we denote the set of non-negative
elements in S by S+. We use the shorthand notation S[s′/s] for the set
(
S \ {s}
)
∪ {s′}. We
will denote the emptyset by ∅ and the powerset of a set S by ℘(S). We now describe the type of
properties a relation may have on a set.
Definition 2.1 (Relation Properties.) Let  be a binary relation on the set S. Then the relation
 is said to be reflexive if ∀s ∈ S, s  s. The relation  is said to be symmetric if ∀s, t ∈ S,
such that s  t implies that t  s. The relation  is said to be anti-symmetric if ∀s, t ∈ S, such
that s  t and s 6= t implies that t  s. The relation  is said to be transitive if ∀s, t, u ∈ S,
such that s  t and t  u implies that s  u. Also the relation  is said to be a partial order if it
is reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive.
A set S together with a partial order  is also said to be partially ordered, and written 〈S,〉. We
will refer to 〈S,〉 as a poset.
Definition 2.2 (Total Order.) A binary relation on a set S is said to be a total order if ∀s, t ∈ S
either s  t or t  s.
Let Q∞ := Q ∪ {+∞} be totally ordered by the extension of ‘≺’ such that d ≺ +∞ for each
d ∈ Q.
Definition 2.3 (Least Upper Bound.) Let 〈S,〉 be a partially ordered set and let T ⊆ S, T 6=
∅. Then s ∈ S is the least upper bound (or lub) of T if
1. t  s for all t ∈ T .
2. When u is such that t  u for all t ∈ T , then s  u.
The greatest lower bound (or glb) is defined dually. Note that the lub is also called the supremum
and the glb is also called the infimum.
Definition 2.4 (Lattice.) A partially ordered set 〈S,〉 is a lattice if every finite subset of S has
a lub and glb. A lattice is complete if every non-empty subset of S has a lub and glb in S.
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Definition 2.5 (Minkowski’s sum.) If S, T ⊆ Rn, then S + T denotes the Minkowski’s sum
defined by
S + T := { s + t ∈ Rn | s ∈ S, t ∈ T }.
Definition 2.6 (Ascending Chain Condition.) A partially ordered set S is said to satisfy the
Ascending Chain Condition (ACC) if all increasing chains, s1  s2  s3  . . ., eventually
become constant. That is for some n, sn = sn+1 for all n ≥ 1.
2.1.2 Vectors and Matrices
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, vi denotes the i-th component of the (column) vector v ∈ Rn. The
empty vector (in R0) is denoted by ǫ. Any vector v ∈ Rn is also a matrix in Rn×1 so that it
can be manipulated with the usual matrix operations of addition and multiplication, both by a
scalar and by another matrix. On the other hand, it is often convenient to consider a matrix H =
(h1, . . . ,hm) ∈ Rn×m as a finite set of vectors {h1, . . . ,hm} ⊆ Rn. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
and j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the ij-th component of a matrix H ∈ Rn×m is denoted by Hij and the i-th
row by Hi.
Definition 2.7 (Transpose.) The transpose of a matrix H , denoted by HT, is the matrix whose
ij-th component is the ji-th component of H .
Definition 2.8 (Triangular Form.) A matrix H ∈ Rn×m has upper triangular form if n = m,
for all i = 1, . . . , n, Hii 6= 0 and, for all j where 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, Hij = 0. Similarly H has
lower triangular form if n = m, for all i = 1, . . . , n, Hii 6= 0 and, for all j where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
Hij = 0.
Definition 2.9 (Positive Definite.) An n × n matrix D is positive definite if xTDx > 0 for all
x ∈ Rn where x 6= 0.
Definition 2.10 (Affinely Independent.) Vectors v1, . . . ,vm ∈ Rn are said to be affinely inde-
pendent if, for λ ∈ Rm, the set of equations {∑mi=1 λivi = 0, ∑mi=1 λi = 0} has λ = 0 as the
only solution.
Definition 2.11 (Scalar Product.) The scalar product of v,w ∈ Rn, denoted 〈v,w〉, is the real
number vTw =
∑n
i=1 viwi.
Definition 2.12 (Special Vectors.) A vector that has all its elements equal to zero is called a zero
vector and denoted by 0. A vector with 1 in the i-th position and zeroes in every other position
is called the i-th unit vector and is denoted by ei. A vector v ∈ Rn is said to be non-relational if
v = λ · ei for some λ ∈ R.
It follows that a set of vectors is said to be non-relational if each vector in the set is non-relational.
Let S = {v1, . . . ,vk} ⊆ Rn be a set of k vectors. For all scalars λ1, . . . , λk ∈ R, the vector
v =
∑k
j=1 λjvj is said to be a linear combination of the vectors in S. Such a combination is said
to be
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• an affine combination, if ∑kj=1 λj = 1;
• an integral combination, if λ1, . . . , λk ∈ Z;
• an integral affine combination, if it is both integral and affine;
• a positive (or conic) combination, if ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , k} : λj ∈ R+;
• a convex combination, if it is both positive and affine.
We denote by affine.hull(S) (resp., int.hull(S), int.affine.hull(S), conic.hull(S), convex.hull(S))
the set of all the affine (resp., integer, integer affine, positive, convex) combinations of the vectors
in S. We now give some definitions which are new and needed for the work on the grid domain
described in Chapter 3.
Definition 2.13 (Pivot Element.) For v ∈ Rn, piv<(v) denotes the maximum index i such that
vi 6= 0; if v = 0, we define piv<(v) := 0. Similarly, piv>(v) denotes the minimum index i such
that vi 6= 0; if v = 0, we define piv>(v) := n+ 1.
Definition 2.14 (Pivot Equivalent Vectors.) We say two vectors are pivot equivalent if piv<(v) =
piv<(v
′) = k and vk = v′k, or if piv>(v) = piv>(v′) = k and vk = v′k, written v ⇑ v′ and
v ⇓ v′, respectively.
2.1.3 Congruences and Congruence Relations
For any a, b ∈ R where a 6= 0, we say a divides b, denoted by a|b, if, for some m ∈ Z, am = b.
Definition 2.15 (Congruent.) For any a, b, f ∈ R, if a − b is integrally divisible by f then a is
said to be congruent to b, written a ≡f b. In the case that f = 0, the congruence denotes the
equality a = b.
Definition 2.16 (Linear Congruence Relation.) Let S be either Q or R. For each vector a ∈ Sn
and scalars b, f ∈ S, the notation 〈a,x〉 ≡f b stands for the linear congruence relation in Sn
defined by the set of vectors {v ∈ Rn ∣∣ ∃µ ∈ Z . 〈a,v〉 = b + µf }. Also when f = 0,
the congruence relation denotes the equality 〈a,x〉 = b. Given the congruence relation β =(
〈a,x〉 ≡f b
)
we say that f is the frequency and b is the base value and if b 6= 0, we say b is the
inhomogeneous term. When the frequency of the congruence relation is non-zero it said to be a
proper congruence relation.
Provided a 6= 0, the congruence relation 〈a,x〉 ≡f b defines the set of affine hyperplanes{ (
〈a,x〉 = b + µf
) ∣∣∣ µ ∈ Z}. The congruence 〈0,x〉 ≡f b defines the universe Rn if
b ≡f 0, and the emptyset, otherwise. We will assume that in such a congruence (when a = 0)
we have b 6= 0. Any vector that satisfies one of the equalities 〈a,x〉 = b + µf for any µ ∈ Z is
said to satisfy the congruence relation 〈a,x〉 ≡f b. We do not distinguish between syntactically
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different congruences defining the same set of vectors in Sn so that, e.g., x ≡1 2 and 2x ≡2 4 are
considered to be the same congruence. We can now extend the non-relational and pivot notation
to congruences, so that,
Definition 2.17 (Non-relational Congruence.) A congruence β = (〈a,x〉 ≡f b) in Sn is said
to be non-relational if a = λ · ei for some λ ∈ S.
It follows that a set of congruences is said to be non-relational if each congruence in the set is
non-relational.
Definition 2.18 (Pivot Equivalent Congruences.) If β = (〈a,x〉 ≡f a0) then piv<(β) :=
piv<(a). Also if γ =
(
〈c,x〉 ≡g c0
)
and ga ⇑ fc, then we write β ⇑ γ and say that β and γ are
pivot equivalent congruences. Observe that this means that β and γ are either both equalities or
both proper congruences.
2.1.4 Graph Theory
We now introduce some of the notation and terminology that will be used to describe the graphs
that can encode the information of the weakly relational domains we will introduce later. This
information is based on [12].
LetN be a finite set of nodes, then we will define what it is to be a rational-weighted directed
graph.
Definition 2.19 (Rational-weighted Directed Graph.) A rational-weighted directed graph (we
say graph, for short) W inN is a pair (N , w), wherew : N×N → Q∞ is the weight function for
W . Let W = (N , w) be a graph. A pair (ni, nj) ∈ N ×N is an arc of W if w(ni, nj) < +∞;
the arc is proper if ni 6= nj . A path π = n0 · · ·np in W is a non-empty and finite sequence of
nodes such that (ni−1, ni) is an arc of W , for all i = 1, . . . , p. The path π is simple if each node
occurs at most once in π. The path π is proper if all the arcs in it are proper.
Let π = n0 · · ·np then, each node ni, where i = 0, . . . , p, and each arc (ni−1, ni), where i = 1,
. . . , p, is said to be in the path π. The length of the path π is the number p of occurrences of arcs
in π and denoted by ‖π‖; the weight of the path π is
∑p
i=1w(ni−1, ni) and denoted by w(π).
The path π is a proper cycle if it is a proper path, n0 = np and p ≥ 2. If π1 = n0 · · ·nh and
π2 = nh · · ·np are paths, where 0 ≤ h ≤ p, then the path concatenation π = n0 · · · nh · · ·np
of π1 and π2 is denoted by π1 :: π2; if π1 = n0n1 (so that h = 1), then π1 :: π2 will also be
denoted by n0 · π2. Note that path concatenation is not the same as sequence concatenation. A
graph (N , w) can be interpreted as the system of potential constraints
C :=
{
ni − nj ≤ w(ni, nj)
∣∣ ni, nj ∈ N },
where the nodes are interpreted as the variables of the constraint and the weight function w(ni, nj)
is the constant.
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Figure 2.1: A simple graph.
Example 2.20 Consider the graph (N , w) where N = {i1, i2, i3, i4}. The weights for the arcs
of the graph are as follows w(i1, i2) = 2, w(i2, i3) = 3, w(i3, i4) = 2, w(i4, i1) = 3. This gives
the set of constraints
C :=
{
i1 − i2 ≤ 2, i2 − i3 ≤ 3, i3 − i4 ≤ 2, i4 − i1 ≤ 3
}
.
The graph (N , w) is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Definition 2.21 (Consistent Graph.) The graph (N , w) is consistent if and only if the system of
constraints it represents is satisfiable in Q, i.e., there exists a rational valuation ρ : N → Q such
that, for each constraint (ni − nj ≤ d) ∈ C, the relation ρ(ni)− ρ(nj) ≤ d holds.
It is well-known that a graph is consistent if and only if it has no negative weight cycle (see [24,
Section 25.5] ). Note that, the set of consistent graphs in N is denoted byW, since the graphs will
encode information about elements of a weakly relational domain. This set is partially ordered by
the relation ‘E’ defined, for all W1 = (N , w1) and W2 = (N , w2), by
W1 EW2 ⇐⇒ ∀i, j ∈ N : w1(i, j) ≤ w2(i, j).
We write W ⊳ W ′ when W E W ′ and W 6= W ′. When augmented with a bottom element
⊥ representing inconsistency, this partially ordered set becomes a non-complete lattice W⊥ =〈
W ∪ {⊥},E,⊓,⊔
〉
, where ‘⊓’ and ‘⊔’ denote the finitary greatest lower bound and least upper
bound operators, respectively.
Definition 2.22 (Closed graph.) A consistent graph W = (N , w) is closed if the following
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properties hold:
∀i ∈ N : w(i, i) = 0; (2.1)
∀i, j, k ∈ N : w(i, j) ≤ w(i, k) + w(k, j). (2.2)
The (shortest-path) closure of a consistent graph W in N is
closure(W ) :=
⊔{
W ′ ∈W
∣∣W ′ EW and W ′ is closed }.
Although the lattice of rational graphs is not complete, it will include the infinite least upper
bound defining the closure of a rational graph W . Informally, this must hold since the weights of
the least upper bound graph must be linear combinations of the rational weights of W and hence
are also rational.
When trivially extended so as to behave as the identity function on the bottom element ⊥,
shortest-path closure is a kernel operator (monotonic, idempotent and reductive) on the lattice
W⊥, therefore providing a canonical form.
The following lemma recalls a well-known result for closed graphs (for a proof, see Lemma 5
in [5]).
Lemma 2.23 Let W = (N , w) ∈ W be a closed graph. Then, for any path π = i · · · j in W , it
holds that w(i, j) ≤ w(π).
2.2 Abstract Interpretation
As stated in Chapter 1, abstract interpretation was introduced in 1977 by Cousot and Cousot [27].
It takes a set of possible properties of a program and approximates them by a set of intuitively
descriptive abstract properties.
Definition 2.24 (Galois Connection.) Let 〈C,C〉, 〈A,A〉 be two posets. Also let α : C → A
and γ : A → C . Then a Galois Connection is a pair of mappings α, γ such that ∀a1, a2 ∈
A,∀c1, c2 ∈ C
c1 C c2 =⇒ α(c1) A α(c2)
a1 A a2 =⇒ γ(a1) C γ(a2)
α(c1) A a1 ⇐⇒ c1 C γ(a1).
The functions α : C → A and γ : A→ C are called the abstraction and concretisation functions
respectively and the sets A andC are called the abstract domain and concrete domain respectively.
Definition 2.25 (Galois Insertion.) Let 〈C,C〉, 〈A,A〉 be two posets. Also let α : C → A
and γ : A → C . Then a Galois Insertion is a pair of mappings α, γ such that the pair are a
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Abstract Domain Constraint Form
Interval b1 ≤ xi ≤ b2
Bounded Difference Shape aixi − ajxj ≤ b where ai, aj ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and ai 6= aj
Two Variables Per Inequality aixi − ajxj ≤ b
Octagon aixi − ajxj ≤ b where ai, aj ∈ {−1, 0, 1}
Octahedron a1x1 + . . .+ anxn ≤ b where ai, aj ∈ {−1, 0, 1}
Polyhedron a1x1 + . . .+ anxn ≤ b
Table 2.1: Constraint representations of some abstract domains.
Galois connection and ∀a1, a2 ∈ A
a1 A a2 ⇐⇒ γ(a1) C γ(a2).
Definition 2.26 (Soundness Relation.) The concrete and abstract domains are joined by the
soundness relation σ such that σ ∈ C ×A.
This means that for the pair (c, a) ∈ C×A the soundness relation links the valid concrete property
c with a corresponding abstract property a which has been concluded by the abstraction.
The lattice for the abstract domain of signs and its concrete counterpart can be seen in Fig-
ure 1.1 on Page 3.
2.3 Some Numerical Domains
In the following section we will introduce some of the established abstract domains that will be
considered in Chapter 6 for the grid product domains. Each of the domains considered will be a
sub-domain of the polyhedron domain. There are several different polyhedron sub-domains such
as the domain of convex polyhedra [6,7,9,14], octagons [4,15,50,54], octahedrons [21], bounded
difference shapes (bds) [49, 51, 53], two variables per inequality (tvpi) [77] and intervals [26].
Table 2.1 shows how each of these abstract domains can be represented by different classes of
constraint.
In [51], Mine´ introduces the term weakly relational when discussing the bounded difference
shape domain. For the context of this thesis when we are discussing polyhedron domains we will
assume that the term weakly relational domain refers to the bounded difference shape domain,
octagon domain and the n-dimensional interval domain.
2.3.1 The Polyhedron Domain
We will now introduce some of the main features of the polyhedron domain; an illustration of
a polyhedron can be seen in Figure 2.2(d). The information of this section is taken from the
definitions and results of [7, 11, 14].
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(a) A Box. (b) A Bounded Difference Shape.
(c) An Octagonal Shape. (d) A Polyhedron.
Figure 2.2: Types of Polyhedron Domain.
Definition 2.27 (Convex Polyhedra.) The set P ⊆ Rn is a not necessarily closed convex poly-
hedron (NNC polyhedron, for short) if and only if either P can be expressed as the intersection
of a finite number of (open or closed) affine half-spaces of Rn or n = 0 and P = ∅. The set of all
NNC polyhedra on the vector space Rn is denoted Pn. The set P ∈ Pn is a closed convex poly-
hedron (closed polyhedron, for short) if and only if either P can be expressed as the intersection
of a finite number of closed affine half-spaces of Rn or n = 0 and P = ∅. The set of all closed
polyhedra on the vector space Rn is denoted CPn. In theoretical terms, Pn is a lattice under set
inclusion and CPn is a sub-lattice of Pn. A polyhedron, P, is a polytope if P is bounded.
NNC polyhedra can be specified by using two possible representations, the constraints (or im-
plicit) representation and the generators (or parametric) representation. For the scope of this work
we will only consider closed polyhedra, for a more detailed look at NNC polyhedra see [9, 14].
Constraint Representation.
Each polyhedron P ∈ CPn can be represented by a finite set of linear equality and inequality
constraints C called a constraint system. We write P = con(C). By using matrix notation, we
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have
P := {x ∈ Rn | A1x = b1, A2x ≥ b2 },
where, for all i ∈ {1, 2}, Ai ∈ Rmi × Rn and bi ∈ Rmi , and m1,m2 ∈ N are the number
of equalities and the number of non-strict inequalities, respectively. The subsets of equality and
inequality constraints in system C are denoted by eq(C) and ineq(C), respectively.
Generator Representation.
Let P ∈ CPn be a polyhedron. Then
• a vector p ∈ P is called a point of P;
• a vector r ∈ Rn, where r 6= 0, is called a ray (or direction of infinity) of P if P 6= ∅ and
p+ λr ∈ P, for all points p ∈ P and all λ ∈ R+;
• a vector l ∈ Rn is called a line of P if both l and −l are rays of P.
A point of a polyhedron P ∈ CPn is a vertex if and only if it cannot be expressed as a convex
combination of any other pair of distinct points in P. A ray r of a polyhedron P is an extreme
ray if and only if it cannot be expressed as a positive combination of any other pair r1 and r2 of
rays of P, where r 6= λr1, r 6= λr2 and r1 6= λr2 for all λ ∈ R+ (i.e., rays differing by a positive
scalar factor are considered to be the same ray).
When P ∈ CPn is a closed polyhedron, then it can be represented by finite sets of lines L,
rays R and points P of P. In this case, the 3-tuple G = (L,R,P ) is said to be a generator system
for P since we have
P = linear.hull(L) + conic.hull(R) + convex.hull(P ),
where the symbol ’+’ denotes the Minkowski’s sum.
For any P ∈ CPn and generator system G = (L,R,P ) for P, we have P = ∅ if and only
if P = ∅. Note that, any set of generating points P must contain all the vertices of P. Also
P can be non-empty and have no vertices, in this case, as P is necessarily non-empty, it must
contain points of P that are not vertices. For instance, the half-space of R2 corresponding to
the single constraint y ≥ 0 can be represented by the generator system G = (L,R,P ) such that
L =
{
(1, 0)T
}
, R =
{
(0, 1)T
}
, and P =
{
(0, 0)T
}
. It is also worth noting that the only ray in
R is not an extreme ray of P.
When P = con(C) 6= ∅, we say that the constraint system C is in minimal form if #eq(C) =
n − dim(P) and there does not exist C′ ⊂ C such that con(C′) = P. All the constraint systems
in minimal form describing a given polyhedron have the same cardinality. When the constraint
system C is not in minimal form, a constraint γ ∈ C is said to be redundant in C if con
(
C \{γ}
)
=
con(C).
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Similarly, a generator system G = (L,R,P ) for a polyhedron P ∈ CPn is said to be in
minimal form if there does not exist a generator system G′ = (L′, R′, P ′) 6= G for P such that
L′ ⊆ L, R′ ⊆ R and P ′ ⊆ P .
Any polyhedron P ∈ CPn can be described by using a constraint system C, a generator sys-
tem G, or both by means of the double description pair (DD pair) (C,G). The double description
method [57] is a collection of novel theoretical results showing that, given one kind of represen-
tation, there are algorithms for computing a representation of the other kind and for minimising
both representations by removing redundant constraints/generators.
A polyhedron is called rational if it can be represented by a constraint system where all the
constraints have rational coefficients. It has been shown (via the double description method [57])
that a polyhedron is rational if and only if it can be represented by a generator system where all
the generators have rational coefficients.
2.3.2 The Interval Domain
Interval arithmetic was introduced by Moore in [56]. It was then later introduced as a domain for
use in abstract interpretation by Cousot and Cousot [26].
Definition 2.28 (Interval.) Let S ∈ {Q,Z}. A closed interval is the set of values in S such that
[a, b] = {x ∈ S|a ≤ x ≤ b}, where {a, b} is a pair of bounds. We say that a is the lower bound
and b is the upper bound of the interval [a, b]. If both the bounds are in S, the interval is said to
be bounded. An integral interval is a pair [a, b] ∈ [Z∪ {∞}]2 where a <∞ for all a ∈ Z. Also a
rational interval is a pair [a, b] ∈ [Q∞]2 where a <∞ for all a ∈ Q.
Let S ∈ {Q,Z}. Then the abstract domain of intervals in S is given by:
IS := {⊥,⊤} ∪
{
[a, b]
∣∣ a ∈ S ∪ {−∞}, b ∈ S ∪ {∞}, a ≤ b} \ {[−∞,∞]}
where, for all [a1, b1], [a2, b2] ∈ IS,
[a1, b1] ⊑ [a2, b2] ⇐⇒ a1 ≥ a2 ∧ b1 ≤ b2;
[a1, b1] ⊓ [a2, b2] :=

[a, b], if a = max(a1, a2), b = min(b1, b2), a ≤ b,⊥, otherwise;
[a1, b1] ⊔ [a2, b2] := [a, b], where a = min(a1, a2), b = max(b1, b2), a ≤ b.
We can use the interval domain to create a domain of Boxes over a set S in n dimensions, where
S ∈ {Q,Z}. A non-empty n-dimensional box B is a sequence (I1, . . . .In) of intervals over the
set S. A subset and non-relational form of the polyhedron domain is that of intervals and boxes.
An illustration of a 2-dimensional box can be seen in Figure 2.2(a).
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2.3.3 The Bounded Difference Shape Domain
We now introduce the domain of bounded difference shapes and show how we will encode the
constraints of the domain as weighted graphs.
Definition 2.29 (Bounded Difference Constraints.) Let a ∈ Rn and d ∈ R, then for each
symbol ⊲⊳∈ {=,≤}, the linear constraint 〈a,v〉 ⊲⊳ d is said to be a bounded difference constraint
if and only if there exists two indices i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that
• ai, aj ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and ai 6= aj
• ak = 0, for all k /∈ {i, j}.
Definition 2.30 (Bounded Difference Shape.) A convex polyhedron P ∈ CPn is said to be a
bounded difference shape (BDS) if and only if P can either be expressed as the intersection of a
finite number of bounded difference constraints or n = 0 and P = ∅.
An illustration of a 2-dimensional bounded difference shape can be seen in Figure 2.2(b). The
bounded difference shapes form a weakly relational domain which extends the non-relational
interval domain but is still a subset of the polyhedron domain. A finite system C of bounded
differences on variables V = {v0, . . . , vn−1} can be represented by a weighted directed graph
W = (N0, w) where 0 /∈ V is the special variable, N0 = {0} ∪ V , and the weight function w is
defined, for each vi, vj ∈ N0, by
w(vi, vj) :=


min
{
d ∈ Q
∣∣ (vi − vj ≤ d) ∈ C }, if vi 6= 0 and vj 6= 0;
min
{
d ∈ Q
∣∣ (vi ≤ d) ∈ C }, if vi 6= 0 and vj = 0;
min
{
d ∈ Q
∣∣ (−vj ≤ d) ∈ C }, if vi = 0 and vj 6= 0;
0, if vi = vj = 0.
Notice that we assume that min∅ = +∞; moreover, unary constraints are encoded by means of
the special variable, which is meant to always have value 0. We will use the definitions and nota-
tion introduced earlier for weighted directed graphs. In particular, a graph encoding a consistent
system of bounded differences will be called a bounded difference graph.
Let P = con(C) be a bounded difference shape. As we can represent a bds by a weighted
graph we can apply the closure algorithm to the weighted graph to produce a closed weighted
graph that represents the bds. From this we can then re-calculate the set of bounded difference
constraints and represent the bds by these. So from now on we will assume that a closed set of
constraints for a bds refers to the set derived from a closed weighted graph and denote this set of
bounded difference constraints by closure(C).
2.3.4 The Octagon Domain
We now introduce the octagon domain and show how, like the bds domain, we can encode the
constraints of the domain as weighted graphs. The following information is based on results
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from [12]. For the following definition of octagonal constraints let us assume that there is a fixed
set V = {v0, . . . , vn−1} of n variables.
Definition 2.31 (Octagonal Constraints.) Let a ∈ Rn and d ∈ R, then for each symbol ⊲⊳∈ {=
,≤}, the linear constraint 〈a,v〉 ⊲⊳ d is said to be an octagonal constraint if and only if there
exists two distinct indices i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that i < j and
• ai, aj ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and ai 6= 0
• ak = 0, for all k /∈ {i, j}.
Definition 2.32 (Octagon.) A convex Polyhedron P ∈ CPn is said to be an octagon if and only if
P can either be expressed as the intersection of a finite number of octagonal constraints or n = 0
and P = ∅.
An illustration of a 2-dimensional octagon can be seen in Figure 2.2(c). The octagon domain
forms a weakly relational domain which extends the weakly relational bounded difference shapes
but is still a subset of the polyhedron domain. Octagonal constraints can be encoded using po-
tential constraints by splitting each variable vi into two separate forms: a positive form v+i ,
which we interpret as +vi; and a negative form v−i , which we interpret as −vi. Then we can
write any octagonal constraint aivi + ajvj ≤ d as a potential constraint v − v′ ≤ d0 where
v, v′ ∈ {v+i , v
−
i , v
+
j , v
−
j } and d0 ∈ Q. Namely, an octagonal constraint such as vi + vj ≤ d
can be translated into the potential constraint v+i − v
−
j ≤ d; alternatively, the same octagonal
constraint can be translated into v+j − v
−
i ≤ d. Furthermore, unary (octagonal) constraints such
as vi ≤ d and −vi ≤ d can be encoded as v+i − v
−
i ≤ 2d and v
−
i − v
+
i ≤ 2d, respectively.
From now on, we can assume that the set of nodes is N± := {0, . . . , 2n − 1}. These nodes
will denote the positive and negative forms of the variables in V: for all i ∈ N±, if i = 2k, then i
represents the positive form v+k and, if i = 2k + 1, then i represents the negative form v
−
k of the
variable vk. To simplify the presentation, for each i ∈ N±, we let ı denote i+ 1, if i is even, and
i− 1, if i is odd, so that, for all i ∈ N±, we also have ı ∈ N± and ı = i. Then we can rewrite a
potential constraint v− v′ ≤ d where v ∈ {v+k , v
−
k } and v′ ∈ {v
+
l , v
−
l } as the potential constraint
i − j ≤ d in N± where, if v = v+k , i = 2k and if v = v
−
k , i = 2k + 1; similarly, if v′ = v
+
l ,
j = 2l and if v′ = v−l , j = 2l + 1.
Definition 2.33 (Octagonal graph.) A (rational) octagonal graph is any consistent graph W =
(N±, w) that satisfies the coherence assumption:
∀i, j ∈ N± : w(i, j) = w(, ı). (2.3)
The set O of all octagonal graphs together with the addition of the bottom element, representing
an unsatisfiable system of constraints, is a sub-lattice of W⊥, sharing the same least upper bound
and greatest lower bound operators. As for the bounded difference shapes, as we can represent an
octagon by a weighted graph we can apply the closure algorithm to the weighted graph to produce
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(b) A graph (N±, w).
Figure 2.3: A simple octagonal graph.
a closed weighted graph that represents the octagon. From this we can then re-calculate the set of
octagonal constraints and represent the octagon by these. So from now on we will assume that a
closed set of constraints for an octagon refers to the set derived from a closed weighted graph.
Example 2.34 Let P = con(C) be the octagon given the set of constraints
C :=
{
0 ≤ y ≤ 3, −1 ≤ x− y ≤ 3, 1 ≤ x+ y ≤ 7
}
,
over the set of variables V . Then P can be seen in Figure 2.3(a). We can split each variable into
its positive and negative form to get an alternative set of constraints
C :=
{
y+−y− ≤ 6, y−−y+ ≤ 0, x+−y+ ≤ 3, x+−y− ≤ 7, x−−y+ ≤ −1, x−−y− ≤ 1
}
.
Then from this set of constraints we can consider the graph (N±, w) where N± = {i, ı, j, }.
The weights for the arcs of the graph derived from the constraints are as follows
w(j, ) = 6, w(, j) = 0, w(i, j) = 3, w(i, ) = 7, w(ı, j) = −1, w(ı, ) = 1
the weights for the arcs derived from the coherence assumption are
w(, ı) = 3, w(, i) = −1, w(j, ı) = 7, w(j, i) = 1
and for all other arcs the weight is ∞. The graph (N±, w) can be seen in Figure 2.3(b), where
the arcs derived from the constraints are given by the solid lines and all others are given by the
dashed lines.
Chapter 3
The Grid Domain
3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the domain of rational grids and their two repre-
sentations, together with an algorithm for converting between these two representations. The
grid domain will interpret information from programs as sets of equally spaced points. We will
demonstrate how we can infer information about the pattern of values a variable can take from
program fragments, see Examples 3.2, 3.11 and 3.12. We will then show how these two represen-
tations form the two components of a double description method for the grid domain very similar
to that for convex polyhedra [57].
The first representation we will introduce is that of the congruence system. This system
introduces relations of the form 〈a,x〉 ≡f b which stands for the set of vectors
{
x ∈ Rn
∣∣ ∃µ ∈ Z . 〈a,x〉 = b+ µf }.
3.2 The Congruence Representation
A congruence system in Qn is a finite set of congruence relations C in Qn. As we do not distin-
guish between syntactically different congruences defining the same set of vectors, we can assume
that all proper congruences in C have modulus 1.
Definition 3.1 (Rational Grid.) Let C be a congruence system in Qn. If L is the set of vectors
in Rn that satisfy all the congruences in C, we say that L is a grid described by a congruence
system C in Qn. We also say that C is a congruence system for L and write L = gcon(C). If
gcon(C) = ∅, then we say that C is inconsistent.
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Figure 3.1: A grid in R2 represented by a congruence system.
We will now give some examples of grids. The first example shows how we can take part of a
program and infer from it the distribution information.
Example 3.2 Consider first the following program fragment (based on an example in [32]) for
any value of m:
x := 2; y := 0;
for i := 1 to m
if ... then
x := x + 4
else
x := x + 2; y := y + 1
endif
endfor
if we consider the distribution of possible values of integer variables x and y resulting from the
execution of the code, we obtain the following congruence relations x ≡2 0 and −x+ 2y ≡4 2.
The grid is illustrated in Figure 3.1 by the square points and the congruences that produce the
grid are shown by the dashed lines.
The Example 3.3 shows two different ways of representing an empty grid using the congruence
system.
Example 3.3 Consider the congruence systems
{
〈0,x〉 ≡0 1
}
and
{
〈a,x〉 ≡2 0, 〈a,x〉 ≡2 1
}
,
for any a ∈ Qn, both describe the empty grid in Rn. In fact, the first congruence system requires
that 0 = 1, while the second one requires that the value of an expression is both even and odd, so
that they are both inconsistent.
Definition 3.4 (Grid Domain.) The grid domain Gn is the set of all grids in Rn ordered by the
set inclusion relation, so that ∅ and Rn are the bottom and top elements of Gn respectively.
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Figure 3.2: A grid in R2 represented by a single congruence.
Definition 3.5 (Universe Grid.) The vector space Rn is called the universe grid.
In set theoretical terms, Gn is a lattice under set inclusion. The space dimension of a grid L ∈ Gn
is the dimension n ∈ N of the corresponding vector space Rn. If the maximum number of affinely
independent points in L is k + 1, then dim(L) = k denotes the affine dimension of L. The affine
dimension of an empty grid is defined to be 0. Thus we have 0 ≤ dim(L) ≤ n.
Example 3.6 Consider the grid L ∈ G2, which can be seen in Figure 3.2, where L = gcon(C)
and
C := {x ≡2 1}.
Then dim(L) = 2 even though L is only represented by one congruence.
Let C be a congruence system and L = gcon(C). Suppose also that the congruence relation
β =
(
〈a,x〉 ≡f b
)
is such that Lβ = gcon
(
{β}
)
. We say that
• L is disjoint from β if L ∩ Lβ = ∅; that is, adding β to C gives us the empty grid.
• L strictly intersects β if L ∩ Lβ 6= ∅ and L ∩ Lβ ⊂ L; that is, adding β to C gives us a
non-empty grid strictly smaller than L.
• L is included in β if L ⊆ Lβ; that is, adding β to C leaves L unchanged.
Example 3.7 Consider again the grid from Example 3.2. Let
β1 = (x ≡2 1),
β2 = (x ≡4 2),
β3 = (x+ 2y ≡4 2).
Then L is disjoint from β1, L strictly intersects β2 and L is included in β3.
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As an alternative to the congruence system we now introduce a different way to represent the grid
domain, that is, by a set of generating vectors.
3.3 The Generator Representation
Let L be a grid in Gn. Then
• a vector p ∈ L is called a point of L;
• a vector q ∈ Rn \ {0} is called a parameter of L if L 6= ∅ and p+ µq ∈ L, for all points
p ∈ L and all µ ∈ Z;
• a vector ℓ ∈ Rn \ {0} is called a line of L if L 6= ∅ and p+ λℓ ∈ L, for all points p ∈ L
and all λ ∈ R.
If L, Q and P are finite sets of vectors in Qn and
L := linear.hull(L) + int.hull(Q) + int.affine.hull(P ),
then L ∈ Gn is a grid (see [76, Section 4.4] and also Proposition 3.30). The 3-tuple G =
(L,Q,P ), where L, Q and P , all in Qn, denote sets of lines, parameters and points, respec-
tively, is said to be a generator system for L and we write L = ggen(G); also, for conve-
nience, we let ggen(L,Q,P ) denote ggen(G) (without the extra parentheses). Note that the
grid L = ggen(L,Q,P ) = ∅ if and only if the set of points P = ∅. If P 6= ∅, then
L = ggen(L,∅, Qp ∪ P ) where, for some p ∈ P , Qp = {p + q ∈ Qn | q ∈ Q }. As in-
dicated in [76, Section 4.4], both congruence and generator systems can be used to describe a
grid.
Proposition 3.8 Let L ⊆ Rn. Then L = gcon(C), for some congruence system C in Rn, if and
only if L = ggen(G), for some generator system G in Rn.
This also follows directly from Propositions 3.29 and 3.30 in Section 3.5 which provide algo-
rithms for converting between the two systems.
Definition 3.9 (Rectilinear Grid.) We say that a grid L is rectilinear if it can be represented by
a non-relational set of congruences or generators.
Example 3.10 Let L ∈ G2, where L = gcon(C) = ggen(G), C := {x ≡2 0, y ≡3 0} and
G :=
(
∅,
(
2 0
0 3
)
,
(
0
0
))
.
Then L is a rectilinear grid.
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Figure 3.3: A grid in R2 represented by a generator system.
The following examples show how we can infer the generator descriptions for grids from frag-
ments of programs.
Example 3.11 Recall the simple code given in Example 3.2. The filled squares in Figure 3.3
represent the points
p1 =
(
2
0
)
, p2 =
(
6
0
)
and p3 =
(
4
1
)
while all the squares (both filled and unfilled) in the diagram mark the position vectors v =
π1p1 + π2p2 + π3p3, where π1, π2, π3 ∈ Z and π1 + π2 + π3 = 1. The set of points P =
{p1,p2,p3} will generate the grid L = ggen(G1) = ggen(∅,∅, P ). Some of these generating
points can be replaced by parameters that give the direction and spacing for the neighbouring
points. Specifically, by subtracting one of the points from each of the other two generating points
we can obtain the parameters thus, by subtracting the point p1 from each of the points p2,p3, we
obtain
q2 =
(
4
0
)
and q3 =
(
2
1
)
which are marked by the thick lines between points p1 and p2 and points p1 and p3, respectively.
It follows that each point v ∈ L can be written as v = p1 + π2q2 + π3q3 for some π2, π3 ∈ Z;
the set Q = {q2,q3} is called a parameter set for L = ggen(G2) = ggen(∅, Q, {p1}).
Example 3.12 Consider the procedure given in Figure 3.4 which is the running example of [61].
The effect of calling qwith the pair of variables (x,y) set to the pair of values (a, b) will be to bind
the vector (x,y)T to the vectors (a, b)T, (15a, 18a+b)T , (225a, 282a+b)T(3375a, 4224a+b)T
and so on. Computing q(a, b) the vectors are generated as follows:
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q(var x, var y)
if ... then
x := 3*x (P1)
y := x + y (P2)
q(x, y) (P3)
x := 5*x (P4)
y := x + y (P5)
endif
Figure 3.4: A recursive procedure.
• (iteration 1):
1. (iteration 1.1) the if condition on the first line of the code fails so q(a, b) = (a, b).
2. (iteration 1.2) the if condition with parameters (a, b) succeeds. Then lines P1-P5
must be executed:
(iteration 1.2) after (P1): (x, y) = (3a, b)
(iteration 1.2) after (P2): (x, y) = (3a, 3a + b)
(iteration 1.2) after (P3): the value of q(3a, 3a + b).
So the computation continues with q(3a, 3a + b)
• (iteration 2):
1. (iteration 2.1) the if condition on the first line of the code fails and q(3a, 3a + b) =
(3a, 3a + b).
Now iteration 1.2 can be completed:
(iteration 1.2) after (P4): (x, y) = (15a, 3a + b)
(iteration 1.2) after (P5): (x, y) = (15a, 18a + b).
So q(a, b) = (15a, 18a + b).
2. (iteration 2.2) the if condition with parameters (3a, 3a + b) succeeds. Then lines
P1-P5 must be executed:
(iteration 2.2) after (P1): (x, y) = (9a, 3a + b)
(iteration 2.2) after (P2): (x, y) = (9a, 12a + b)
(iteration 2.2) after (P3): the value of q(9a, 12a + b).
So the computation continues with q(9a, 12a + b)
• (iteration 3):
1. (iteration 3.1) the if condition on the first line of the code fails so that q(9a, 12a+b) =
(9a, 12a + b).
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Now iteration 2.2 can be completed:
(iteration 2.2) after (P4): (x, y) = (45a, 12a + b)
(iteration 2.2) after (P5): (x, y) = (45a, 57a + b).
Now iteration 1.2 can be completed:
(iteration 1.2) after (P4): (x, y) = (225a, 57a + b)
(iteration 1.2) after (P5): (x, y) = (225a, 282a + b).
So q(a, b) = (225a, 282a + b).
2. (iteration 3.2) the if condition on the first line of the code succeeds. Then lines P1-P5
must be executed:
(iteration 3.2) after (P1): (x, y) = (27a, 12a + b)
(iteration 3.2) after (P2): (x, y) = (27a, 39a + b)
(iteration 3.2) after (P3): the value of q(27a, 39a + b).
So the computation continues with q(27a, 39a + b)
• (iteration 4):
1. (iteration 4.1) the if condition on the first line of the code fails so that q(27a, 39a +
b) = (27a, 39a + b).
Now iteration 3.2 can be completed:
(iteration 3.2) after (P4): (x, y) = (135a, 39a + b)
(iteration 3.2) after (P5): (x, y) = (135a, 174a + b).
Now iteration 2.2 can be completed:
(iteration 2.2) after (P4): (x, y) = (675a, 174a + b)
(iteration 2.2) after (P5): (x, y) = (675a, 849a + b).
Now iteration 1.2 can be completed:
(iteration 1.2) after (P4): (x, y) = (3375a, 849a + b)
(iteration 1.2) after (P5): (x, y) = (3375a, 4224a + b).
So q(a, b) = (3375a, 4224a + b).
and so on...
Note that using integral grids, without knowing the values a and b, we cannot perform any
of the grid operations, described in Chapter 4, since all the values are parametric on the pair
(a, b). We therefore need a grid where the values capture the effect of the procedure but do not
refer explicitly to the values (a, b). Since the effect of the procedure in the case a = 0 is trivial,
we assume a 6= 0. Consider a grid with variables (u, v,w) where u = xa , v =
y
a −
b
a and w =
b
a .
Then (1, 0, ba)
T will be the initial vector for (u, v,w) in any call to q. This will result in a vector
of values represented as a point in a grid Li = ggen(L,∅, Pi), where i is the number of iterations
through the body of the procedure; the singleton set of lines L = {(0, 0, 1)T} represents the fact
that there is no information about the initial value ba for w and, for the first four iterations, the
sets of points are given by P0 :=
{
(1, 0, 0)T}, P1 :=
{
(15, 18, 0)T}, P2 :=
{
(225, 282, 0)T}
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and P3 :=
{
(3375, 4224, 0)T}. Letting L := L0 ⊕ L1 ⊕ L2 ⊕ L3, where ⊕ is the operation of
grid join described in Section 4.4, we have L = ggen(L,∅, P ) where
P =
{
(1, 0, 0)T, (15, 18, 0)T , (225, 282, 0)T(3375, 4224, 0)T
}
.
Converting this to the congruence representation, using methods described in Section 3.5, we
obtain
L = gcon
(
{u ≡14 1, v ≡6 0}
)
.
This grid L represents a fixpoint for the procedure; thus it includes all the possible values for
the vector (x,y)T that might be obtained as a result of calling q. If the procedure is called with
x = a where a 6= 0 and y = b, then all the possible values for the vector (x,y)T are represented
by the grid
gcon
(
{x ≡14a a,y ≡6a b}
)
.
3.4 Homogeneous Form
In this section, we describe an accessible and appropriate way to represent internally the con-
gruence and generator systems in terms of arrays (i.e., matrices) which will be required by our
conversion algorithm.
Definition 3.13 (Homogeneous.) A congruence system C is homogeneous if, for all (〈a,x〉 ≡f
b
)
∈ C, we have b = 0. Similarly, a generator system (L,Q,P ) is homogeneous if 0 ∈ P .
For the conversion between the two systems (described in Section 3.5) and the implementation
within the PPL [13], it is convenient to work with a homogeneous system. Thus we will first
convert any congruence or generator system in Qn to a homogeneous system in Qn+1. The extra
dimension is denoted with a 0 subscript so that the vector xˆ is given by (x0, . . . , xn)T and e0
denotes the vector (1,0T)T.
Consider the congruence system C = E ∪F inQn, where E is a set of equalities and F is a set
of proper congruences. Then the homogeneous form for C is the congruence system Cˆ = Eˆ ∪ Fˆ
in Qn+1 defined by:
Eˆ :=
{〈
(−b,aT)T, xˆ
〉
= 0
∣∣∣ (〈a,x〉 = b) ∈ E }, (3.1)
Fˆ :=
{〈
f−1(−b,aT)T, xˆ
〉
≡1 0
∣∣∣ (〈a,x〉 ≡f b) ∈ F } ∪ {〈e0, xˆ〉 ≡1 0}. (3.2)
The congruence 〈e0, xˆ〉 ≡1 0 expresses the fact that 1 ≡1 0. By writing Eˆ = (ETx = 0) and
Fˆ = (FTx ≡1 0), where E,F ⊆ Qn+1, it can be seen that the pair (F,E), called the matrix
form of Cˆ, is sufficient to determine C.
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Consider next a generator system G = (L,Q,P ) in Qn. Then the homogeneous form for G is
the generator system Gˆ :=
(
Lˆ, Qˆ ∪ Pˆ , {0}
)
in Qn+1 where
Lˆ :=
{
(0, ℓT)T
∣∣ ℓ ∈ L}, Qˆ := {(0,qT)T ∣∣ q ∈ Q}, Pˆ := {(1,pT)T ∣∣ p ∈ P}. (3.3)
The original grid L = gcon(C) (resp., L = ggen(G)) can be recovered from the grid Lˆ =
gcon(Cˆ) (resp., Lˆ = ggen(Gˆ)) since L = {v ∈ Rn ∣∣ (1,vT)T ∈ Lˆ)}.
Example 3.14 Consider the grid L = ggen(G) where
G :=
(
∅,
(
2 0
0 3
)
,
(
1
0
))
.
Then the homogeneous form for G is Gˆ where
Gˆ :=

∅,


1 0 0
1 2 0
0 0 3

 ,


0
0
0



 .
3.5 Reduction and Conversion Algorithms
Many of the algorithms given for the operations on grids discussed later will require that the con-
gruence systems not only have minimal cardinality but also that the coefficients of (a permutation
of) the matrix form for the congruences can form a triangular matrix.
Definition 3.15 (Congruence System in Minimal Form.) Suppose C is a congruence system in
Qn. Then we say that C is in minimal form if either C = {〈0,x〉 ≡0 1} or, for each congruence
β =
(
〈a,x〉 ≡f b
)
∈ C, the following hold:
1. if piv<(β) = k, then k > 0 and ak > 0;
2. for all β′ ∈ C \ {β}, piv<(β′) 6= piv<(β).
Lemma 3.16 If C 6= {〈0,x〉 ≡0 1} is a congruence system in minimal form, then C is consistent.
Proof. Since C is in minimal form, the set of equalities E =
{
〈v,x〉 = b
∣∣ 〈v,x〉 ≡f b ∈ C}
is linearly independent; and hence E has a solution p. Moreover, since, for each congruence(
〈v,x〉 ≡f b
)
∈ C there is a corresponding equality
(
〈v,x〉 = b
)
∈ E , gcon(E) ⊆ gcon(C).
Thus p ∈ gcon(C) and, hence, C is consistent. 
We will now show how to produce an n-dimensional grid in minimal form given that it is repre-
sented by a congruence system which consists of m congruences.
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Proposition 3.17 There exists an algorithm that, for each congruence system C in Qn, computes
a congruence system C′ in minimal form such that gcon(C) = gcon(C′). Letting m := # C, the
algorithm has a worst-case complexity given by O
(
mnmin{m,n}
)
.
Proof. To prove the result, we first define the key transformation step in the algorithm and show
that the resulting congruence system describes the same grid. Suppose there exist distinct con-
gruences
β1 =
(
〈a1,x〉 ≡f1 b1
)
, β2 =
(
〈a2,x〉 ≡f2 b2
) (3.4)
in C such that piv<(β1) = piv<(β2) = i > 0. We will define the congruences
β′′1 =
(
〈a′′1 ,x〉 ≡f1 b
′′
1
)
, β′′2 =
(
〈a′′2 ,x〉 ≡f2 b
′′
2
)
and a congruence system C′′ such that either C′′ =
(
C \ {β1, β2}
)
∪ {β′′1 , β
′′
2} or C
′′ =
(
C \
{β1, β2}
)
∪ {β′′1} and show that gcon(C) = gcon(C′′). We show that piv<(a′′1) = i and, if β′′2 is
defined, then piv<(a′′2) < i. There are two cases.
1. At least one of β1, β2 is an equality; without loss of generality, we assume that β1 is an
equality so that f1 = 0. Then we let β′′1 = β1 and, using Gaussian elimination,
a′′2 = a2 − (a2i/a1i)a1, b
′′
2 = b2 − (a2i/a1i)b1.
2. Both β1 and β2 are proper congruences; so that we can assume that f1 = f2 = 1. Let
gcdext(a1i, a2i) =
(
r, (s, t)
)
and
a′′1 = sa1 + ta2, b
′′
1 = sb1 + tb2,
a′′2 = (−a2i/r)a1 + (a1i/r)a2, b
′′
2 = (−a2i/r)b1 + (a1i/r)b2.
In both cases, let
C′′ =


(
C \ {β1, β2}
)
∪ {β′′1 , β
′′
2}, if a′′2 6= 0 or b′′2 6= 0;(
C \ {β1, β2}
)
∪ {β′′1}, otherwise.
Then gcon(C) = gcon(C′′). Note that these transformations require a computation for each
coefficient of the considered congruences so that their complexity is O
(
n
)
.
The proof of the result is by induction on i; where 0 ≤ i ≤ n is the maximum value for
which there exist distinct congruences β1 and β2 ∈ C defined as in (3.4) such that piv<(β1) =
piv<(β2) = i.
The base case is when i = 0 so that a1 = a2 = 0. In this case, if there exists
(
〈0,x〉 ≡f b
)
∈
C and b ≡f 0 is inconsistent, let C′ =
{
〈0,x〉 ≡0 1
}
; otherwise, let C′ =
{
β ∈ C
∣∣ piv<(β) 6=
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0
}
.
For the step case, we keep applying the transformation (1) if either f1 = 0 or f2 = 0, and (2)
otherwise until no more transformations are applicable for this index; that is when we obtain a
congruence system Cj for which j < i is the maximum index such that there exist distinct con-
gruences β1 and β2 ∈ Cj where piv<(β1) = piv<(β2) = j. We note that we will have to perform
these transformations at most m times for each step, where # C = m, so that the complexity of
each step is O
(
nm
)
. By the inductive hypothesis, we can compute C′ in minimal form such that
gcon(C′) = gcon(Cj). Therefore gcon(C′) = gcon(C). As we iterate at most min{m,n} times
over the step case, it can be seen that the algorithm has complexity O
(
mnmin{m,n}
)
. 
Note that the algorithm mentioned in Proposition 3.17, is based on the Hermite normal form
algorithm [67, 76].
As for congruence systems, for many operations and procedures in the implementation, it is
useful if the generator systems have a minimal number of elements and also that the coefficients
of (a permutation of) the generators can form a triangular matrix.
Definition 3.18 (Generator System in Minimal Form.) Suppose G = (L,Q,P ) is a generator
system in Qn. Then we say that G is in minimal form if either L = Q = P = ∅ or #P = 1 and,
for each generator v ∈ L ∪Q, the following hold:
1. if piv>(v) = k, then vk > 0;
2. for all v′ ∈ (L ∪Q) \ {v}, piv>(v′) 6= piv>(v).
We will now show how to produce an n-dimensional grid in minimal form given that it is repre-
sented by a generator system which consists of m generators.
Proposition 3.19 There exists an algorithm that, for each generator system G in Qn, computes a
generator system G′ in minimal form such that ggen(G′) = ggen(G). Letting G = (L,Q,P ) and
m := #L+#Q+#P , the algorithm has worst-case complexity O
(
mnmin{m,n}
)
.
Proof. If P = ∅, then ggen(G) = ∅; in this case, let G′ = (∅,∅,∅). Suppose now that there
exists a point p ∈ P . Let Gp =
(
L,Qp, {p}
)
, where
Qp =
(
Q ∪
{
p′′ − p ∈ Qn
∣∣ p′′ ∈ P \ {p}}) \ L.
Since m = #L+#Q+#P , we obtain #L+#Qp < m. Then ggen(Gp) = ggen(G) since
linear.hull(L) + int.hull(Q) + int.affine.hull(P ) =
linear.hull(L) + int.hull(Qp) + int.affine.hull
(
{p}
)
.
To prove the result, we first define the key transformation step in the algorithm and show that
the resulting generator system describes the same grid. Suppose there exist distinct generators
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v1,v2 ∈ L ∪ Qp such that piv>(v1) = piv>(v2) = i ≤ n. We will define a generator system
G′′ =
(
L′′, Q′′p, {p}
)
inQn where L′′∪Q′′p =
(
L∪Qp\{v1,v2}
)
∪
(
{v′′1 ,v
′′
2}\{0}
)
, ggen(G′′) =
ggen(Gp), piv>(v
′′
1) = i and, if v′′2 6= 0, piv>(v′′2) > i. There are three cases.
1. Suppose that {v1,v2} ⊆ L. Then, using Gaussian elimination, let
v′′1 = v1, v
′′
2 = v2 − (v2i/v1i)v1;
L′′ =
(
L \ {v2}
)
∪
(
{v′′2} \ {0}
)
, Q′′p = Qp.
2. Suppose that v1 ∈ L and v2 ∈ Qp or vice-versa; without loss of generality, we assume that
v1 ∈ L. Then, using Gaussian elimination, let
v′′1 = v1, v
′′
2 = v2 − (v2i/v1i)v1;
L′′ = L, Q′′p =
(
Qp \ {v2}
)
∪
(
{v′′2} \ {0}
)
.
3. Suppose that {v1,v2} ⊆ Qp. Let gcdext(v1i, v2i) =
(
r, (s, t)
)
,
v′′1 = sv1 + tv2, v
′′
2 = (−v2i/r)v1 + (v1i/r)v2;
L′′ = L, Q′′p =
(
Qp \ {v1,v2}
)
∪
(
{v′′1 ,v
′′
2} \ {0}
)
.
In all cases, ggen(G′′) = ggen(Gp). Note that these transformations require a computation for
each coefficient of the considered generators so that their complexity is O
(
n
)
.
The proof of the result is by induction on n+ 1− i, where
i := min
(
{n+ 1} ∪
{
j ∈ N
∣∣ ∃v1 6= v2 ∈ L ∪Qp . j = piv>(v1) = piv>(v2)}).
The base case is when i = n+1, in which case Gp is already in minimal form, so let G′ = Gp.
For the step case, we apply the transformations (1), (2) and (3) until no more transformations are
applicable with index i; that is when we obtain a generator system Gj =
(
Lj , Qj , {p}
)
for which
j > i is the least value such that, if there exists a pair of distinct generators v1,v2 ∈ Lj ∪ Qj ,
then j = piv>(v1) = piv>(v2); j = n + 1 if such a pair does not exist. We note that we will
have to perform these transformations at most m− 1 times for each step, where #L+#Qp =
m − 1, so that the complexity of each step is O
(
nm
)
. By the inductive hypothesis, we can
compute G′ in minimal form such that ggen(G′) = ggen(Gj). Therefore ggen(G′) = ggen(G).
As we can iterate at most min{m,n} times over the step case, the algorithm has complexity
O
(
mnmin{m,n}
)
. 
As for Proposition 3.17, the algorithm mentioned in Proposition 3.19 is based on the Hermite
normal form algorithm [67, 76]. Note also that, when m < n, the complexity of this algorithm
is just O(m2n). If the congruence system C (or generator system G) is for a rectilinear grid
then the complexity of computing the minimal form is at worst O
(
mmin{m,n}
)
. Note that the
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congruence system C (resp., generator system G) for a non-empty grid is in minimal form if and
only if the homogeneous form Cˆ for C (resp., Gˆ for G) is in minimal form.
We will now show how we can produce a minimal form which can achieve a canonical form
for a congruence system by producing an algorithm which takes a system in minimal form and
returns an equivalent system which represents the same grid and whose coefficients are all as
small as possible in absolute value. We will first require the definition of pivot equivalence to be
extended to consider a set of congruences.
Definition 3.20 (Pivot Equivalent Congruence Systems.) Congruence systems in minimal form
C1 and C2 are said to be pivot equivalent if: for each β ∈ C1, there exists a γ ∈ C2 such that β ⇑ γ;
for each γ ∈ C2, there exists a β ∈ C1 such that γ ⇑ β.
Definition 3.21 (Congruence System in Strong Minimal Form.) A congruence system C inQn
is in strong minimal form if C is in minimal form and, for each pair of distinct proper congruences
β =
(
〈a,x〉 ≡1 b
)
, γ =
(
〈c,x〉 ≡1 d
)
∈ C,
if piv<(γ) = k > 0, then −ck < 2ak ≤ ck.
A congruence system in minimal form can always be reduced to a congruence system in strong
minimal form that describes the same grid.
Proposition 3.22 Let C be a congruence system in Qn in minimal form. Then there exists an
algorithm with complexity O
(
n3
) for converting C to a congruence system C′ in strong minimal
form such that C is pivot equivalent to C′ and gcon(C) = gcon(C′).
Proof. Suppose that C is not in strong minimal form. Then, by Definition 3.21, there exists a
proper congruence β =
(
〈a,x〉 ≡1 b
)
∈ C, such that the following holds:
1. there exists i > 0 and a proper congruence γ =
(
〈c,x〉 ≡1 d
)
∈ C\{β}where piv<(γ) = i
and either 2ai ≤ −ci or 2ai > ci.
Suppose that 0 ≤ k ≤ n is the maximum value for the index i such that condition (1) holds.
We show, by induction on k, that there exists a sequence of at most n transformations, each
of which having complexity O
(
n
)
, from β to the congruence β′ =
(
〈a′,x〉 ≡1 b
′
)
, such that, if
C′ :=
(
C \ {β}
)
∪ {β′}, then gcon(C′) = gcon(C) and condition (1) (when β is replaced by β′)
does not hold.
If k = 0, then condition (1) does not hold for β. Therefore let β′ = β.
Suppose now that k > 0 so that condition (1) holds for i = k. As C is in minimal form,
k < piv<(a). Let
a′′ =


a−
⌈
ak
ck
⌉
c and b′′ = b−
⌈
ak
ck
⌉
d, if ak mod ck > ak2 ;
a−
⌊
ak
ck
⌋
c and b′′ = b−
⌊
ak
ck
⌋
d, if ak mod ck ≤ ak2 .
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Then −ck < 2a′′k ≤ ck. Also, for k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we have cj = 0 so that aj = a′′j and
piv<(a
′′) = piv<(a). Letting β′′ :=
(
〈a′′,x〉 ≡1 b
′′
)
and C′′ :=
(
C \ {β}
)
∪ {β′′}, we have
gcon(C′′) = gcon(C). Note that this transformation has a complexity O
(
n
)
. As k′′, the maximum
index such that condition (1) holds for β′′, is strictly less than k we can apply the inductive
hypothesis to C′′ and β′′. Thus there is a sequence of at most n − 1 transformations from β′′ to
β′ such that, gcon
((
C′′ \ {β′′}
)
∪ {β′}
)
= gcon(C′′) and condition (1) (when β is replaced by
β′) does not hold. Thus there is a sequence of at most n transformations from β to β′ such that
gcon
((
C \ {β}
)
∪ {β′}
)
= gcon(C). As each of the individual steps has complexity O
(
n
)
, the
sequence of transformations has complexity O
(
n2
)
.
We repeat this sequence of transformations for each proper congruence in C to obtain a con-
gruence system C′ such that, for each proper congruence β′ ∈ C′, condition (1) does not hold.
Thus, by Definition 3.21, C′ is in strong normal form. Thus, as there are at most n proper con-
gruences in C since, by hypothesis, C is in minimal form, the complexity of computing the strong
minimal form is O
(
n3
)
. 
Note that if the congruence system is in homogeneous form them the strong minimal form algo-
rithm will also reduce all the former inhomogeneous terms to be as small as possible, thus the set
of proper congruences will be in canonical form.
As for the congruence system we can also extend the notion of pivot equivalence to consider
generator systems.
Definition 3.23 (Pivot Equivalent Generator Systems.) We say that generator systems G1 =(
L,Q, {p}
)
and G2 =
(
L′, Q′, {p′}
)
in minimal form are pivot equivalent if: for each q ∈ Q,
there exists q′ ∈ Q′ such that q ⇓ q′, and, for each ℓ ∈ L, there exists ℓ′ ∈ L′ such that
piv>(ℓ) = piv>(ℓ
′); for each q′ ∈ Q′, there exists q ∈ Q such that q′ ⇓ q, and, for each
ℓ
′ ∈ L′, there exists ℓ ∈ L such that piv>(ℓ′) = piv>(ℓ).
We can also define the notion of strong minimal form for a Generator system.
Definition 3.24 (Generator System in Strong Minimal Form.) A generator system G in Qn,
where G =
(
L,Q, {p}
)
is in strong minimal form if G is in minimal form and, for each pair of
distinct vectors u,v ∈ Q, if piv>(v) = k ≤ n, then −vk < 2uk ≤ vk.
A generator system in minimal form can always be reduced to a generator system in strong mini-
mal form that describes the same grid.
Proposition 3.25 Let G be a generator system in Qn in minimal form. Then there exists an
algorithm with complexity O
(
n3
) for converting G to a generator system G′ in strong minimal
form such that G is pivot equivalent to G′ and ggen(G) = ggen(G′).
Proof. Suppose that G =
(
L,Q, {p}
)
is not in strong minimal form. Then, by Definition 3.24,
then there exists a generator u ∈ Q, such that the following holds:
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1. there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ n and a generator v ∈ Q \ {u} where piv>(v) = i and either
2ui ≤ −vi or 2ui > vi.
If condition (1) does not hold for u; let u′ = u.
Suppose now that condition (1) holds and that k ∈ {1, . . . , n} is such that n + 1 − k is the
minimum value for the index i for which this condition holds.
We show, by induction on k, that there exists a sequence of at most n transformations, each of
which having complexity O
(
n
)
, from u to the generator u′, such that, if G′ :=
(
G \ {u}
)
∪ {u′},
then ggen(G′) = ggen(G) and condition (1) (when u is replaced by u′) does not hold.
As G is in minimal form, i > piv>(u). Let
u′′ =


u−
⌈
ui
vi
⌉
v, if ui mod vi > vi2 ;
u−
⌊
ui
vi
⌋
v, if ui mod vi ≤ vi2 .
Then −vi < 2u′′i ≤ vi. Also, for 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1, we have vj = 0 so that uj = u′′j and
piv>(u
′′) = piv>(u). Letting G′′ :=
(
G \ {u}
)
∪ {u′′}, we have ggen(G′′) = ggen(G). Note
that this transformation has a complexity O
(
n
)
. As n + 1 − k′′, the minimum index such that
condition (1) holds for u′′, is strictly greater than n + 1 − k, we have that k′′ is strictly less than
k, therefore we can apply the inductive hypothesis to G′′ and u′′. Thus there is a sequence of at
most n − 1 transformations from u′′ to u′ such that, ggen
((
G′′ \ {u′′}
)
∪ {u′}
)
= ggen(G′′)
and condition (1) (when u is replaced by u′) does not hold. Thus there is a sequence of at most
n transformations from u to u′ such that ggen
((
G \ {u}
)
∪ {u′}
)
= ggen(G). As each of the
individual steps has complexity O
(
n
)
, the sequence of transformations has complexity O
(
n2
)
.
We repeat this sequence of transformations for each parameter in G to obtain a generator
system G′ such that, for each parameter u′ ∈ G′, condition (1) does not hold. Thus, by Def-
inition 3.24, G′ is in strong normal form. Thus, as there are at most n parameters in G since,
by hypothesis, G is in minimal form, the complexity of computing the strong minimal form is
O
(
n3
)
. 
Note that if a generator system G =
(
L,Q,P
)
is in homogeneous form, Gˆ =
(
Lˆ, Qˆ ∪ Pˆ , {0}
)
,
when the strong minimal form algorithm is applied, Gˆ will be reduced so that all the coefficients
of the former inhomogeneous term P will be as small as possible as well as Q, thus the set of
parameters and point will be in canonical form. If the congruence system C (resp., generator
system G) is for a rectilinear grid then the congruence system C (resp., generator system G) is
already is strong minimal form.
Example 3.26 Consider the grid L = gcon(C) = ggen(G) where C := {x ≡1 0, x − y ≡3 1}
and
G :=
(
∅,
(
1 0
1 3
)
,
(
1
0
))
.
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(a) Grid L = gcon(C).
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(b) Grid L = ggen(G).
Figure 3.5: A grid in R2 represented by systems in strong minimal form.
L = gcon(C) can be seen in Figure 3.5(a) and L = ggen(G) can be seen in Figure 3.5(b). Let
Lˆ be the homogeneous form of L. Then the matrix forms for Cˆ and Gˆ in strong minimal form are
given by
Cˆ :=




3 0 1
0 3 −1
0 0 1

 ,∅


and
Gˆ :=

∅,


1 0 0
0 1 0
−1 1 3

 ,


0
0
0



 .
Now that we have defined the two descriptions for the grid we will now show that an algorithm
exists that can transfer a grid described by one representation to an equivalent grid described by
the other representation.
By considering the matrix forms of the representations which are in minimal homogeneous
forms, we can build the conversion algorithms using those for matrix inversion. Informally this
is appropriate since suppose that the generator system Gˆ =
(
∅, Qˆ, {0}
)
in Qn+1 is in minimal
homogeneous form and Qˆ is a non-singular square matrix. Letting Lˆ = ggen(Gˆ) = { Qˆπ ∈
Qn+1 | π ∈ Zn }, then we also have Lˆ = { vˆ ∈ Qn+1 | Qˆ−1vˆ ≡1 0 }. So (Qˆ−1,∅) is the matrix
form of a congruence system in minimal homogeneous form that represents the same grid Lˆ.
Similarly we can use matrix inversion to convert the matrix form of a homogeneous congruence
system in minimal form consisting of n+1 proper congruences for a grid Lˆ to a generator system
in minimal homogeneous form for Lˆ. When the matrices to be inverted have less than n + 1
linearly independent columns, the algorithms we propose first add vectors eˆi where 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
as necessary, so as to make the matrices non-singular and hence invertible. For example, suppose
that the generator system Gˆ =
(
∅, Qˆ, {0}
)
in Qn+1 is such that for all q ∈ Qˆ, piv>(q) 6= i.
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Then eˆi is added to the generator system.
Lemma 3.27 Let Lˆ, Qˆ, Mˆ , Fˆ , Eˆ, Nˆ be matrices inQn+1 such that: # Nˆ = # Lˆ, # Fˆ = # Qˆ >
0 and # Eˆ = # Mˆ . Also let (Lˆ, Qˆ, Mˆ ) and (Nˆ , Fˆ , Eˆ) be square and non-singular matrices
where (Nˆ , Fˆ , Eˆ)T = (Lˆ, Qˆ, Mˆ)−1. Suppose Gˆ =
(
Lˆ, Qˆ, {0}
)
is a generator system in minimal
homogeneous form inQn+1 (resp., (Fˆ , Eˆ) is the matrix form of a congruence system Cˆ in minimal
homogeneous form) and Mˆ (resp., Nˆ ) a matrix in Zn+1 whose vectors are of the form eˆi. Then
(Fˆ , Eˆ) is the matrix form of a congruence system Cˆ in minimal homogeneous form (resp., Gˆ =(
Lˆ, Qˆ, {0}
)
is a generator system in minimal homogeneous form), Nˆ (resp., Mˆ ) is a matrix in
Zn+1 whose vectors are of the form eˆi and
1. # Qˆ = # Fˆ = n+ 1−# Lˆ−# Eˆ > 0;
2. gcon(Cˆ) = ggen(Gˆ);
3. there exists qˆ ∈ Qˆ if and only if there exists aˆ ∈ Fˆ , such that, for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n},
piv>(qˆ) = piv<(aˆ) = k and qkak = 1;
4. for all ℓˆ ∈ Lˆ and aˆ ∈ Eˆ, piv>(ℓˆ) 6= piv<(aˆ).
Proof. Suppose Gˆ =
(
Lˆ, Qˆ, {0}
)
is a generator system in minimal homogeneous form in Qn+1
and Mˆ a matrix in Zn+1 whose vectors are of the form eˆi. By the hypothesis on the cardinalities
of the matrices, (1) holds. By Definition 3.18, (Lˆ, Qˆ, Mˆ ) is a permutation of a matrix in lower
triangular form where the diagonal elements are all positive and there exists pˆ ∈ Qˆ such that
p0 = 1. Also, by hypothesis,
(Nˆ , Fˆ , Eˆ)T = (Lˆ, Qˆ, Mˆ )−1 (3.5)
so that (Nˆ , Fˆ , Eˆ)T is a permutation of a matrix in upper triangular form where the diagonal
elements are all positive. Hence, by Definition 3.15, Cˆ is also in minimal form. Also, by the
hypothesis on the cardinalities of the matrices, (3) and (4) follow from (3.5).
Since (Lˆ, Qˆ, Mˆ) is in lower triangular form and pˆ ∈ Qˆ such that p0 = 1, the first row of the
matrix (Lˆ, Qˆ, Mˆ) is of the form eˆi where i ∈ {0, . . . , n} is the index of pˆ in (Lˆ, Qˆ, Mˆ ). Thus the
i-th vector in (Nˆ , Fˆ , Eˆ) must be in Fˆ and have the form eˆ0. It follows that Cˆ is in homogeneous
form.
Finally, using (3.5) and letting # Lˆ = ℓ and # Qˆ = q + 1, (2) holds since we have
xˆ ∈ ggen(Gˆ) ⇐⇒ xˆ = Lˆλ+ Qˆπ + Mˆ0, for λ ∈ Rℓ, π ∈ Zq+1
⇐⇒ xˆ = (Lˆ, Qˆ, Mˆ)(λT, πT,0T)T, for λ ∈ Rℓ, π ∈ Zq+1
⇐⇒ (Lˆ, Qˆ, Mˆ )−1xˆ = (λT, πT,0T)T, for λ ∈ Rℓ, π ∈ Zq+1
⇐⇒ (Nˆ , Fˆ , Eˆ)Txˆ = (λT, πT,0T)T, for λ ∈ Rℓ, π ∈ Zq+1
⇐⇒ NˆTxˆ = λ, FˆTxˆ = π, EˆTxˆ = 0, for λ ∈ Rℓ, π ∈ Zq+1
⇐⇒ FˆTxˆ ≡1 0, Eˆ
Txˆ = 0
⇐⇒ xˆ ∈ gcon(Cˆ).
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The proof when it is assumed that (Fˆ , Eˆ) is the matrix form of a congruence system Cˆ in
minimal homogeneous form is similar. 
Lemma 3.28 There exists a computable, invertible function that converts a generator system
G =
(
L,Q, {p}
)
in Qn in minimal form to a consistent congruence system C = E ∪ F in Qn in
minimal form where E are equalities and F are proper congruences and such that
5. #Q = #F = n−#L−# E;
6. gcon(C) = ggen(G);
7. there exists q ∈ Q if and only if there exists β = (〈a,x〉 ≡1 0) ∈ F , such that, for some
k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, piv>(q) = piv<(a) = k and qkak = 1;
8. for all ℓ ∈ L and β ∈ E , piv>(ℓ) 6= piv<(β).
Proof. Let #L = ℓ, #Q = q and Gˆ :=
(
Lˆ, Qˆ, {0}
)
where
pˆ := (1,pT)T,
Lˆ :=
{
(0, ℓT)T
∣∣ ℓ ∈ L},
Qˆ :=
{
(0,qT)T
∣∣ q ∈ Q} ∪ {pˆ}.
(3.6)
Then Gˆ is the homogeneous form for G, # Qˆ > 0 and, as G is in minimal form, Gˆ is also in
minimal form. By Lemma 3.27, there exists a computable invertible function that will convert
Gˆ in Qn+1 to a congruence system Cˆ = Fˆ ∪ Eˆ in Qn+1 in minimal homogeneous form where
Fˆ are proper congruences and Eˆ are equalities and such that properties (1), (2), (3), and (4) in
Lemma 3.27 hold. It follows that Cˆ is the homogeneous form for a congruence system C = F ∪E
in minimal form, where
E =
{ (
〈a,x〉 = b
) ∣∣∣ 〈(−b,aT)T, xˆ〉 = 0 ∈ Eˆ },
F =
{ (
〈a,x〉 ≡1 b
) ∣∣∣ 〈(−b,aT)T, xˆ〉 ≡1 0 ∈ Fˆ \ {eˆ0}}
and that properties (5), (6), (7) and (8) for C and G hold. 
The following proposition shows how to convert a congruence system into a generator system
which describes the same grid.
Proposition 3.29 Let C be a congruence system in Qn in minimal form for a non-empty grid;
(Fˆ , Eˆ) the matrix form of the homogeneous form for C; Nˆ a matrix in Zn+1 whose vectors are
of the form eˆi, with i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, and such that (Nˆ , Fˆ , Eˆ) is square and non-singular; and
(Lˆ, Qˆ, Mˆ) :=
(
(Nˆ , Fˆ , Eˆ)−1
)T
where # Lˆ = # Nˆ , # Qˆ = # Fˆ and # Mˆ = # Eˆ. Then Gˆ =(
Lˆ, Qˆ, {0}
)
is the homogeneous form for a generator system G in minimal form and ggen(G) =
gcon(C).
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Proof. By the hypothesis and Lemma 3.27, Gˆ = (Lˆ, Qˆ, {0}) is a generator system in minimal
homogeneous form and, by property (2) of Lemma 3.27, gcon(Cˆ) = ggen(Gˆ). Therefore, Gˆ is the
homogeneous form for G, a generator system in minimal form, Cˆ is the homogeneous form for C,
a congruence system in minimal form, and gcon(C) = ggen(G). 
The following proposition shows how to convert a generator system into a congruence system
which describes the same grid.
Proposition 3.30 Let G be a generator system in Qn in minimal form for a non-empty grid;
Gˆ =
(
Lˆ, Qˆ, {0}
)
the homogeneous form for G; Mˆ a matrix in Zn+1 whose vectors are of
the form eˆi, with i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, and such that (Lˆ, Qˆ, Mˆ ) is square and non-singular; and
(Nˆ , Fˆ , Eˆ) :=
(
(Lˆ, Qˆ, Mˆ )−1
)T
where # Nˆ = # Lˆ, # Fˆ = # Qˆ and # Eˆ = # Mˆ . Then (Fˆ , Eˆ)
is the matrix form of the homogeneous form for a congruence system C in minimal form and
gcon(C) = ggen(G).
Proof. By the hypothesis and Lemma 3.27, (Fˆ , Eˆ) is the matrix form of a congruence system
Cˆ in minimal homogeneous form and, by property (2) of Lemma 3.27, gcon(Cˆ) = ggen(Gˆ).
Therefore, Cˆ is the homogeneous form for C, a congruence system in minimal form, Gˆ is the
homogeneous form for G, a generator system in minimal form, and gcon(C) = ggen(G). 
Both of the algorithms described for conversion between the two systems just perform matrix
inversion; so their complexity depends on the inversion algorithm adopted in the implementation.
As far as we know, the current best theoretical worst-case complexity is O
(
n2.376
) [23]. Note
that, in the current implementation in the PPL, the conversion algorithm is based on the Gaussian
elimination method, which has complexity O
(
n3
)
. If however the congruence system C (or gen-
erator system G) is for a rectilinear grid then the complexity of the conversion algorithm is just
O
(
n
)
.
The following example will show that the conversion algorithm does not respect strong mini-
mal form of the given system.
Example 3.31 Suppose we have the grid L which is in strong minimal form and homogeneous
form. Let L = ggen(∅, Qˆ, {0}) where
Qˆ =


1 0 0 0
2 4 0 0
−1 2 4 0
2 −1 2 4

 .
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Then after applying the conversion algorithm to the matrix Qˆ, we get the matrix Fˆ such that
Fˆ =


8 −4 4 −7
0 2 −1 1
0 0 2 −1
0 0 0 2

 .
It can be seen that the homogeneous congruence system
Cˆ = {2x− 4x0 ≡8 0,−x+ 2y + 4x0 ≡8 0, x− y + 2z − 7x0 ≡8 0, 8x0 ≡8 0}
that corresponds to the matrix Fˆ is not in strong minimal form. This can be seen if we take
the congruence 2x − 4x0 ≡8 0 which has pivot variable x and coefficient 2. Then for Cˆ to be
in strong minimal form, for all other congruences, the coefficient for the x variable should be
greater than −1 and less than or equal to 1, however this is not the case for the congruence
−x+ 2y + 4x0 ≡8 0.
Note that, we could also consider the congruence −x + 2y + 4x0 ≡8 0, which has pivot
variable y and coefficient 2. Then for Cˆ to be in strong minimal form, for all other congruences
the coefficient for the y variable should be greater than −1 and less than or equal to 1, however
this is not the case for the congruence x−y+2z−7x0 ≡8 0. Also as the congruence 8x0 ≡8 0 has
pivot variable x0 and coefficient 8, for all other congruences the coefficient for the x0 variable
should be greater than −4 and less than or equal to 4, however this is not the case for the
congruences 2x− 4x0 ≡8 0 and x− y + 2z − 7x0 ≡8 0.
3.6 Double Description
We have shown that any grid L can be described by using a congruence system C or generated by
a generator system G. Therefore, just as for the double description method for convex polyhedra,
since we have shown we have the algorithms for converting a representation of one kind into a
representation of the other kind and for minimising both representations, we can represent the
grid L by the double description (C,G). Note that, if (C,G) is a double description for a grid and
Cˆ and Gˆ are homogeneous forms for C and G, then (Cˆ, Gˆ) is also a double description.
Suppose we have a double description
(
C,G
)
of a grid L ∈ Gn, where both C and G are
in minimal form. Then, it follows from the definition of minimal form that # C ≤ n + 1 and
#L+#Q ≤ n. In fact, we have a stronger result.
Proposition 3.32 Let (C,G) be a double description where both C and G are in minimal form.
Letting C = E ∪ F , where E and F are sets of equalities and proper congruences, respectively,
and G = (L,Q,P ), then #F = #Q = n−#L−# E .
Example 3.33 Consider the grid L from Example 3.2 and Example 3.11 which can be seen in
Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.3. The congruence system C and the generator system G2 are in minimal
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form; however, G1 is not as it contains more than one point. Furthermore, for i = 1, 2, the pairs
(C,Gi) are double descriptions for L.
The proof of Proposition 3.32 depends on the following lemma. This shows that if one grid is
a subset of another then the pivot elements of the proper congruences of the larger grid must be
divisible by the corresponding pivot elements of the smaller grid.
Lemma 3.34 Let L1 = gcon(C1) and L2 = gcon(C2) be non-empty grids in Gn such that
L1 ⊆ L2 and the congruence systems C1 and C2 are in minimal form. Then, for each γ =(
〈c,x〉 ≡g d
)
∈ C2, there exists β =
(
〈a,x〉 ≡f b
)
∈ C1 such that piv<(a) = piv<(c) = k and
either f = g = 0 or g 6= 0 and ak | fck.
Proof. Suppose γ =
(
〈c,x〉 ≡g d
)
∈ C2 and piv<(c) = k. Then, as L1 ⊆ L2, L1 ⊆
gcon
(
{γ}
)
. Let G1 =
(
L1, Q1, {p}
)
be a generator system for L1 in minimal form constructed
as in Lemma 3.28 from C1.
We first prove that there exists β =
(
〈a,x〉 ≡f b
)
∈ C1 such that piv<(a) = k. To see this,
suppose instead that, for all β =
(
〈a,x〉 ≡f b
)
∈ C1, piv<(a) 6= k. Then, by Lemma 3.28,
there must exist a line ℓ ∈ L1 such that piv>(ℓ) = k; hence 〈c, ℓ〉 = ckℓk 6= 0. Since L1 ⊆
gcon
(
{γ}
)
, this implies that
〈
c, (p + rℓ)
〉
= 〈c,p〉+ rckℓk ≡g d,
for all r ∈ R, which is a contradiction.
We next show that if g = 0 then f = 0. To see this, suppose instead that g = 0 but f 6= 0.
Then, by Lemma 3.28, there exists q ∈ Q1 such that piv>(q) = k; hence 〈c,q〉 = ckqk 6= 0.
Since L1 ⊆ gcon
(
{γ}
)
, this implies that
〈
c, (p +mq)
〉
= 〈c,p〉 +mckqk ≡g d,
for all m ∈ Z, which is a contradiction.
We now assume that g 6= 0 and show that ak | fck. This is trivial if f = 0; therefore,
suppose f = 1. By Lemma 3.28, there exists a parameter q in Q1 such that piv>(q) = k (so that
qkck 6= 0) and qk = a−1k . Thus, as L1 ⊆ gcon
(
{γ}
)
, 〈q, c〉 = qkck = m, for some m ∈ Z \ {0}.
Therefore we must have ak | fck. 
Proof [ of Proposition 3.32] Let C′ be the congruence system obtained, as in Lemma 3.28, from
G. Let G = (L,Q,P ) and let C = (F , E) and C′ = (F ′, E ′) where E and E ′ are sets of equalities,
and F and F ′ are sets of proper congruences. Then, by Lemma 3.28,
#Q = #F ′ = n−#L−# E ′.
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By applying Lemma 3.34 twice with L1 = L2 = L, we obtain # E = # E ′ and #F = #F ′.
Therefore
#Q = #F = n−#L−# E .

3.7 Implementation
The domain of grids is fully supported and implemented within the Parma Polyhedra Library
(PPL) [11, 13]. The PPL is a C++ library which can manipulate numerical information that can be
represented by vectors of an n-dimensional space. As well as the grid domain the PPL also sup-
ports the domain of convex polyhedra and bounded difference shapes. Among the tests available
in the PPL are the examples in [3] and implementations of the running examples in [60, 61]. The
PPL provides full support for lifting any domain to the powerset of that domain, so that a user of
the PPL can experiment with powersets of grids and the extra precision this provides.
3.8 Related Work
In [37], Granger introduces a simple integer non-relational grid domain, which he calls a con-
gruence analysis, that is a grid described by congruences of the form x = b (mod f) where b
and f are integers. He shows in examples how a static analysis can infer congruence information
and show that this domain can obtain more precise information for applications such as automatic
vectorization. In the Master Thesis of Bygde [19] it is shown that the domain of integer rectilinear
grids, based on that introduced in by Granger [37] and extended to include bit-level operators, can
be used to estimate the worst case execution time (WCET) of a program given a specific system.
Larsen et al. [47] have also developed a static analyzer over a non-relational grid domain specif-
ically designed to detect when dynamic memory addresses are congruent with respect to a given
modulus; they show that this information helps in the construction of a comprehensive set of pro-
gram transformations for saving energy on low-power architectures and improving performance
on multimedia processors. We note that these applications should carry over to the more complex
domain considered here. In addition, Mine´ has shown how to construct, from the non-relational
congruence domain in [37], a zone-congruence domain. This domain only allows weakly rela-
tional congruences, that is congruences that have the form x − y = b (mod f) where b and
f are rationals [51, 53]. The set of congruences is then represented by a constraint matrix like
that for a bounded difference shape or octagon and the operations are then applied to this matrix.
In [51] Mine´ gives an algorithm for producing the closure of a system of congruence constraints,
based on the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [24], with complexity O(n2) if one congruence constraint
is added. If however all n2 possible congruence constraints are added the complexity becomes
O
(
n4
)
.
With regard to the fully relational domains, note that the use of a domain of linear equality
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relations for program analysis had been studied by Karr [45]. In [39], Granger generalized this to
provide a domain of linear congruence relations on an integral domain, i.e., a domain generated
by integral vectors in n-dimensions only instead of rationals; and then, in [38, 41], Granger gen-
eralized the results to the full grid domain over the rationals. In [38,39,41], domain elements are
represented by both congruence and generator systems similar to the ones defined here. Standard
algorithms for solving linear equations are used in converting from generator to congruence sys-
tems; however, a more complex O
(
n4
)
algorithm is provided for converting from congruence to
generator systems. This is because the congruences are converted and added one at a time to the
new minimised generator system. Assuming the number of generators is n+ 1, the algorithm for
minimising the generator system has complexity O
(
n3 log2 n
)
.
The problem of how the grid domain can be applied in a program analyzer has been studied by
Mu¨ller-Olm and Seidl in [58,59,61] also building on the work of Karr [45]. Here, the prime focus
is for the design of an interprocedural analysis for programs containing assignment statements
and procedure calls. The algorithm has three stages: first, for each program point, a matrix M
containing a (minimised) set of generators (i.e., vectors of values that hold at that point) is found;
secondly, the determinant f of M is computed; thirdly, a congruence system with modulo f that
satisfies all the vectors in M is determined. Stage one is similar to that proposed by Granger [39]
for minimising a set of generators. Stages two and three differ from the conversion in [39] in
that the modulus f is computed separately and used to reduce the sizes of the coordinates. Also
in [60, 62] they consider the specific case of congruence equations where the modulo is a power
of 2. Again this work is mainly performed over the set of generators and all algorithms have the
same complexities as those mentioned in [58, 59, 61]. It is noted that this paper overlooks the
work of Granger on rational congruence equations [38, 41]. Note that the framework described
in [62] subsumes previous works by the same authors. From this work on congruence equations
with modulo a power of two, King and Sondergaard [46] consider using a SAT solver to derive
these equations which contain information about non-linear operations within the program.
Following an independent stream of research, Ancourt [1] in her thesis considered the do-
main of Z-polyhedra; that is a domain of integral lattices intersected with the domain of convex
polyhedra (see also [68, 71, 72]). As we are primarily interested here in the “integral lattices”
component which may be seen as a sub-domain of the domain of grids where the grid is full
dimensional, does not contain lines in the representation and all the grid points are integral vec-
tors. The representation of these integral lattices is a special case of our generator representation
where, for n dimensions, there must be exactly one point and n linearly independent parameters,
all of which must be integral. There is no support so far for a congruence representation. All the
operations on Z-polyhedra (and therefore the lattices) require canonical representations; hence
Quinton et al. [71, 72] define a canonical form for these lattices with a method for its computa-
tion. We note that the algorithm for computing the canonical form has complexity O
(
n4
)
, where
n is the number of dimensions of the vector space.
As shown in Section 3.5 the homogeneous form of a representation is required by the conver-
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sion algorithm. This homogeneous form is not new, in fact several researchers have observed this.
For instance, Granger [39] describes a map from a linear congruence system in n variables to a
homogeneous one in n+1 variables; Nookala and Risset [68] explain that the PolyLib [48] adds a
dimension to make the generator representation homogeneous; while Mu¨ller-Olm and Seidl [61]
consider extended states where vectors have an extra 0’th component.
The Hermite Normal Form algorithm [67, 76] for lattices is sufficient to ensure a representa-
tion is in strong minimal form, however as we wish to ensure that the coefficients are as small as
possible in absolute value we use a different requirement. That is, if C is in minimal form and, for
each pair of distinct proper congruences
β =
(
〈a,x〉 ≡1 b
)
, γ =
(
〈c,x〉 ≡1 d
)
∈ C,
if piv<(γ) = k > 0, then −ck < 2ak ≤ ck. Where as for the Hermite Normal Form the
coefficient ak is bounded by 0 ≤ ak < ck. Similarly for the coefficients of the generator system.
3.9 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented the domain of Grids. We have shown that the domain may be
represented by either a set of congruences or a set of generators. We introduced 2 methods for
minimising the representation of a grid, the minimal form which has complexity O
(
n2m
)
, which
is better than previous proposals [39, 61, 62], and the strong minimal form which has complexity
O
(
n3
)
. We have shown how conversion can be implemented using any matrix inversion algo-
rithm, inheriting the corresponding worst-case complexity. For instance, the complexity is O
(
n3
)
when adopting the standard Gaussian elimination method. Previous proposals for congruence to
generator conversion have complexity no better than O
(
n4
) [41].
Chapter 4
The Grid Domain Operations
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce the main operations for the domain of grids. These abstract operations
will be based on some of the set-theoretic operations, such as containment, intersection, union and
difference. We will show that by taking set-theoretic operations we do not always produce a single
grid and therefore the abstract operations compute an approximation of them.
4.2 Comparison
In this section we show how to test if two grids are equal or if one grid is contained in another.
This is important since we need to be able to check if a fixpoint has been reached or to model an
inequality or equality test in a program.
For any pair of grids L1 = ggen(L,Q,P ), L2 = gcon(C) in Gn, we can decide whether
L1 ⊆ L2 by checking if every generator in (L,Q,P ) satisfies every congruence in C. Note that a
point p satisfies a congruence 〈a,x〉 ≡f b if 〈a,p〉 ≡f b and a parameter or line v satisfies a con-
gruence 〈a,x〉 ≡f b if 〈a,v〉 ≡f 0. Let G = (L,Q,P ), m1 = #L+#Q+#P and m2 = # C.
Then assuming that the systems G and C are already available, each of the m1 generators must
be checked against the m2 congruences. Hence there are m1m2 checks to be made and each
check requires O
(
n
)
arithmetical operations. Therefore the worst-case complexity of comparing
two grids is O
(
m1m2n
)
. Note that, if n ≤ min{m1,m2}, then it would be computationally
more efficient to compute the minimal forms for C and G before actually checking for compari-
son. This is because the complexity of the minimisations would be O
(
m1n
2
)
for the generator
system and O
(
m2n
2
)
for the congruence system, which are less than or equal to O
(
m1m2n
)
47
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Figure 4.1: Comparing two grids in R2.
for n ≤ min{m1,m2}. Hence obtaining the worst-case complexity O
(
n2 max{m1,m2}
)
if
n ≤ min{m1,m2}. Finally if the generator and congruence systems are already available in
minimal form the complexity of comparison is O
(
n3
)
.
Example 4.1 Let L1 = gcon(C1) = ggen(G1) and L2 = gcon(C2) = ggen(G2) in G2 where
C1 := {x ≡4 0, y ≡2 1} and C2 := {x ≡2 0,−x+ 2y ≡4 2}.
G1 :=
(
∅,
(
4 0
0 2
)
,
(
0
1
))
and G2 :=
(
∅,
(
2 0
1 2
)
,
(
0
1
))
.
Then it can be seen in Figure 4.1 that L1 ⊆ L2 where grid L1 is illustrated in Figure 4.1 by the
filled circles and the grid L2 is illustrated in Figure 4.1 by the square points.
If it is known that one grid is a subset of another, then, assuming that the descriptions of both
grids are available in minimal form, there are more efficient tests for checking equality which are
shown in the following Propositions.
Proposition 4.2 Let L1 = gcon(C1) and L2 = gcon(C2) be non-empty grids in Gn, where the
congruence systems C1 and C2 are in minimal form. Suppose also that L1 ⊆ L2, then L1 = L2 if
and only if C1 and C2 are pivot equivalent.
Proposition 4.3 Let L1 = ggen(G1) and L2 = ggen(G2) be non-empty grids in Gn, where the
generator systems G1 and G2 are in minimal form. Suppose also that L1 ⊆ L2, then L1 = L2 if
and only if G1 and G2 are pivot equivalent.
We require the condition L1 ⊆ L2 in Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 since suppose we have two grids
L1 = gcon(C1) = ggen(G1) and L2 = gcon(C2) = ggen(G2). Then if it is known that C1 ⇑ C2
or G1 ⇓ G2 then we cannot deduce that L1 = L2 unless we know that L1 ⊆ L2. The following
example illustrates this.
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Figure 4.2: The equality test with a missing condition.
Example 4.4 Consider the grids L1 = gcon(C1) = ggen(G1) and L2 = gcon(C2) = ggen(G2)
in Gn, where
C1 = {5x ≡25 0,−2x + 5y ≡25 0}, C2 = {5x ≡25 0,−3x + 5y ≡25 0}
G1 =
(
∅,
(
5 0
2 5
)
,
(
0
0
))
, G2 =
(
∅,
(
5 0
3 5
)
,
(
0
0
))
.
Then C1 ⇑ C2 and G1 ⇓ G2. It can be seen in Figure 4.2 however that L1 6= L2.
The next lemma, needed for the proof of Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 4.3, shows that if, two
grids, one a subset of the other are described by two congruence systems in strong minimal form
that are pivot equivalent, then, relative to the affine hull of the grids, pivot equivalent congruences
in these systems are the same.
Lemma 4.5 Let L1 = gcon(C1), L2 = gcon(C2) be non-empty grids in Gn where L1 ⊆ L2 and
the congruence systems C1 and C2 are in strong minimal form. Suppose that C1 is pivot equivalent
to C2. Then, for each β ∈ C1 and γ ∈ C2 such that β ⇑ γ,
gcon
(
{β}
)
∩ affine.hull(L1) = gcon
(
{γ}
)
∩ affine.hull(L1). (4.1)
Proof. Let β =
(
〈a,x〉 ≡f b
)
∈ C1. By the definition of pivot equivalence for congruence
systems in Section 3.5, as C1 ⇑ C2 there exists γ =
(
〈c,x〉 ≡g d
)
∈ C2 such that β ⇑ γ. We show
that equation (4.1) holds. By the definition of pivot equivalence for congruences in Section 2.1,
piv<(a) = piv<(c) = k and gak = fck. Thus as ak, ck 6= 0, either f = g = 0 and β, γ are both
equalities, or we have f, g 6= 0 so that β, γ are both proper congruences and we can assume that
f = g = 1.
Let E1 be the set of equalities in C1. By Gaussian elimination, the set E1 can be transformed to
the set of equalities E ′1 such that gcon(E ′1) = gcon(E1) = affine.hull(L1) and has the following
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property: let E ′1 = {β1, . . . , βm} such that, for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, piv<(βi) = ki and βi =(
〈ai,x〉 = bi
)
; then, for each i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} where i 6= j, we have aikj = 0. Let
a′′ = a− c−
m∑
i=1
(aki − cki)
aki
ai, b
′′ = b− d−
m∑
i=1
(aki − cki)
aki
bi. (4.2)
Let β′′ :=
(
〈a′′,x〉 ≡1 b
′′
)
and ℓ := piv<(a′′). Then L1 ⊆ gcon
(
{β′′}
)
⊆ L2. Moreover, for
any equality βi ∈ E ′1, piv<(ai) 6= ℓ. Thus, if β, γ are equalities, a′′ = 0 and, as C1 is consistent,
b′′ = 0. Therefore gcon(E ′1) ⊆ gcon
(
{β}
)
and gcon(E ′1) ⊆ gcon
(
{γ}
)
. Hence equation (4.1)
holds.
Consider now the case when β, γ are proper congruences. We first show that a′′ = 0 and
b′′ ∈ Z. Without loss of generality we can assume that f = g = 1. Note that, as ak = ck we have
ℓ < k. We show ℓ = 0; suppose, to the contrary that ℓ > 0. Since L1 ⊆ L2, and γ ∈ C2, we
have L1 ⊆ gcon
(
{γ}
)
; so we can apply Lemma 3.34 to the grids L1 and gcon
(
{γ}
)
. Thus there
exists a proper congruence β′ =
(
〈a′,x〉 ≡1 b
′
)
∈ C1 where piv<(a′) = ℓ and a′ℓ | a′′ℓ . Note
that the number of proper congruences p1 in C1 is equal to the number of proper congruences p2
in C2; since by Lemma 3.34, p2 ≤ p1 and, by hypothesis, p1 ≤ p2. Therefore, by Lemma 3.34,
there must exist a proper congruence γ′ =
(
〈c′,x〉 ≡1 d
′
)
∈ C2 where piv<(c′) = ℓ and c′ℓ = a′ℓ.
Now as C1 and C2 are in strong minimal form, by Definition 3.21,
−
a′ℓ
2
< aℓ ≤
a′ℓ
2
and −
c′ℓ
2
< cℓ ≤
c′ℓ
2
.
Therefore −a′ℓ < a′′ℓ < a′ℓ. It follows that, as a′ℓ|a′′ℓ , a′′ℓ = 0, contradicting the assumption that
piv<(a
′′) = ℓ > 0. Therefore a′′ = 0 and β′′ is the relation b′′ ≡1 0 for some b′′ ∈ Z.
It follows that, by (4.2),
a− c =
m∑
i=1
(aki − cki)
aki
ai, b− d ≡1
m∑
i=1
(aki − cki)
aki
bi.
Thus
gcon
(
{γ, β1, . . . , βm}
)
⊆ gcon
(
{β}
)
and gcon
(
{β, β1, . . . , βm}
)
⊆ gcon
(
{γ}
)
so that
gcon
(
{γ, β1, . . . , βm}
)
= gcon
(
{β, β1, . . . , βm}
)
.
Hence equation (4.1) holds. 
From this result we can now prove Propositions 4.2 and 4.3.
Proof [ of Proposition 4.2] First we show that if the congruence systems C1 and C2 are in minimal
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form and pivot equivalent, then L1 = L2. By Proposition 3.22, we can convert C1 and C2 to
strong minimal form, C′1 and C′2 respectively, so that, for i = 1, 2, Li = gcon(C′i) and C′i is pivot
equivalent to Ci. By hypothesis, L1 ⊆ L2. Thus, by Lemma 4.5, for each β ∈ C′1 and γ ∈ C′2,
gcon
(
{β}
)
∩ affine.hull(L1) = gcon
(
{γ}
)
∩ affine.hull(L1).
Thus L1 = L2, as required.
We now assume that L1 = L2. Suppose that the congruence systems C1, C2 are in minimal
form; then we show that C1 and C2 are pivot equivalent. Let β =
(
〈a,x〉 ≡f b
)
∈ C1. Then as
L2 ⊆ L1, by Lemma 3.34, there exists γ =
(
〈c,x〉 ≡g d
)
∈ C2 such that piv<(a) = piv<(c) =
k and either f = g = 0 or f 6= 0 and ck | gak. Also, as L1 ⊆ L2, by Lemma 3.34, and
property (2) of Definition 3.15, if g 6= 0, then ak | fck. Therefore if f 6= 0 and g 6= 0 we can
assume without loss of generality that f = g = 1. By property (1) of Definition 3.15, ak, ck > 0
so that we have ak = ck. Hence C1 and C2 are pivot equivalent. 
Proof [ of Proposition 4.3] First we show that if the generator systems G1 and G2 are in minimal
form and pivot equivalent, then L1 = L2. Let C′′1 = (F ′′1 , E ′′1 ) and C′′2 = (F ′′2 , E ′′2 ) be congruence
systems for L1 and L2 respectively, as constructed in Lemma 3.28 from the generator systems G1
and G2, respectively. Then by properties (7) and (8) in Lemma 3.28, C′′1 is pivot equivalent to C′′2 .
Thus, by Proposition 4.2, L1 = L2, as required.
Finally, suppose that the generator systems G1 = (L1, Q1, P1) and G2 = (L2, Q2, P2) are
in minimal form; then we show that G1 and G2 are pivot equivalent. Let C′′1 = (F ′′1 , E ′′1 ) and
C′′2 = (F
′′
2 , E
′′
2 ) be congruence systems as constructed in Lemma 3.28 from the generator systems
G1 and G2, respectively. Then C′′1 , C′′2 are in minimal form and, by Proposition 4.2, C′′1 and C′′2
are pivot equivalent. Suppose v ∈ Q1 ∪ P1 and that piv>(v) = k. Then, by property (7) of
Lemma 3.28, there exists β =
(
〈a,x〉 ≡1 0
)
∈ F ′′1 such that piv<(a) = k and vkak = 1. By
Definition 3.23, there exists γ =
(
〈c,x〉 ≡1 0
)
∈ F ′′2 such that piv<(c) = k and ak = ck. By
property (7) of Lemma 3.28, there exists w ∈ Q2 ∪ P2 such that wkck = 1. Hence vk = wk.
Suppose next v ∈ L1 and that piv>(v) = k. By Proposition 3.32, # C′′1 = n − #L1 so that,
by Definition 3.18, for all β ∈ C′′1 , we have piv<(β) 6= k. By Definition 3.23, for all γ ∈ C′′2 ,
piv<(γ) 6= k. Also by Proposition 3.32, # C′′2 = n − #L2 so that, by Definition 3.18, there
exists w ∈ L2 such that piv>(w) = k. Hence G1 and G2 are pivot equivalent. 
It follows from Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 4.3, that provided L1 ⊆ L2 and L1 and L2
have both their generator or congruence systems already in minimal form, then the complexity of
checking if L1 = L2 is just O
(
n
)
. Note that, the computational cost is low due to the fact that,
for this quick check, each elementary operation is a comparison between two numbers. It also
follows from Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 4.3, that, if it is found that one pair of corresponding
pivot elements of the congruence or generator systems differ, then we can immediately deduce
that the grids they describe also differ.
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(a) Grids L1 and L2.
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Figure 4.3: Grid intersection.
4.3 Intersection
We will now introduce the operation of intersection, we require this operation in, for example,
data dependence analysis for arrays [70]. For two grids L1,L2 ∈ Gn, the intersection of L1 and
L2 is defined as the set intersection L1 ∩ L2, which can also be thought of as the largest grid
included in both L1 and L2. In theoretical terms, the intersection operation is the binary meet
operator on the lattice Gn. If L1 = gcon(C1) and L2 = gcon(C2), then the intersection can be
computed by L1 ∩ L2 = gcon(C1 ∪ C2).
The cost of computing the grid intersection depends on a number of factors. If the congru-
ence systems C1 and C2 for L1 and L2, respectively, are known, then the complexity of computing
L1 ∩L2 is linear in either # C1 or # C2 as the congruences of one system are mapped to the other
system of congruences. If, however, only the generator systems G1 and G2 for L1 and L2, respec-
tively, are known and are not necessarily in minimal form, then the complexity of intersection
is that of minimising and converting the generator systems which is, at worst, O
(
n2m
)
, where
m = max(#G1,# G2, n). A computation of grid intersection is given in Example 4.6.
Example 4.6 Consider the grids L1 = gcon(C1) and L2 = gcon(C2) in G2 where
C1 := {x ≡1 0, x+ y ≡2 0} and C2 := {x ≡3 0, y ≡2 0}.
The grids L1 and L2 are illustrated by the filled circles and open squares, respectively, in Fig-
ure 4.3(a). Then the grid intersection is L1 ∩ L2 = gcon(C1 ∪ C2). The minimal form of the
congruence system gcon(C1∪C2) is C = {x ≡6 0, y ≡2 0}, thus C is a minimal form of L1∩L2.
Therefore, we have
L1 ∩ L2 = {x ≡6 0, y ≡2 0}.
The grid L1 ∩ L2 is illustrated by the filled squares in Figure 4.3(b).
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(b) The set L1 ∪ L2.
Figure 4.4: The union of two grids.
4.4 Join
We will now introduce the operation of join which will approximate a set-theoretic union, we
require this operation if, for example, we had a program fragment that split into two separate
threads. The reason we do not actually take a set-theoretic union is that the result would not
always be a single grid but often represented by a disjoint union of grids. Example 4.7 shows this.
Example 4.7 Consider L1 = ggen(G1) and L2 = ggen(G2) in G2, where
G1 :=
(
∅,
(
4 0
2 4
)
,
(
2
2
))
and G2 :=
(
∅,
(
4 0
0 4
)
,
(
2
0
))
.
The grids L1 and L2 are illustrated by the filled circles and open squares, respectively, in Fig-
ure 4.4(a). Then there is no single grid that can represent L1 ∪ L2 exactly. Instead L1 ∪ L2 can
be represented by the union of two disjoint grids, namely L′1 = ggen(G′1) and L2 = ggen(G2),
where
G′1 :=
(
∅,
(
8 0
0 4
)
,
(
2
2
))
.
The grids L′1 and L2 are illustrated by the filled circles and open squares, respectively, in Fig-
ure 4.4(b).
For grids L1,L2 ∈ Gn, the grid join of L1 and L2, denoted by L1 ⊕ L2, is the smallest grid that
includes both L1 and L2. The grid join operator is the binary join operator on the lattice Gn. If
L1 = ggen(G1) andL2 = ggen(G2), then the grid join is computed by L1 ⊕ L2 = ggen(G1∪G2).
The cost of computing the grid join depends on a number of factors. If the generator systems
G1 and G2 for L1 and L2, respectively, are known, then the complexity of computing L1 ⊕
L2 is linear in either #G1 or #G2 as one set of generators is mapped to the other generator
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(b) Grid L1 ⊕ L2.
Figure 4.5: Grid join.
system. If, however, only the congruence systems C1 and C2 for L1 and L2, respectively, are
known and are not necessarily in minimal form, then the complexity is that of minimising and
converting the congruence systems which is, at worst, O
(
n2m
)
, where m = max(# C1,# C2, n).
A computation of grid join is given in Example 4.8.
Example 4.8 Consider L1 = ggen(G1) and L2 = ggen(G2) in G2, where
G1 :=
(
∅,
(
3 0
2 4
)
,
(
0
0
))
and G2 :=
(
∅,
(
2 0
2 4
)
,
(
0
0
))
.
The grids L1 and L2 are illustrated by the filled circles and open squares, respectively, in Fig-
ure 4.5(a). Then the grid join L1 ⊕ L2 is generated by
G1 ⊕ G2 :=
(
∅,
(
3 0 2 0
2 4 2 4
)
,
(
0
0
))
;
thus, the generator system
G :=
(
∅,
(
1 0
0 2
)
,
(
0
0
))
is a minimal form of G1 ⊕ G2 and L1 ⊕ L2 = ggen(G). The grid L1 ⊕ L2 is illustrated by the
filled squares in Figure 4.5(b). Note that here L1 ⊕ L2 6= L1 ∪ L2.
4.5 Difference
For any pair of grids L1,L2 ∈ Gn, the grid difference of L1 and L2, denoted by L1 ⊖ L2, is
defined as the smallest grid containing the set-theoretic difference of L1 and L2. A computation
of grid difference is given in Example 4.9.
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(a) Grid L1 ⊖ L2.
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(b) Grid L1 ⊖ L3.
Figure 4.6: Grid difference.
Example 4.9 Consider the three grids
L1 := gcon
(
{x ≡1 0, y ≡1 0}
)
,
L2 := gcon
(
{x ≡1 0, x+ y ≡2 0}
)
,
L3 := gcon
(
{x ≡1 0, x+ y ≡4 0}
)
.
The grids L1 and L2 are illustrated by all the circles (open and filled) and open squares, respec-
tively, in Figure 4.6(a). Then the grid difference
L1 ⊖ L2 = gcon
(
{x ≡1 0, x+ y ≡2 1}
)
is illustrated by the filled circles. The grids L1 and L3 are illustrated by the filled circles and open
squares, respectively, in Figure 4.6(b). In this case, the grid difference is L1 ⊖ L3 = L1, which
is illustrated by the circles. Note that here L1 ⊖ L2 6= L1 \ L2.
We now introduce the algorithm that produces the grid difference. As we have seen in Exam-
ple 4.9 the grid difference will only produce something other that L1 or ∅ if L2 divides the points
of L1 exactly into two disjoint sets. Therefore informally the grid difference algorithm can be
thought of as trying to split the points of the grid into a partition, so that each alternate point is in
the other partition. This is only possible if the grid to be subtracted is equal to one of the partitions
as can be seen in Figure 4.6(a). If L1 = L2 then ∅ is returned otherwise, in all other cases, L1 is
returned.
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Algorithm 1: The grid difference algorithm.
Input: Nonempty grids L1 = gcon(C1) and L2 = gcon(C2) in Gn.
Output: A grid in Gn.
(1) L′ := ∅
(2) while ∃β = (e ≡f 0) ∈ C2
(3) C2 := C2 \ {β}
(4) if L1 * gcon
(
{β}
)
(5) if L1 ⊆ gcon
(
{2e ≡f 0}
)
(6) Lβ := gcon
(
C1 ∪ {2e − f ≡2f 0}
)
(7) L′ := L′ ⊕ Lβ
(8) else
(9) return L1
(10) return L′
Algorithm 1 provides an implementation for grid difference.
Proposition 4.10 Let L1,L2 ∈ Gn and suppose that L is the grid returned by Algorithm 1. Then
L = L1 ⊖ L2.
Proof. By the initial conditions, L1 6= ∅,L2 6= ∅. Let L′ be the empty grid in Gn defined on
line (1). Then the algorithm executes lines (2-10). Notice that there are two lines in this range
that return a value for L; line (9) when L = L1 and line (10) when L = L′.
Consider first the case when line (9) is executed so that L = L1. By definition of grid
difference, L ⊇ L1 ⊖ L2. Hence it remains to show that L1 ⊆ L1 ⊖ L2. If p ∈ L1 \ L2, then,
by the definition of grid difference, p ∈ L1 ⊖ L2. Suppose now that p ∈ L1 ∩ L2. As line (9)
is only executed by following the else branch of the conditional on line (5), for some congruence
β = (e ≡f 0) ∈ C2, there exists a point q ∈ L1 that does not satisfy (2e ≡f 0) so that q does
not satisfy β and hence q /∈ L2. Consider the point r = p + 2(q − p). Then, as r is an integral
affine combination of points in L1, r ∈ L1. Let e =
(
〈a,x〉 − b
)
. Then, as p ∈ L2 satisfies β,(
〈a,p〉 − b ≡f 0
)
. If r also satisfies β, then
(
〈a, r〉 − b ≡f 0
)
and hence
(
〈a, 2q〉 − 2b ≡f 0
)
so that q would satisfy (2e ≡f 0); a contradiction. Thus r /∈ L2. Therefore p = 2q − r is an
integral affine combination of points in L1 \ L2 and hence p ∈ L1 ⊖ L2. As p ∈ L1 = L was
arbitrary, L ⊆ L1 ⊖ L2.
Suppose now that line (9) is not executed. Then the loop iterates once for each congruence
in C2 before executing line (10). Suppose # C2 = c and βi = (ei ≡f 0) ∈ C2 is the congruence
selected at line (2) in the i-th iteration of the loop, for 0 < i ≤ c. Let L′0 = ∅ and L′i denote
the grid L′ after the i-th iteration. Then we need to show that L′c = L1 ⊖ L2. We prove that
L′c ⊆ L1 ⊖ L2 and L′c ⊇ L1 ⊖ L2 separately.
We first show that L′c ⊇ L1 ⊖ L2. Since L1 ⊖ L2 is the smallest grid containing L1 \L2, we
just need to show that L′c ⊇ L1 \ L2. To do this, let p ∈ L1 \ L2; then we prove that p ∈ L′c. As
p /∈ L2, for some j = 1, . . . , c, p /∈ gcon
(
{βj}
)
. Consider the j-th iteration of the loop. Then
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the test on line (4) will succeed and the execution continues with the test on line (5). Moreover, as
we know that line (9) will not be executed, this test must succeed so that p ∈ gcon({2ej ≡f 0})
and lines (6-7) will be executed with β = βj . As gcon
(
{βj}
)
and gcon
(
{2ej ≡f f}
)
are disjoint
and their set union is the grid gcon
(
{2ej ≡f 0}
)
, p must satisfy the congruence
(
2ej−f ≡2f 0
)
.
Let Lβj = gcon
(
C1 ∪ {2ej − f ≡2f 0}
)
as on line (6). Then, as p ∈ L1, we have p ∈ Lβj ;
hence, after line (7), p ∈ L′j . For each i = j + 1, . . . , c, either L′i = L′i−1 or line (6) is executed,
in which case L′i ⊇ L′i−1; hence p ∈ L′i. In particular, p ∈ L′c. As this holds for all p ∈ L1 \ L2,
L′c ⊇ L1 \ L2.
Finally we prove, by induction on i, that, for each i = 0, . . . , c, L′i ⊆ L1 ⊖ L2. Initially L′0 =
∅ and the result holds. Suppose now that i > 0 and that L′i−1 ⊆ L1 ⊖ L2. If L1 ⊆ gcon
(
{βi}
)
,
then L′i = L′i−1 is unchanged by the iteration. On the other hand, if L1 6⊆ gcon
(
{βi}
)
, the test
on line (4) will succeed and the execution continues with the test on line (5). Moreover, as we
know that line (9) will not be executed, this test must succeed so that L1 ⊆ gcon
(
{2ei ≡f 0}
)
.
Let Lβi = gcon
(
C1 ∪ {2ei − f ≡2f 0}
)
as defined on line (6); then Lβi ∩ L2 = ∅ so that
Lβi ⊆ L1 \ L2 ⊆ L1 ⊖ L2. Since, on line (7), L′i is assigned L′i−1 ⊕ Lβi , by definition of grid
join and grid difference, L′i ⊆ L1 ⊖ L2. Therefore, letting i = c, we have L′c ⊆ L1 ⊖ L2. 
Assuming C1 and C2 are known and in minimal form for L1 and L2, respectively, it follows
from the complexities of minimisation, conversion and comparison operations that the grid dif-
ference algorithm, Algorithm 1, has worst-case complexity O
(
n4
)
.
4.6 Rectilinear Grids
Recall from Definition 3.9 that a rectilinear grid is a grid that can be represented by a non-
relational set of congruences or generators. In this section we will show how to compute, for
any grid L, the smallest rectilinear grid that contains L. We also show how such grids can provide
safe approximations for any rational grid. The following two propositions show that if we are
given a grid represented by a generator system we can produce a rectilinear grid represented by
either a congruence or generator system.
Proposition 4.11 LetL = ggen(G) where G =
(
L,Q, {p}
)
. Let q = #Q andQ = {q1, . . . ,qq}.
Let L′ = gcon(C′) such that:
C′ :=
{(
〈ei,x〉 ≡|g| pi
)∣∣∣1 ≤ i ≤ n,∀ℓ ∈ L : ℓi = 0, g = gcd({q1i, . . . , qqi})}. (4.3)
Then L′ is the smallest rectilinear grid containing L.
Proof. We first show that L ⊆ L′. Suppose that v ∈ L and that for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and
for all ℓ ∈ L, ℓi = 0. Let g = gcd
(
{q1i, . . . , qqi}
)
, β =
(
〈ei,x〉 ≡|g| pi
)
, l = #L and
L = {ℓ1, . . . , ℓl}. As v ∈ L we can assume that
v = a1 · ℓ1 + · · ·+ al · ℓl + b1 · q1 + · · ·+ bq · qq + p,
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for a1, . . . , aℓ ∈ R and b1, . . . , bq ∈ Z. Thus vi = b1 · q1i + · · · + bq · qqi + p and vi ≡|g| pi.
Hence
(
〈ei,v〉 ≡|g| pi
)
, so v satisfies β. Hence for all i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, v satisfies all the
congruences of C′ and therefore v ∈ L′.
Now to see that L′ is the smallest rectilinear grid containing L let us suppose that there is
another grid L′′ such that L′′ is rectilinear and L ⊆ L′′ ⊆ L′. Let C′′ be a congruence system
such that L′′ = gcon(C′′). Suppose that, for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and g′′ > 0 there is γ =(
〈ei,x〉 ≡|g′′| pi
)
∈ C′′. Since L ⊆ L′′, any line ℓ ∈ L is also a line for a generator system
that represents L′′. Thus, for all a ∈ R, 〈ei, a · ℓ〉 ≡|g′′| 0. Thus ℓi = 0 and as this must hold
for all ℓ ∈ L, there exists β =
(
〈ei,x〉 ≡|g| pi
)
∈ C′ where g = gcd
(
{q1i, . . . , qqi}
)
. Then, as
L ⊆ L′′, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ q, qj is a parameter of a generator system that represents L′′ so that
〈ei,qj〉 ≡|g′′| 0. Hence, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , q}, g′′|qji, so g′′|g. Hence L′ ⊆ L′′, and as L′′ ⊆ L′,
that means L′ = L′′. Therefore L′ is the smallest rectilinear grid that contains L. 
Proposition 4.12 LetL = ggen(G) where G =
(
L,Q, {p}
)
. Let q = #Q andQ = {q1, . . . ,qq}.
Let L′ = ggen(G′) where G′ =
(
L′, Q′, {p}
)
, such that, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:
1. if, for some ℓ ∈ L, ℓi 6= 0, then let ℓ′i := ei;
2. if, for all ℓ ∈ L, ℓi = 0, and for some qj ∈ Q, qji 6= 0 then let q′i := |g| · ei where
g = gcd
(
{q1i, . . . , qqi}
)
.
Then L′ is the smallest rectilinear grid containing L.
Proof. By Proposition 4.11 there is a grid L1 such that L1 is the smallest rectilinear grid that
contains L. Also by Proposition 4.11 there is a grid L2 such that L2 is the smallest rectilinear grid
that contains L′. Now by the definition of L′ we have that L′ is rectilinear thus L′ = L2. All that
remains is to show that L′ = L1.
We will first show that L′ ⊆ L1. That is every generator of G′ satisfies every congruence
of C1. Suppose that for all ℓ ∈ L there is some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that ℓi = 0 and for some
j ∈ {1, . . . , q}, qj ∈ Q and qji 6= 0. Then there is q′i ∈ Q′ such that q′i = |g| · ei and β ∈ C1
such that β =
(
〈ei,x〉 ≡|g| pi
)
, where g = gcd
(
{q1i, . . . , qqi}
)
. Hence,
(
〈ei,q
′
i〉 ≡|g| 0
)
. So
q′i satisfies β and therefore q′i satisfies all congruences of C1. Hence all parameters of Q′ satisfy
each congruence of C1. Since L ⊆ L1, any line ℓ ∈ L is also a line for a generator system that
represents L1. Thus, for all a ∈ R, 〈ei, a · ℓ〉 ≡|g| 0. So if there is ℓ ∈ L such that ℓi 6= 0, then
there is ℓ′
i
∈ L′ such that ℓ′
i
= ei and for all a ∈ R, 〈ei, a · ℓ′i〉 ≡|g| 0. So L′ ⊆ L1.
Now as L1 is the smallest rectilinear grid that contains L we must have that L1 ⊆ L′, hence
L1 = L
′
. 
4.6.1 Covering Box
In this section we will show how we can reuse the standard interval domain, see [26] and Chap-
ter 2, to represent a rectilinear grid. Recall from Section 2.3.2 that we can represent a non-empty
n-dimensional rational box B by a sequence (I1, . . . , In) of rational intervals.
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(a) A tiling using a bounded box.
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(b) A tiling using an unbounded box.
Figure 4.7: Types of 2-dimensional box tilings.
An n-dimensional box B could be used repetitively over an n-dimensional vector space to
“tile” and therefore “cover” the vector space. A tiling or tessellation of a vector space is a collec-
tion of objects that fill the vector space so that the objects do not overlap or leave gaps. Therefore
it follows that the box B determines a covering of the n-dimensional vector space, where the
given box B provides the position for one of the tiles. By defining a grid to be the vertices of
the tiles in such a tiling, we obtain a rational rectilinear grid L and call B a covering box for L.
For this section we will assume that any unbounded interval has the form [µ,∞]. Example 4.13
shows informally how a box can tile a 2-dimensional vector space.
Example 4.13 In Figure 4.7 two tilings are given, in Figure 4.7(a) both intervals are bounded
and the box is given by B =
(
[0, 2], [0, 2]
)
. It can be seen that the box will tile the whole R2
vector space and the covering box will represent a rectilinear grid L such that L = gcon
(
{x ≡2
0, y ≡2 0}
)
.
In Figure 4.7(b) only one interval is bounded and the box is given by B = ([1,∞], [0, 3]). It
can be seen that the box will only tile the half-space {x ∈ R2|1 ≤ x}. This covering box will
represent the grid L such that L = gcon
(
{x = 1, y ≡3 0}
)
. The equation x = 1 is approximated
by an unbounded interval [1,∞] to show that the x variable only takes one value, so the tile is
not repeated along the direction of the that variable.
If the box B = (I1, . . . , In) has an interval Ii which is the singleton [µ, µ] then if v ∈ L,
(v1, . . . , λ · vi, . . . , vn) ∈ L for all λ ∈ R. In other words, the generator representation for L
contains a line. Informally, the reason a line is represented by a singleton is that the vi variable
will take all values λ, for λ ∈ R. So a singleton is the smallest amount we can take before the
next tile would occur. So in the direction of the line the tiling would be repeated infinitely many
times, once for each λ ∈ R.
Definition 4.14 (A Box Represents L = gcon(C).) Let B = (I1, . . . , In) be a non-empty box.
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For each i = 1, . . . , n, let Ii = [µi, νi]; then, if µi 6= νi, let
βi :=


(
〈ei,x〉 ≡νi−µi µi
)
, if Ii is bounded;(
〈ei,x〉 = µi
)
, if Ii is not bounded.
Then we say that the box B represents the grid L := gcon(C), where
C := {βi
∣∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ n, µi 6= νi }. (4.4)
Note that the congruence system C is in minimal form. Observe also that, when µi = νi for some
1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is no corresponding congruence in C for [µi, νi]; this is because, in this case, the
tiling will cover every value in this dimension and hence there will be a line ei in the generator
representation of L.
Definition 4.15 (A Box Represents L = ggen(G).) Alternatively let B = (I1, . . . , In) be a
non-empty box. For each i = 1, . . . , n, let Ii = [µi, νi]; then let
vi :=

ei, if µi = νi, so vi is a line;|νi − µi| · ei, if µi 6= νi and Ii is bounded, so vi is a parameter;
and
p := (µ1, . . . , µn).
Then we say that the box B represents the grid L := ggen(G), where
G := {vi
∣∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ n } ∪ {p}. (4.5)
Note that the generator system G is in minimal form. Observe also that, when Ii is unbounded for
some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is a no generator in G for [µi, νi]; this is because, in this case, the tiling
will cover only one value in this dimension and hence there will be an equation 〈ei,x〉 = µi in
the congruence representation of L.
Definition 4.16 (Covering Box.) Let L be a non-empty rational grid. A covering box for L is a
rational box representing the smallest rectilinear grid that contains L.
We now provide a procedure for computing the covering box of a grid.
Proposition 4.17 LetL = ggen(G) where G =
(
L,Q, {p}
)
. Let q = #Q andQ = {q1, . . . ,qq}.
Let B = (I1, . . . , In) such that, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:
1. if, for some ℓ ∈ L, ℓi 6= 0, then let Ii := [0, 0];
2. if, for all ℓ ∈ L, ℓi = 0, and q1i = · · · = qqi = 0, let Ii := [pi,∞];
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3. otherwise, let Ii :=
[
pi, pi + |g|
]
where g = gcd
(
{q1i, . . . , qqi}
)
.
Then B is a covering box for L.
Proof. By Proposition 4.11 and Proposition 4.12 we can compute the congruence system C′ and
generator system G′, respectively, such that L′ = gcon(C′) = ggen(G′) and L′ is the smallest
rectilinear grid containing L. Then C′ is the set given in Equation (4.3) and G′ = (L′, Q′, {p})
such that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} conditions (1) and (2) hold from Proposition 4.12. Let B =
(I1, . . . , In) be the box. Then G′ is equivalent to the system
G′′ := {vi
∣∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ n } ∪ {p}
such that
vi :=

ei, if µi = νi, so vi is a line;|νi − µi| · ei, if µi 6= νi and Ii is bounded, so vi is a parameter;
and
p := (µ1, . . . , µn)
and C′ is equivalent to the system
C′′ := {βi
∣∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ n, µi 6= νi }
such that
βi :=


(
〈ei,x〉 ≡νi−µi µi
)
, if Ii is bounded;(
〈ei,x〉 = µi
)
, if Ii is not bounded.
Then gcon(C′) = gcon(C′′) and ggen(G′) = ggen(G′′) and by Definitions 4.14 and 4.15, the box
B represents the grid L′ = gcon(C′) = ggen(G′). Hence B is a covering box for L. 
The complexity of computing the covering box for a grid L = ggen(G) using the procedure given
in Proposition 4.17, is O
(
nm
)
, where m = #G. If however only the congruence system for L is
known then the complexity of computing the covering box is that of minimisation and conversion,
namely, O
(
mnmin{m,n}
)
where m = # C. Two computations of the covering box are given
in Example 4.18.
Example 4.18 Consider grid L1 = gcon(C1) = ggen(G1), where C1 := {x ≡3 0, y ≡2 1} and
G1 :=
(
∅,
(
3 0
0 2
)
,
(
0
1
))
.
The grid L1 is illustrated by all the squares in Figure 4.8(a) and it can be seen that L1 is rectilin-
ear and and box B1 =
{
[0, 3], [1, 3]
}
is a covering box representing L1. The box B1 is illustrated
by the hatched area in Figure 4.8(a) and the covering is represented by the dashed lines.
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(b) Grids L2 and L′2.
Figure 4.8: Covering boxes for a grid.
Consider the grid L2 = gcon(C2) = ggen(G2), where C2 := {x ≡1 0, x+ y ≡3 2} and
G2 :=
(
∅,
(
1 0
−1 3
)
,
(
1
1
))
.
The grid L2 is illustrated by all the filled squares in Figure 4.8(b) and it can be seen that L2 is
not rectilinear and that the box B2 =
{
[1, 2], [1, 2]
}
, is a covering box for L2. Thus B2 represents
the grid L′2 = gcon
(
{x ≡1 1, y ≡1 1}
)
which is illustrated by all the squares (open and filled) in
Figure 4.8(b). The box B2 is illustrated by the hatched area in Figure 4.8(b) and the covering is
represented by the dashed lines.
Note that, in general, a grid L ∈ Gn does not have a unique covering box. For instance,
if B = (I1, . . . , Ii, . . . , In) is a covering box for L, and the interval Ii = [µi, νi] is bounded,
then the box B′ = (I1, . . . , I ′i, . . . , In) is also a covering box for L if, for some m ∈ Z, I ′i =[
µi +m(νi − µi), νi +m(νi − µi)
]
. Example 4.19 illustrates this.
Example 4.19 Recall from Example 4.18 and Figure 4.8(b) the grid L2 where L2 = gcon
(
{x ≡1
0, x + y ≡3 2}
)
and B2 =
{
[1, 2], [1, 2]
}
. Then it can be seen that B′2 =
{
[0, 1], [0, 1]
}
and
B′′2 =
{
[4, 5], [2, 3]
}
are also covering boxes for L2.
Although the covering box is not unique it could be enforced by computing it from a grid which
is represented by a homogeneous system in strong minimal form.
4.7 Affine Image and Pre-image
An affine transformation on the vector space Rn is a transformation which preserves collinearity
and ratios of distances. That is an affine transformation takes points along a line and maps them
to points along a line, maps a midpoint of a line segment to a midpoint and preserves intersection
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q♯(L)
if ... then
L := φ(L, u, 3u)
L := φ(L, v, u + v)
q♯(L)
L := φ(L, u, 5u)
L := φ(L, v, u + v)
endif
Figure 4.9: An abstraction of q.
properties between lines. However, it does not preserve the angles or lengths of lines. Affine
transformations can be represented by matrices in Rn×n and it follows that the set Gn is closed
under the set of all affine transformations for Rn. The affine image and affine pre-image operators
are provided by a ‘single update’. Given a grid L ∈ Gn, a variable xk and linear expression
e = 〈a,x〉 + b with coefficients in Q, the affine image operator φ(L, xk, e) maps the grid L to{ (
p1, . . . , pk−1, 〈a,p〉+ b, pk+1, . . . , pn
)T
∈ Rn
∣∣∣p ∈ L }.
Conversely, the affine pre-image operator φ−1(L, xk, e) maps the grid L to{
p ∈ Rn
∣∣∣ (p1, . . . , pk−1, 〈a,p〉 + b, pk+1, . . . , pn)T ∈ L }.
Observe that the affine image φ(L, xk, e) and pre-image φ−1(L, xk, e) are invertible if and only
if the coefficient ak in the vector a is non-zero.
Example 4.20 Consider again Example 3.12 and the recursive procedure in Figure 3.4. Taking
the initial grid to be L0, then x := 3*x, the first assignment in q, corresponds to the trans-
formation φ(L0, u, 3u). This returns L10 := ggen(L,∅, P 10 ) where P 10 =
{
(3, 0, 0)T
}
. The next
assignment in q is y := x + y. The corresponding affine transformation, applied to L10, is
φ(L10, v, v + u) and we obtain the grid L20 := ggen(L,∅, P 20 ) where P 20 =
{
(3, 3, 0)T
}
. Now
the assignment in q is y := 5*x. The corresponding affine transformation, applied to L20, is
φ(L20, v, 5u) and we obtain the grid L30 := ggen(L,∅, P 30 ) where P 30 =
{
(15, 3, 0)T
}
. Finally
the last assignment in q is y := x + y. The corresponding affine transformation, applied to
L30, is φ(L30, v, v+u) and we obtain the grid L40 := ggen(L,∅, P 40 ) where P 40 =
{
(15, 18, 0)T
}
.
Figure 4.9 contains an abstract version q♯ of q where the the argument to the procedure is re-
placed by a grid and the assignment statements are replaced by the corresponding affine transfor-
mations. Thus we can now compute the grids Li = ggen(L,∅, Pi) for any i where i is the number
of iterations through the body of the procedure. In particular P1 = P 40 and we have computed
P0, P1, P2 and P3, as seen in Example 3.12. Hence L = L0 ⊕ L1 ⊕ L2 ⊕ L3 represents a
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p(var u, var v)
u := 3u + 2v + 1
while ...
u := u + 3
endwhile
Figure 4.10: A simple procedure.
fixpoint for the procedure, thus it includes all possible values for the vector (x,y)T that might be
obtained as a result of calling q. Then if we call the procedure with the values x = 2 and y = 0
as in [61], then all the possible values for the vector (x,y)T are represented by the grid
gcon
(
{x ≡28 2,y ≡12 0}
)
= φ
(
φ(L,x, 2x),y, 2y
)
.
We will now introduce the generalized affine image operator. This determines a set of con-
gruence relations that hold between the given grid and its image. Clearly, since the relations are
congruences, the image is also a grid. Note though, that in this case a hyperplane will be replaced
by a, possibly infinite, set of hyperplanes.
The generalized affine image (resp., generalized affine pre-image) is an extension of the affine
image (resp., affine pre-image) operator defined above. Given a grid L ∈ Gn, linear expressions
e′ = 〈c,x〉+ d and e = 〈a,x〉+ b with coefficients in Q and f ∈ Q, the generalized affine image
operator ψ = ψ(L, e′, e, f) is defined as
∀v,w ∈ Rn : (v,w) ∈ ψ ⇐⇒
(
〈c,w〉 + d ≡f 〈a,v〉 + b
)
∧
( ∧
0≤i<n
ci=0
wi = vi
)
.
Note that, when e′ = xk and f = 0, then the transformation is equivalent to the standard affine
transformation on L with respect to the variable xk and the affine expression e; that is
ψ(L, xk, e, 0) = φ(L, xk, e).
However, when e′ = xk and f = 1, then the transformation maps the point x to the set of points{
(x1, . . . , xk−1, x
′
k, xk+1, . . . , xn)
∣∣ x′k ≡1 〈a,x〉+ b}.
The following example illustrates how the generalized affine image can be used to model the
effect of a procedure containing a while loop.
Example 4.21 Consider the program procedure in Figure 4.10. Suppose the procedure takes the
initial values (a, b). Then the procedure p will map u to 3a + 2b + 1 + 3i for some i ∈ Z and
leave v = b unchanged. Now considering the general case, where the initial values for u and v
are given by the points of the grid L, then, after executing p, the values of u and v will be given
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by the points of the grid ψ(L, x, 3x+2y+1, 3). Let us now consider the specific initial condition
L = ggen(∅,∅, P ) where P = ( 0 3 00 0 3 ). By considering one point p := ( 00 ) we can see that
when ψ is applied to the point p we get the set
{
. . . ,
(
−2
0
)
,
(
1
0
)
,
(
4
0
)
,
(
7
0
)
, . . .
}
.
Hence,
ψ(L, x, 3x + 2y + 1, 3) = ggen
(
∅,∅,
(
1 4 1
0 0 3
))
.
4.8 Implementation
The intersection and grid join just take the union of the congruence or generator systems, respec-
tively, so that, from a theoretical perspective, these have complexity O
(
n
)
as noted in Sections 4.3
and 4.4, respectively. However, in the implementation, we assume a common divisor for all the
coordinates or coefficients in the system. Hence, combining the systems requires changing the
denominators of both components to their least common multiple with a consequential need to
scale all the numerators in the representation; giving a worst-case complexity of O
(
n2
)
if both
systems are in minimal form.
There are many operations that a practical domain of grids could provide for applications in
program analysis and verification. For instance, the concatenation of two grids L1 ∈ Gn and
L2 ∈ Gm (taken in this order) is the grid in Gn+m defined as
 (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym)T ∈ Rn+m
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(x1, . . . , xn)
T ∈ L1
(y1, . . . , ym)
T ∈ L2

.
Other operators that could be required are those which that add, remove, rename and map the
space dimensions, or expand and fold them along the lines of [36]. All of these operations
have been specified and implemented, within the Parma Polyhedra Library, http://www.cs.
unipr.it/ppl/, where all the code and documentation is publicly available.
4.9 Related Work
In [38,39] Granger considers operators for comparing grids and computing the greatest lower and
least upper bounds, that is the intersection and join respectively. In particular in [39, Section 7] the
complexities of each of the operations is stated. The join operation has complexity O(n4 log2 n),
this is because the operation takes generators of one grid and adds them one at a time to the gen-
erators of the other grid and at each stage minimises this new system. Unfortunately, as Granger’s
generator minimisation algorithm has complexity O
(
n3 log2 n
)
, it is this repeated minimisation
that causes the complexity of the join to be so high. If our grid join operation where to be applied
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similarly to a set of n generators we would have a complexity of O
(
n4
)
. The grid meet opera-
tion which also minimises the addition of one congruence at a time has complexity O
(
n4
)
as the
congruence minimisation has complexity O
(
n3
)
and it is performed at worst n times. Finally the
comparison has a complexity of O
(
n3
)
.
The operations provided by Quinton et al. [71, 72] for the grid part of the Z-polyhedra which
are similar to our operations are those grid intersection, affine image and affine pre-image. The
operations of grid join and grid difference, where the result is a single grid, are not considered.
Instead the join operator takes two grids L1 and L2 and returns the set {L1,L2} unless one, say
L1, is contained in the other, in which case they return the larger, L2. Similarly the difference
operation returns a set of lattices representing the set difference L1 \ L2. This is calculated by
computing a basis of parameters for each of the two lattices using the Smith Normal Form algo-
rithm [67]. So if L1 = ggen
(
∅, Q1, {p1}
)
where Q1 = (q1, . . . ,qn) is the basis of parameters,
then L2 = ggen
(
∅, Q2, {p2}
)
where Q2 = (a1q1, . . . , anqn). Then the set theoretic difference
is
L1 \ L2 :=
( m⋃
i=1
ggen
(
∅, Q2, {vi}
))
\ L1 ∩ L2
where the points vi for each of the distinct grids to be in the union are
vi := p1 +
n∑
j=1
aj−1∑
k=0
kqj
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m where m :=
∏n
j=1 aj. Therefore the overall complexity of calculating the dif-
ference is O
(
n2m
)
. As there is no congruence representation, the intersection of two lattices
is computed directly from the generator representations [1]; a refined version of this method is
provided in [71] which we note that, as for computing the canonic form, has complexity O(n4).
Muller-Olm and Seidl [60–62] consider analysing programs whose basic statements are either
affine assignments or non-deterministic assignments. The affine assignments are therefore affine
transformations on a single variable at a time, equivalent to that described here. The join is
computed by adding an extra generator to a system that is already in minimal form. Thus at
each stage the minimisation algorithm must be applied. Unfortunately, like Granger, to join two
systems of n generators requires applying their minimisation algorithm n times, thus giving the
join a complexity of O(n4 log2 n).
4.10 Conclusion
We have shown in this chapter that we have operations for the domain that approximate the set-
theoretic operations by producing a single grid. We introduced intersection and join operations
with worst case complexity O
(
n3
)
for both, which improves on previous proposals. We described
a grid difference operator which returns the smallest single grid that contains the set-theoretic
difference. We proposed a single update affine image and pre-image operators as well as new
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generalised affine image and pre-image operators which maps single points to sets of points.
Finally we have introduced the notion of a rectilinear grid, that is, a grid that can be represented
by a set of non-relational congruences. Then we have shown that we can reuse the interval domain
by creating a covering box for a grid L, that is, a box that represents the smallest rectilinear grid
that contains L.
Chapter 5
Grid Widening and Weakly Relational
Grids
5.1 Grid Widening
It was observed by Granger [41] that, if the grid generators can be in the rationals, then the grid
domain does not satisfy the ascending chain condition.
Example 5.1 Consider the grids Li = ggen(Gi) for i ∈ Z, where
Gi :=
(
∅,
(
1
2i
0
0 1
2i
)
,
(
0
0
))
.
Then for each i, Li ⊆ Li+1. Hence we have an infinite increasing chain.
So to guarantee termination of the analysis, a widening operation is required. A simple and
general characterization of a widening for enforcing and accelerating convergence of an upward
iteration sequence is given in [26, 27, 30, 31]. We assume here a minor variation of this classical
definition (see footnote 6 in [31, Page 275]).
Definition 5.2 (Widening.) Let 〈D,⊢, 0,⊕〉 be a join-semilattice. The partial operator ∇ : D×
D֌ D is a widening if
1. for each d1, d2 ∈ D, d1 ⊢ d2 implies that d1 ∇ d2 is defined and d2 ⊢ d1 ∇ d2;
2. for each increasing chain d0 ⊢ d1 ⊢ · · · , the increasing chain defined by d′0 := d0 and
d′i+1 := d
′
i ∇ (d
′
i ⊕ di+1), for i ∈ N, is not strictly increasing.
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Example 5.3 Let us consider the simple piece of code
x := 8 (P1)
for i := 1 to m (P2)
x := x/2 (P3)
endfor
Let Lij ∈ G2 denote the grid computed at the i-th iteration executed by the point Pj. Initially,
L0j = ∅ = gcon
(
{1 = 0}
)
, for j = 1, . . . , 3. After the first iteration of the loop we have the
following grids:
L11 = gcon
(
{x = 8}
)
,
L12 = gcon
(
{x = 8}
)
,
L13 = gcon
(
{x = 4}
)
.
Then after the second iteration of the loop we have the grids:
L22 = gcon
(
{x = 8}
)
⊕ gcon
(
{x = 4}
)
= gcon
(
{x ≡4 0}
)
,
L23 = gcon
(
{x ≡2 0}
)
.
Then after the third iteration of the loop we have the grids:
L32 = gcon
(
{x ≡4 0}
)
⊕ gcon
(
{x ≡2 0}
)
= gcon
(
{x ≡2 0}
)
,
L33 = gcon
(
{x ≡1 0}
)
.
It can be seen that after i iterations we will have the grid Li3 = gcon
(
{x ≡4/i 0}
)
. In this case
the widening would be used an acceleration tool that can approximate the grid we would have at
the end of the for loop without having to calculate each iteration.
As well as formal requirements in Definition 5.2 given above, we also believe it is important
to require that, as with all operations, we have a widening that has an efficient implementation.
We will give two widenings, one for grids represented by a congruence system and one for grids
represented by a generator system. Both of the widenings will assume that one of the grids is
represented by the congruence or generator system in strong minimal form. We will show that
these widenings are well defined and come with simple syntactic checks which have an efficient
implementation.
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5.2 Congruence Representation Widening
We introduce below the widening that is performed on grids which are represented by a congru-
ence system. The widening also assumes that one of the grids is represented in minimal form and
the other is represented in strong minimal form.
Definition 5.4 (Grid Widening for the Congruence System.) Let L1 = gcon(C1) and L2 =
gcon(C2) be two grids inGn such that L1 ⊆ L2, C1 is in minimal form and C2 is in strong minimal
form. Then the grid widening L1 ∇C L2 is defined by
L1 ∇C L2 :=

L2, if L1 = ∅ or dim(L1) < dim(L2),gcon(CS), otherwise,
where CS := { γ ∈ C2 | ∃β ∈ C1 . β ⇑ γ }.
The following proposition will show that ‘∇C’ satisfies the conditions of Definition 5.2 and there-
fore that it is a widening.
Proposition 5.5 The operator ‘∇C’ is a widening on Gn.
Proof. In order to show that ‘∇C’ is a widening operator, we prove that conditions (1) and (2) in
Definition 5.2 hold. Let L1 = gcon(C1), L2 = gcon(C2) ∈ Gn, where L1 ⊆ L2, C1 is in minimal
form and C2 is in strong minimal form.
By Definition 5.4, if L1 = ∅ or dim(L1) < dim(L2), then L1∇C L2 = L2. Therefore, in this
case, condition (1) holds. Clearly, the empty grid can occur only as the first element of a strictly
increasing chain of grids; moreover, if L and L′ are any two successive and distinct grids in the
increasing chain of condition (2) in Definition 5.2, then 0 ≤ dim(L) ≤ dim(L′) ≤ n. Hence, the
case when L1 = ∅ or dim(L1) < dim(L2) hold can occur no more than a finite number of times
in such a chain.
Suppose now that L1 6= ∅ and dim(L1) = dim(L2), so that the second case of the widening
computation applies (note that, due to the inclusion hypothesis, dim(L1) > dim(L2) cannot
hold), and let CS be as given in Definition 5.4. Then, since CS ⊆ C2, condition (1) holds. By
Proposition 4.2, if CS = C2, we have L1 = L2; thus, if L1 6= L2, we have # CS < # C2. By
Lemma 3.34, as C1 and C2 are in minimal form, it follows that # C2 ≤ #C1 so that, if L1 6= L2,
# CS < # C1. Therefore condition (2) of Definition 5.2 holds. 
Assuming that L1 = gcon(C1), L2 = gcon(C2) and we know L1 ⊆ L2 this widening can be
implemented to have complexity O
(
n2
)
, this is since all that is required is the copying of at most
n congruences from L2 to L1 ∇C L2. If however the congruence system C1 is not in minimal
form and the system C2 is not in strong minimal form, then the complexity of widening is that
of the minimisations, namely O
(
mnmin{m,n}
)
, where # C1 = m1,# C2 = m2 and m =
max{m1,m2}. In Definition 5.4, it is required that C2 is in strong minimal form. Example 5.6
shows that this is necessary for the operator ‘∇C’ to be well-defined.
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(a) Grids L1 and L2.
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(b) Grids L1 ∇C L2 and L1 ∇C L3.
Figure 5.1: Grid Widening.
Example 5.6 Let L1 := gcon(C1), L2 := gcon(C2) and L3 := gcon(C3) where
C1 = {x ≡2 0, y ≡2 0},
C2 = {x ≡1 0, x+ y ≡2 0},
C3 = {x ≡1 0, 3x+ y ≡2 0};
then L2 = L3. The grid L1 is illustrated in Figure 5.1(a) by the filled circles and the grids
L2,L3 are illustrated in Figure 5.1(a) by the open squares. Note that only C1 and C2 are in strong
minimal form. Therefore, assuming CS (resp., CS ′) is defined as in Definition 5.4 using C1 and C2
(resp., C1 and C3), we have
CS = {x+ y ≡2 0} and CS ′ = {3x+ y ≡2 0}.
The grid L1 ∇C L2 = gcon(CS) is illustrated in Figure 5.1(b) by the dashed lines and the grid
L1 ∇C L3 = gcon(CS
′) is illustrated in Figure 5.1(b) by the complete lines. Thus L1 ∇C L2 =
gcon(CS) 6= gcon(CS
′).
The following example shows that the result of applying the widening ∇C depends on the variable
ordering.
Example 5.7 To see that the widenings depend on the variable ordering, consider the grids L1 =
gcon(C1) = gcon(C
′
1) and L2 = gcon(C2) = gcon(C′2) in G2, where
C1 := {5x+ y ≡1 0, 22x ≡1 0}, C2 := {5x+ y ≡1 0, 44x ≡1 0},
C′1 := {9y + x ≡1 0, 22y ≡1 0}, C
′
2 := {9y + x ≡1 0, 44y ≡1 0}.
Assume for C1 and C2 that the variables are ordered so that x precedes y, as in the vector (x, y)T;
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then, C1 and C2 are in strong minimal form and, according to Definition 5.4, we obtain
L1 ∇C L2 = gcon
(
{5x + y ≡1 0}
)
.
On the other hand, C′1 and C′2 are in strong minimal form when taking the variable order where y
precedes x. In this case, by Definition 5.4,
L1 ∇C L2 = gcon
(
{9y + x ≡1 0}
)
.
5.3 Generator Representation Widening
We introduce below the widening that is performed on grids which are represented by a generator
system. The widening also assumes that one of the grids is represented in minimal form and the
other is represented in strong minimal form.
Definition 5.8 (Grid Widening for the Generator System.) Let L1 = ggen(G1) and L2 =
ggen(G2) be two grids in Gn such that L1 ⊆ L2, G1 = (L1, Q1, P1) is in minimal form and
G2 = (L2, Q2, P2) is in strong minimal form. Then the grid widening L1 ∇G L2 is defined by
L1 ∇G L2 :=

L2, if L1 = ∅ or dim(L1) < dim(L2);ggen(GS), otherwise,
where GS :=
(
L2 ∪ (Q2 \QS), QS, P2
)
and QS := {v ∈ Q2 | ∃u ∈ Q1 . u ⇓ v }.
The following proposition will show that ‘∇G’ satisfies the conditions of Definition 5.2 and there-
fore that it is a widening.
Proposition 5.9 The operator ‘∇G’ is a widening on Gn.
Proof. In order to show that ‘∇G’ is a widening operator, we prove that conditions (1) and (2)
in Definition 5.2 hold. Let L1 = ggen(G1), L2 = ggen(G2) ∈ Gn, where L1 ⊆ L2, G1 is in
minimal form and G2 is in strong minimal form.
By Definition 5.8, if L1 = ∅ or dim(L1) < dim(L2), then L1∇G L2 = L2. Therefore, in this
case, condition (1) holds. Clearly, the empty grid can occur only as the first element of a strictly
increasing chain of grids; moreover, if L and L′ are any two successive and distinct grids in the
increasing chain of condition (2) in Definition 5.2, then 0 ≤ dim(L) ≤ dim(L′) ≤ n. Hence, the
case when L1 = ∅ or dim(L1) < dim(L2) hold can occur no more than a finite number of times
in such a chain.
Suppose now that L1 6= ∅ and dim(L1) = dim(L2), so that the second case of the widening
computation applies (note that, due to the inclusion hypothesis, dim(L1) > dim(L2) cannot
hold), and let GS = (LS, QS, PS) where
PS = P2, QS = {v ∈ Q2 | ∃u ∈ Q1 . u ⇓ v }, LS = L2 ∪ (Q2 \QS).
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Figure 5.2: Comparing the two grid widenings.
Then, if ggen(GS) ⊆ ggen(G2), we have that LS ⊆ L2, but by Definition 5.8, L2 ⊆ LS, therefore
L2 = LS. Hence we must have that for all q2 ∈ Q2,∃q1 ∈ Q1 such that q1 ⇓ q2, so condition (1)
holds. Now as Q1 is pivot equivalent to Q2, then #Q1 = #Q2. Let C1 = (F1, E1) and C2 =
(F2, E2) be congruence systems for L1 and L2 respectively, as constructed in Lemma 3.28. Then
by Lemma 3.34, we get that # E1 ≥ # E2, but since dim(L1) = dim(L2) and L1,L2 are both
in minimal form we must have #E1 = # E2, hence by Lemma 3.28, #L1 = #L2. Now as
L1 ⊆ L2 we must have that for all lines ℓ1 ∈ L1 such that piv>(ℓ1) = k, there exists ℓ2 ∈ L2
such that piv>(ℓ2) = k. Therefore G1 ⇓ G2. Hence by Proposition 4.3, L1 = L2. Thus, if
L1 6= L2, we know #L1 ≤ #L2 and ggen(G2) ⊆ ggen(GS) so condition (1) holds and we have
three cases to consider. The first is if #Q1 < #Q2, then #LS ≥ #L2+#Q2−#Q1 > #L1.
The second case is if #Q1 = #Q2, then there exists u ∈ Q1 with piv>(u) = k such that for
all v ∈ Q2 if piv>(v) = k, then uk 6= vk, hence v ∈ LS , therefore #LS > #L1. Finally for
the last case suppose #Q1 > #Q2, then there exists u ∈ Q1 with piv>(u) = k such that for
all v ∈ Q2, piv>(v) 6= k, hence v ∈ LS, therefore #LS > #L1. Therefore condition (2) of
Definition 5.2 holds. 
Assuming that L1 = ggen(G1), L2 = ggen(G2) and we know L1 ⊆ L2 this widening can be
implemented to have complexity O
(
n2
)
, this is since all that is required is the copying of at
most n generators from L2 to L1 ∇G L2. If however the generator system G1 is not in minimal
form and the system G2 is not in strong minimal form, then the complexity of widening is that
of the minimisations, namely O
(
mnmin{m,n}
)
, where #G1 = m1,#G2 = m2 and m =
max{m1,m2}. The following shows that the widenings for each representation are not always
equivalent.
Example 5.10 Consider grids L1 = gcon(C1) = ggen(G1) and L2 = gcon(C2) = ggen(G2)
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where
C1 = {x ≡2 0, y ≡2 0}, G1 =
(
∅,
(
2 0
0 2
)
,
(
0
0
))
,
C2 = {x ≡1 0, x+ y ≡2 0}, G2 =
(
∅,
(
1 0
1 2
)
,
(
0
0
))
.
Then it can be seen that C2 and G2 are in strong minimal form. L1 and L2 are the same as in
Example 5.6 and can be seen in Figure 5.1(a) on Page 72. Then L1∇C L2 = gcon
(
{x+y ≡2 0}
)
can be seen in Figure 5.2(a) and
L1 ∇G L2 =
((
1
1
)
,
(
0
2
)
,
(
0
0
))
can be seen in Figure 5.2(b). Now by applying conversion to L1 ∇G L2 we get L1 ∇G L2 =
gcon
(
{x− y ≡2 0}
)
. Hence L1 ∇C L2 6= L1 ∇G L2.
Let us now consider a congruence widening for grids which is the natural counterpart to the
standard widening for convex polyhedra as specified in the PhD thesis of N. Halbwachs [43],
also described in [44]. It might be asked why we did not define our congruence widening in this
way. To see why, consider the following grid extrapolation operator ‘h’. Let L1 = gcon(C1) and
L2 = gcon(C2) ∈ Gn \∅ where L1 ⊆ L2 and C1 and C2 are congruence systems in Rn in strong
minimal form. Then h(L1,L2) := gcon(C′1 ∪ C′2) where
C′1 :=
{
β ∈ C1
∣∣∣ L2 ⊆ gcon({β}) }, (5.1)
C′2 :=
{
γ ∈ C2
∣∣∣ ∃β ∈ C1 . L1 = gcon(C1[γ/β]) }. (5.2)
Example 5.11 will show that to ensure the operator ‘h’ is well-defined, both the congruence
systems C1 and C2 need to be in strong minimal form.
Example 5.11 Let L1 := gcon(C1) and L2 := gcon(C2) where
C1 = {x ≡2 0, x+ y ≡2 0},
C2 = {x ≡1 0, 3x+ y ≡2 0}.
Note that L1 and L2 are not in strong minimal form and can be seen in Figure 5.3(a). Then,
assuming definition (5.1) for C′1 and (5.2) for C′2, we have C′1 = {x+y ≡2 0} and C′2 = {3x+y ≡2
0} so that
h(L1,L2) = gcon
(
C′1 ∪ C
′
2
)
= gcon
(
{x+ y ≡2 0, 3x+ y ≡2 0}
)
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(a) Grids L1 and L2.
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Figure 5.3: Grid Widening.
although applying the strong minimal form algorithm to C′1∪C′2 we get the equivalent congruence
system
h(L1,L2) = gcon
(
{x ≡1 0, x+ y ≡2 0}
)
.
The grid h(L1,L2) can be seen in Figure 5.3(b).
Note also that, as there is no finite set of proper congruences semantically equivalent to a single
equality, the above definition has ignored any distinction between equalities and proper congru-
ences. Observe that the computation of the congruence system C′2 should be carefully done as a
naive implementation will be expensive. A naive implementation, where it is assumed both grids
are in strong minimal form, would have complexity O
(
n5
)
as it would require testing for equality
between L1 and each of the new grids where the n possible γ ∈ C2 replace each of the n possible
β ∈ C1. Example 5.12 illustrates that ignoring the C′2 component (as can be done in implementa-
tions of the standard widening for convex polyhedra when the affine hull is the universe) can lose
precision.
Example 5.12 Consider again the grids and congruence systems in Example 5.6 on Page 72.
Then, assuming definition (5.1) for C′1 and (5.2) for C′2 and C′3, we have C′1 = ∅, C′2 = {x+ y ≡2
0} and C′3 = {3x+ y ≡2 0} so that
h(L1,L2) = gcon
(
C′1 ∪ C
′
2
)
= gcon
(
{x+ y ≡2 0}
)
and
h(L1,L3) = gcon
(
C′1 ∪ C
′
3
)
= gcon
(
{3x+ y ≡2 0}
)
.
Therefore, ignoring the C′2 component for h(L1,L2) will result in the widening producing the set
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R2 and ignoring the C′3 component for h(L1,L3) will result in the widening producing the set R2.
5.3.1 Enhancements
Often in analysis or verification, the convergence guarantee that comes with a widening operator
is not essential and in such cases, all that is required are extrapolation operators. These differ from
widenings in that their use along an upper iteration sequence does not ensure convergence in a
finite number of steps. Therefore the widenings ‘∇C’ and ‘∇G’ can be used for developing more
refined widenings or extrapolations by following techniques such as the frameworks proposed
in [6,8] for convex polyhedra. The precision of a grid widening can also be improved by exploiting
the covering boxes, defined in Section 4.6.1. That is, we can use boxes to provide a covered
extrapolation operator that improves the approximation of the widening operator by ensuring that
the result cannot be worse than the covering box for the larger of the two grids being widened.
One way to show that an extrapolation operator is, in fact, a widening is to provide the operator
with a finite convergence certificate [8]. In particular, for the grid domain and widenings ‘∇C’
and ‘∇G’, such a certificate is defined to be a triple (O,≻, µ) where (O,≻) is a well-founded
ordered set and µ : Gn → O is such that, for all L1 ⊂ L2 ∈ Gn, µ(L1) ≻ µ(L3) where
L3 = L1∇C L2 = L1∇G L2. Thus, a finite convergence certificate for both the grid widenings can
be defined by taking O equal to {0, . . . , n}×{0, . . . , n}, ≻ the lexicographic ordering on O and,
for all L ∈ Gn, letting µ(L) := (# E ,# C) where L = gcon(C), C is in minimal form, and E ⊆ C
is the set of equalities in C. By Definitions 5.4 and 5.8 and Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, it follows
that L1 6= L2 implies µ(L1) ≻ µ(L3); hence we have the same finite convergence certificate for
both the grid widenings. Observe that this implies that any iteration using a mixed sequence of
congruence and generator grid widenings will converge after a finite number of steps.
It is shown in [8] that a widening for a powerset domain can be obtained from any widening on
its base-level domain that has a finite convergence certificate. Thus, with the above certificate for
the grid widenings, we can instantiate the generic widenings for powersets to one for powersets
of grids, using any combination of the grid widenings ‘∇C’ and ‘∇G’.
5.4 Weakly Relational Grid Domains
In [51, 53], Mine´ introduces a set of conditions to construct weakly relational domains. As noted
in Section 3.8 one of the domains created was the domain of zone-congruences which requires
that the congruences are defined equivalently to how the constraints of a bounded difference shape
are defined. We now consider this domain and call it the bounded difference grid domain. Also
we will specify a new weakly relational domain, called the octagonal grid domain, which has
not been considered before and requires that the congruences are defined equivalently to how the
constraints of an octagon are defined. Both of these domains are restricted versions of the grid
domain that include the set of rectilinear grids.
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(b) Grid L = ggen(G).
Figure 5.4: A bounded difference grid.
Definition 5.13 (Bounded Difference Congruences.) Let a ∈ Rn and f, b ∈ Q, then the linear
constraint 〈a,v〉 ≡f b is said to be a bounded difference congruence if and only if there exists
two indices i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that
• ai, aj ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and ai 6= aj
• ak = 0, for all k /∈ {i, j}.
Definition 5.14 (Bounded Difference Grid.) A grid L is a bounded difference grid (BDG) if it
can be described by a congruence system C in Qn, where C is a finite set of bounded difference
congruences in Qn. That is L is a bdg if every vector of L satisfies all the congruences in C.
Note that a bounded difference grid is equivalent to an element of the zone-congruence domain.
Recall form Definition 3.9 that a grid is rectilinear if it can be represented by a non-relational
set of congruences therefore a bounded difference grid can be rectilinear. Example 5.4 gives the
congruence and generator systems for a simple 2-dimensional bounded difference grid.
Example 5.15 Let L = gcon(C) = ggen(G) where
C := {x ≡2 0, y ≡2 0, −x+ y ≡8 0}.
Then L is a bounded difference grid and is illustrated in Figure 5.4 by the points. The minimal
form of C is C′ where
C′ := {x ≡2 0, −x+ y ≡8 0}
and the generator system in minimal form is
G :=
(
∅,
(
2 0
2 8
)
,
(
0
0
))
.
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(b) Grid L = ggen(G).
Figure 5.5: An octagonal grid.
The congruences of C are illustrated by the dashed lines in Figure 5.4(a) and the parameters of G
are illustrated by the arrows in Figure 5.4(b).
Definition 5.16 (Octagonal Congruences.) Let a ∈ Rn and f, b ∈ Q, then the linear constraint
〈a,v〉 ≡f b is said to be an octagonal congruence if and only if there exists two indices i, j ∈
{1, . . . , n} such that
• ai, aj ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and ai 6= 0
• ak = 0, for all k /∈ {i, j}.
Definition 5.17 (Octagonal Grid.) A grid L is a octagonal grid (ogrid) if it can be described by
a congruence system C in Qn, where C is a finite set of octagonal congruences in Qn. That is L
is an ogrid if every vector of L satisfies all the congruences in C.
The set of octagonal grids is a subset of Gn that includes the set of rectilinear and bounded
difference grids. Recall from Definition 3.9 that a grid is rectilinear if it can be represented by
a non-relational set of congruences therefore an octagonal grid can be rectilinear. Example 5.5
gives the congruence and generator systems for a simple 2-dimensional ogrid.
Example 5.18 Let L = gcon(C) = ggen(G) where
C := {x ≡2 0, y ≡2 0, x− y ≡4 0, x+ y ≡4 0}.
Then L is an octagonal grid and is illustrated in Figure 5.5 by the points. The minimal form of C
is C′ where
C′ := {x ≡2 0, x+ y ≡4 0}
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and the generator system in minimal form is
G :=
(
∅,
(
2 0
2 4
)
,
(
0
0
))
.
The congruences of C are illustrated by the dashed lines in Figure 5.5(a) and the parameters of G
are illustrated by the arrows in Figure 5.5(b).
Note that minimisation, conversion and the set of operations defined in Chapter 4 can be per-
formed on the bounded difference and octagonal grids like they are in the case of a general grid
that is not rectilinear.
5.5 Applications
In this section we discuss applications for the domain of rational grids. Many program proper-
ties are quantitative or depend on quantitative information and therefore have the potential to be
approximated by the grid domain. While such information may depend directly on the values
of numerical data objects, it could instead reflect some numerical measures of the structure of
the program and its data. We first discuss applications where the values of numeric variables are
abstracted.
Example 5.19 shows how the grid domain can be used to find non-trivial relational congru-
ence properties not found using the polyhedra domain [32], constraint-based analysis [75] or
polynomial invariants [74].
Example 5.19 Consider again the program fragment from Example 3.2 on Page 24 which is now
annotated with program points Pj, for j = 1, . . . , 5:
x := 2; y := 0; (P1)
for i := 1 to m (P2)
if ... then
x := x + 4 (P3)
else
x := x + 2; y := y + 1 (P4)
endif (P5)
endfor
Let Lij ∈ G2 denote the grid computed at the i-th iteration executed by the point Pj. Initially,
L0j = ∅ = gcon
(
{1 = 0}
)
, for j = 1, . . . , 5. After the first iteration of the loop we have the
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following grids:
L11 = gcon
(
{x = 2, y = 0}
)
,
L12 = gcon
(
{x = 2, y = 0}
)
,
L13 = gcon
(
{x = 6, y = 0}
)
,
L14 = gcon
(
{x = 4, y = 1}
)
,
L15 = gcon
(
{x = 4, y = 1}
)
⊕ gcon
(
{x = 6, y = 0}
)
= gcon
(
{x+ 2y = 6, x ≡2 0}
)
.
Then after the second iteration of the loop we have
L22 = gcon
(
{x = 2, y = 0}
)
⊕ gcon
(
{x+ 2y = 6, x ≡2 0}
)
= gcon
(
{x+ 2y ≡4 2, x ≡2 0}
)
.
Subsequent computation steps show that an invariant for P2 has already been computed since
L23 = L
1
3, L
2
4 = L
1
4, L
2
5 = L
1
5 so that L32 = L22. Thus at the end of the program, the congruences
x+2y ≡4 2 and x ≡2 0 hold. The grid described by these congruences is given in Figure 3.1 on
Page 24.
Observe that, using convex polyhedra, a similar analysis will find instead that the inequalities
x− 2y ≥ 2 and y ≥ 0 hold [32].
Data dependence analysis for arrays —deciding if two elements of an array can refer to the
same element and, if so, under what conditions— is required for advanced optimizing compilers
as noted by Pugh in [70]. Granger showed in [37–39] that the domain of grids can be used for
this analysis, the following example also shows this.
Example 5.20 Consider the following program (adapted from a simple example given in [70]):
for i := 0 to 100
for j := 2i to 100
A[i, 2j + 1] := A[i, 2j]
endfor
endfor
Then, the program reads from array elements (0, 0), (0, 2), . . . , (0, 200), (1, 4), . . . and writes to
array elements (0, 1), (0, 3), . . . , (0, 201), (1, 5), . . . . The two sets of points generate, respectively,
the two grids Lr and Lw in R2: Lr = ggen
{
(0, 0), (0, 2), (1, 4)
}
includes all the array elements
that are read from, while Lw = ggen
{
(0, 1), (0, 3), (1, 5)
}
includes all the array elements that
are written to. Figure 5.6 illustrates the grids Lr and Lw where squares denote the points of the
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Figure 5.6: Example 5.20.
grid Lr and circles denote the points of the grid Lw. Then it can be seen that the intersection
Lr ∩ Lw is empty and that no location is both read and written.
As noted in Section 3.8 the domain of grids can also be used to estimate the worst case execution
time of a program given a specific system [19], to aid in the construction of a comprehensive
set of program transformations for saving energy on low-power architectures and improving per-
formance on multimedia processors [47] and to gather information about non-linear operations
within the program [46].
5.6 Related Work
As Granger’s early work [39] and the Z-polyhedra papers [68,71,72] only consider integer grids, a
widening is not required as integer grids satisfy the ascending chain condition. In the Muller-Olm
and Seidl paper [61], although congruences over rationals are considered a widening is not given.
In [41, Proposition 10], Granger gives a widening for non-relational rational grids that returns a
line parallel to an axis whenever the modulus for that dimension changes. It is then proposed that
a generalized form of this could be used as a widening for all rational grids; however, exactly how
this is to be done is not given in this paper. In Granger’s thesis [38, Page 159], it is proposed that
for all rational grids a parameter from the representation of one of the grids (or possibly some
other vector for example one parallel to an axis) is chosen to be the enlargement vector e.1 Let
Li = ggen
(
∅, Qi, {p}
)
and Qi = {qi1, . . . ,qin} for i = 1, 2. Then without loss of generality
suppose e = q21. For each of the grids a value µ is then calculated such that
µi := min{λ ∈ Q
+|λe = λ1qi1 + . . .+ λnqin}.
1for a definition of this property see [38, Page 160]
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If µ1 > µ2 then
L1 ∇L2 := ggen
(
{e}, Q2 \ {e}, {p}
)
.
Example 5.21 illustrates this.
Example 5.21 Let L1 = ggen(G1) and L2 = ggen(G2), where
G1 :=
(
∅,
(
4 0
2 3
)
,
(
2
0
))
and G2 :=
(
∅,
(
2 0
1 3
)
,
(
2
0
))
.
Then letting e = (2, 1) in G′2 we get that µ1 = 2 and µ2 = 1. This will produce the widening
L1 ∇L2 := ggen
((
2
1
)
,
(
0
3
)
,
(
2
0
))
.
Although in Example 5.21 both grids are represented in minimal form it is not actually a require-
ment of the widening. Granger states that there are possibly infinite different widenings depending
on the choice of the enlargement vector e. The following example shows that Granger’s proposed
widening is not actually a widening due to there being no restriction on the choice of the enlarge-
ment vector.
Example 5.22 Let L1 = ggen(G1) and L2 = ggen(G2), where
G1 :=
(
∅,
(
2 0
1 6
)
,
(
2
0
))
and G2 :=
(
∅,
(
2 0
1 3
)
,
(
2
0
))
.
Then letting e = (2, 1) we get that µ1 = 1 and µ2 = 1. Hence the widening does not perform
any enlargement. It can also be seen from this example that the fact that the representations for
the grids are in minimal form makes no difference to the result.
In [51, 53], Mine´ introduces a basis from which to construct weakly relational domains. As
noted in Section 3.8, the zone-congruence domain considers congruences which have the form
x− y = b (mod f) where b and f are rationals and are represented by a constraint matrix. Mine´
gives operations for intersection and join which are equivalent to the ones described here and also
a widening which is equivalent to the one described by Granger in [41].
5.7 Conclusion
We have defined two widenings, one that uses the congruence representation and one that uses
the generator representation. We have shown that the widenings come with simple syntactic
checks and have efficient implementations. The widenings have complexity O
(
n2
)
if the first
grid is known to have its representation in minimal form and the second grid is known to have
its representation in strong minimal form, otherwise the worst case complexity is that of the
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minimisation algorithms. Unfortunately as yet we have not found an actual real life application
that will require the grid widening. We have also defined two weakly relational grid domains, the
bounded difference grid and the octagonal grid.
Chapter 6
The Grid-Polyhedron Domain
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we consider the products of n-dimensional geometric domains and, in particular,
the product of a grid with a polyhedron domain. Section 6.2 introduces the generic product of
domains represented by sets of points in Rn and Section 6.3 introduces the partially reduced
product which allows a range of interaction between the component domains. In Section 6.4 we
introduce the techniques for ensuring the bounding hyperplanes of the polyhedron component
contain at least one point in the grid component and in Section 6.5 we give the main abstract
operations and the methods for their computation.
6.2 The Product Domain
Definition 6.1 (Product Domain.) Let A1, A2 ⊆ ℘
(
℘(Rn)
)
be two n-dimensional geometric
domains. Then the product A1 ×A2 (also denoted by (A1, A2)) is the set A ⊆ ℘
(
℘(Rn)
)
where
A := {a1 ∩ a2|a1 ∈ A1, a2 ∈ A2}.
Definition 6.2 (Grid-Polyhedron.) Let P be a polyhedron in CPn and L a grid in Gn. Then we
say that H = (L,P) := L∩P is a grid-polyhedron. The grid-polyhedron domain GPn is the set
of all grid-polyhedra in Rn ordered by the set inclusion relation, so that ∅ and Rn are the bottom
and top elements of GPn respectively.
Example 6.3 Let us consider a small example to show how the grid-polyhedron domain can be
used to interpret a simple piece of code. Figure 1.3 on Page 6 illustrates the grid by the square
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points and the polyhedron by the shaded area. Therefore the grid-polyhedron is the set of grid
points that lie within the bounded shaded area. Consider first the following program fragment for
any value of m:
x := 0; y := 1 (P1)
for i := 1 to m (P2)
if ... then
x := x + 3 (P3)
else
x := x + 2; y := y + 1 (P4)
endif (P5)
endfor
Let Lij ∈ G2 denote the grid computed at the i-th iteration executed by the point Pj. Initially,
L0j = ∅ = gcon
(
{1 = 0}
)
, for j = 1, . . . , 5. After the first iteration of the loop we have the
following grids:
L11 = gcon
(
{x = 0, y = 1}
)
,
L12 = gcon
(
{x = 0, y = 1}
)
,
L13 = gcon
(
{x = 3, y = 1}
)
,
L14 = gcon
(
{x = 2, y = 2}
)
,
L15 = gcon
(
{x = 3, y = 1}
)
⊕ gcon
(
{x = 2, y = 2}
)
= gcon
(
{x+ y = 4, x ≡1 0}
)
.
Then after the second iteration of the loop we have
L22 = gcon
(
{x = 0, y = 1}
)
⊕ gcon
(
{x+ y = 4, x ≡1 0}
)
= gcon
(
{x+ y ≡3 1, x ≡1 0}
)
.
Subsequent computation steps show that an invariant for P2 has already been computed since
L23 = L
1
3, L
2
4 = L
1
4, L
2
5 = L
1
5 so that L32 = L22. Thus at the end of the program, the grid is given
by L = gcon(CL) where CL := {x ≡1 0, x + y ≡3 1}. Observe that the grid L is also given by
the generator system GL where
GL :=
(
∅,
(
1 0
−1 3
)
,
(
0
1
))
.
Now consider the program fragment assuming that the value of m = 4. Then let Pij denote the
polyhedron computed in the i-th iteration at point Pj. Initially P0j = con
(
{x = 0, y = 1}
)
, for
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j = 1, . . . , 5. Then after the first iteration of the for loop we have the following polyhedra:
P11 = con
(
{x = 0, y = 1}
)
,
P12 = con
(
{x = 0, y = 1}
)
,
P13 = con
(
{x = 3, y = 1}
)
,
P14 = con
(
{x = 2, y = 2}
)
,
P15 = con
(
{x = 3, y = 1}
)
⊕ con
(
{x = 2, y = 2}
)
= con
(
{2 ≤ x ≤ 3, x+ y ≤ 4}
)
.
Then after the second iteration of the loop we have the polyhedra:
P22 = con
(
{x = 0, y = 1}
)
⊕ con
(
{2 ≤ x ≤ 3, x+ y ≤ 4}
)
= con
(
{1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 4}
)
,
P23 = con
(
{1 ≤ y, 1 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 7}
)
,
P24 = con
(
{1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 7}
)
,
P25 = con
(
{1 ≤ y, 1 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 7}
)
⊕ con
(
{2 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 7}
)
= con
(
{1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, 4 ≤ x+ y ≤ 7}
)
,
and after the third and fourth iterations of the loop we have the polyhedra:
P32 = con
(
{1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 4}
)
⊕ con
(
{1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, 4 ≤ x+ y ≤ 7}
)
= con
(
{1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 7}
)
,
P33 = con
(
{1 ≤ y, 1 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 10}
)
,
P34 = con
(
{1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 10}
)
,
P35 = con
(
{1 ≤ y, 1 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 10}
)
⊕ con
(
{2 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 10}
)
= con
(
{1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, 4 ≤ x+ y ≤ 10}
)
,
P42 = con
(
{1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 7}
)
⊕ con
(
{1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, 4 ≤ x+ y ≤ 10}
)
= con
(
{1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 10}
)
,
P43 = con
(
{1 ≤ y, 1 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 13}
)
,
P44 = con
(
{1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 13}
)
,
P45 = con
(
{1 ≤ y, 1 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 13}
)
⊕ con
(
{2 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 13}
)
= con
(
{1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, 4 ≤ x+ y ≤ 13}
)
.
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(a) Grid-polyhedron H1 = (L,P1).
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H2 = (L,P2).
Figure 6.1: Equivalent grid-polyhedra.
Therefore the final polyhedron P at the end of four iterations has a constraint system given by
CP = {1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 10} ⊕ {1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, 4 ≤ x+ y ≤ 13}
= {1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y, x+ y ≤ 13}.
The polyhedron can also be defined by the vertices given by ( 01 ) , ( 85 ) and ( 121 ) . The polyhedron
P can be seen in Figure 1.3 on Page 6. The grid-polyhedron is the set of points inside the
polyhedron given by ( 01 ) , ( 31 ) , ( 22 ) , ( 61 ) , ( 52 ) , ( 43 ) , ( 91 ) , ( 82 ) , ( 73 ) , ( 64 ) , ( 121 ) , ( 112 ) , ( 103 ) , ( 94 )
and ( 85 ) . It can be seen in Figure 1.3 that all the polyhedron constraints intersect grid-polyhedron
points and that the polyhedron is reduced with respect to the grid points. Note that if we had
considered the polyhedron for the program fragment for any value of m the constraint system
would be given by CP′ = {1 ≤ y,−2 ≤ x− 2y}.
Although this section is considering the grid-polyhedron domain, many of the methods and al-
gorithms suggested will be applicable to the more restricted polyhedra domains such as the In-
tervals [56], BDS [49] and Octagons [52], which will be considered in Chapter 7. We will also
discuss later how each operation is effected depending on the type of domain we choose to put
with the grids. First we observe that as elements of the grid-polyhedron domain denote the inter-
section of their components, the elements of the domain do not have a canonical form.
Let H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) be grid-polyhedra. Then as H1 is defined as the
intersection of L1 and P1 and H2 is defined as the intersection of L2 and P2 it is possible to have
H1 = H2 where L1 = L2 but P1 6= P2. Example 6.4 illustrates this.
Example 6.4 Consider the grid-polyhedra H1 = (L,P1) and H2 = (L,P2) in GP2 where
L := gcon
(
{x ≡1 0, −x+ y ≡4 0}
)
,
P1 := con
(
{1 ≤ x ≤ 6, −2 ≤ −x+ y ≤ 1}
)
and P2 := con
(
{1 ≤ x ≤ 4, 1 ≤ y ≤ 4}).
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H2 = (L,P2).
Figure 6.2: Equivalent grid-polyhedra that are empty.
The grid L is illustrated by the filled squares and the polyhedron P1 is illustrated by the bounded
region in Figure 6.1(a). The grid L is illustrated by the filled squares and the polyhedron P2 is
illustrated by the bounded region in Figure 6.1(b). Then it can be seen from Figure 6.1 that H1
and H2 are equivalent.
Example 6.5 shows that the representation of an empty grid-polyhedron is not canonical and
that an empty grid-polyhedron can be defined using a non-empty grid and polyhedron.
Example 6.5 Consider the grid-polyhedra H1 = (L,P1) and H2 = (L,P1) in GP2 where
L := gcon
(
{x ≡2 0, y ≡5 0}
)
,
P1 := con
(
{1 ≤ x ≤ 6, −2 ≤ −x+ y ≤ 1}
)
and P2 := con
(
{1 ≤ x ≤ 4, 1 ≤ y ≤ 4}
)
.
The grid L is illustrated by the filled squares and the polyhedron P1 is illustrated by the bounded
region in Figure 6.2(a). The grid L is illustrated by the filled squares and the polyhedron P2 is
illustrated by the bounded region in Figure 6.2(b). Then it can be seen from Figure 6.2 that H1
and H2 are equivalent and both are empty.
It follows that it is desirable that elements of the domain have their components minimised, which,
in the case of the grid-polyhedron domain, would make every element canonical. However the
full minimisation operation for a grid-polyhedron has a high complexity cost (as it will involve
the simplex method [67, 76], see Section 6.6.2) and also has the potential to adversely affect
the widening operation and actually turns a widening on the component into no more than an
extrapolation operation on the product with no fix-point guaranteed (see Section 6.6). Thus to
provide a framework for a choice of interaction, we introduce here the Partially Reduced Product.
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6.3 The Partially Reduced Product
The partially reduced product is defined so as to allow a range of interaction between the compo-
nent domains. To achieve this, it is provided with additional reduction operations as parameters.
Definition 6.6 (Partially Reduced Product Domain.) Let A1, A2 ⊆ ℘
(
℘(Rn)
)
be two n-
dimensional geometric domains and σ1 : A1 × A2 → A1 and σ2 : A1 × A2 → A2 be two
operations on them such that
σ1(a1, a2) ⊆ a1 and σ1(a1, a2) ∩ a2= a1 ∩ a2,
σ2(a1, a2) ⊆ a2 and a1 ∩ σ2(a1, a2)= a1 ∩ a2.
Then the triple (A1 ×A2, σ1, σ2) is a partially reduced product domain.
Illustration 6.7 Consider the product domain A ⊆ ℘
(
℘(Rn)
)
, where A1×A2 represents A, and
the operations σ1D and σ2D are defined so that σ1D(a1, a2) = a1 and σ2D(a1, a2) = a2. Then the
triple (A1 ×A2, σ1D, σ2D) is a partially reduced product domain which we call the direct product
domain [28].
Illustration 6.8 Consider the product domain A ⊆ ℘
(
℘(Rn)
)
, where A1×A2 represents A, and
the operations σ1R and σ2R are defined so that σ1R(a1, a2) = a′1, where a′1 ∈ A1 is the minimal
element such that a1∩a2 = a′1∩a2, and σ2R(a1, a2) = a′2, where a′2 ∈ A2 is the minimal element
such that a1 ∩ a2 = a1 ∩ a′2. Then the triple (A1 × A2, σ1R, σ2R) is a partially reduced product
domain which we call the reduced product domain [28].
Illustration 6.9 Consider the product domain A ⊆ ℘
(
℘(Rn)
)
, where A1×A2 represents A, and
the operations σ1∅ and σ2∅ are defined so that σ1∅(a1, a2) = σ2∅(a1, a2) = ∅ if either a1 = ∅ or
a2 = ∅ and σ1∅(a1, a2) = A1 and σ2∅(a1, a2) = A2, otherwise. Then the triple (A1×A2, σ1∅, σ2∅)
is a partially reduced product domain which we call the smash product domain.
Let us now consider the partially reduced product where the component domains are those of
the grids and polyhedra. Then we can specialise each of these definitions to the grid-polyhedron
domain.
Illustration 6.10 Consider the operations σ1D and σ2D defined in Illustration 6.7 together with
the grid-polyhedron domain GPn. Then the triple (GPn, σ1D, σ2D) is a partially reduced grid-
polyhedron domain which we call the direct product domain [28].
Illustration 6.11 Consider the operations σ1R and σ2R defined in Illustration 6.8 together with
the grid-polyhedron domain GPn. Then the triple (GPn, σ1R, σ2R) is a partially reduced grid-
polyhedron domain which we call the reduced product domain [28]. If H = (L,P) ∈ GPn and
σ1R(L,P) = L and σ2R(L,P) = P, then we say that the pair (L,P) is a reduced product.
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H2 = (L2,P2).
Figure 6.3: Examples where equalities could be shared.
Illustration 6.12 Consider the operations σ1∅ and σ2∅ defined in Illustration 6.9 together with
the grid-polyhedron domain GPn. Then the triple (GPn, σ1∅, σ2∅) is a partially reduced grid-
polyhedron domain which we call the smash product domain. If H = (L,P) ∈ GPn and
σ1∅(L,P) = L and σ2∅(L,P) = P, then we say that the pair (L,P) is a smash product.
As the affine space of a grid-polyhedron is the intersection of the affine spaces of the com-
ponent domains, any equalities in the constraint or congruence representation of one component
can be added to the representation of the other component. So, as a grid-polyhedron H = (L,P),
where L = gcon(CL) and P = con(CP), is defined as the intersection of L and P, each point in
H must satisfy all the congruences in CL and all the constraints in CP ; moreover, equalities can be
represented both as congruences and as constraints. Thus sharing equality information between
the components of the product is safe and can minimise the component domains possibly leading
to a detection of emptiness. Example 6.13 illustrates how equality information can be shared.
Example 6.13 Consider the grid-polyhedra H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) in GP2 where
L1 := gcon
(
{x ≡2 1, y ≡2 1}
)
and L2 := gcon
(
{x = 3, y ≡2 1}
)
,
P1 := con
(
{x = 3, 1 ≤ y ≤ 5}
)
and P2 := con
(
{1 ≤ x ≤ 5, 1 ≤ y ≤ 5}
)
.
The grid-polyhedron H1 is illustrated by the filled squares on the line in Figure 6.3(a) and the
grid-polyhedron H2 is illustrated by the filled squares in Figure 6.3(b). Therefore it can be seen
from Figure 6.3(a) and Figure 6.3(b) that H1 = H2 = (L,P), where
L := gcon
(
{x = 3, y ≡2 1}
)
and P := con
(
{x = 3, 1 ≤ y ≤ 5}
)
.
Therefore we can specialise the partially reduced product again for the grid-polyhedron domain.
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Illustration 6.14 Consider again the partially reduced product domain (GPn, σ1=, σ2=) where,
for all H = (L,P) ∈ GPn,
affine.hull
(
σ1=(L,P)
)
= affine.hull
(
σ2=(L,P)
)
= affine.hull
(
H).
Then the triple (GPn, σ1=, σ2=) is a partially reduced grid-polyhedron domain which we call the
constraint product domain. If H = (L,P) ∈ GPn and σ1=(L,P) = L and σ2=(L,P) = P, then
we say that the pair (L,P) is a constraint product.
Given any grid-polyhedron H = (L,P), it is straightforward to compute a constraint product
(L′,P ′) such that H = (L,P) = (L′,P ′). To see this, suppose that L = gcon(CL) and P =
con(CP), where CL and CP are in minimal form, then
L′ := σ1=(L,P) = gcon
(
CL ∪
{
〈v,x〉 ≡0 d
∣∣ 〈v,x〉 = d ∈ CP})
P ′ := σ2=(L,P) = con
(
CP ∪
{
〈v,x〉 = d
∣∣ 〈v,x〉 ≡0 d ∈ CL}).
6.4 Tight and Weakly Tight Products
The partially reduced products defined so far only allow a very limited interaction between the
components. We discuss now how a domain such as the grid-polyhedron constraints product can
be further specialised by ensuring that the bounding hyperplanes of the polyhedron component
contain at least one point in the grid component or even a point of the product itself. Let us now
specialise the partially reduced product again for the grid-polyhedron domain and define what it
is for a grid-polyhedron to be a tight or weakly tight product.
Definition 6.15 (Weakly Tight Product.) Let the triple (GPn, σ1W , σ2W ) be a partially reduced
grid-polyhedron domain where, for all H ∈ GPn, there exists L′ ∈ Gn and P ′ ∈ CPn such that
L′ := σ1W (L,P) = σ
1
=(L,P),
P ′ := σ2W (L,P) = σ
2
=(L,P)
and for some constraint system CP′ for P ′, for all
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d
)
∈ CP
′
, there exists a point w ∈ L′
such that 〈v,w〉 = d. Then (GPn, σ1W , σ2W ) is a weakly tight product domain and we say that
CP
′ is a weakly tight polyhedron constraint system for H.
If H = (L,P) ∈ GPn and σ1W (L,P) = L and σ2W (L,P) = P, then we say that the pair
(L,P) is a weakly tight product.
Definition 6.16 (Tight Product.) Let (GPn, σ1T , σ2T ) be a partially reduced grid-polyhedron
domain where, for all H ∈ GPn, there exists L′ ∈ Gn and P ′ ∈ CPn such that
L′ := σ1T (L,P) = σ
1
=(L,P),
P ′ := σ2T (L,P) = σ
2
=(L,P)
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(a) Grid-polyhedron H = (L,P).
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H = (L,P ′).
Figure 6.4: Two Grid-Polyhedra.
and for some constraint system CP′ for P ′, for all
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d
)
∈ CP
′
, there exists a point w ∈ H
such that 〈v,w〉 = d. Then (GPn, σ1T , σ2T ) is a tight product domain and we say that CP′ is a
tight polyhedron constraint system for H.
If H = (L,P) ∈ GPn and σ1T (L,P) = L and σ2T (L,P) = P, then we say that the pair
(L,P) is a tight product.
Observe that in Definitions 6.15 and 6.16 we do not require the constraint system CP′ to be in
minimal form. This is due to the fact that in Chapter 7 when we consider the combination of a
grid with a bounded difference shape or octagon we will want to look at all possible constraints
in a closed constraint system including those which may be redundant.
Example 6.17 Consider the grid L = gcon(CL) in G2 where CL := {x ≡3 2, y ≡2 0} and the
polyhedron P = con(CP) in CP2 where
CP := {x ≤ 10, 3 ≤ y ≤ 9, 6 ≤ x+ y, −6 ≤ x− y ≤ 4}.
Let H = (L,P), which is shown in Figure 6.4(a). Then it can be seen that CP is not a tight
polyhedron constraint system for H and also note that CP is not a weakly tight constraint system
for H as some of the constraints are not saturated by any point of L, for example y ≤ 9. Now
consider the grid L together with the polyhedron P ′ = con(CP′) in CP2 where
CP
′ := {2 ≤ x ≤ 8, 4 ≤ y ≤ 8}.
Let H = (L,P ′), which is shown in Figure 6.4(b). Then not only can it be seen that CP′ is a tight
polyhedron constraint system forH as every constraint is saturated by at least one grid-polyhedra
point, but also (L,P ′) is a reduced product.
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We will show that there are two main ways to improve the polyhedron constraint system so that the
grid-polyhedron is a tight or weakly tight pair. One way is to move in the bounding hyperplanes of
the polyhedron component so that they are closer to the grid-polyhedron points, this is discussed
in Section 6.4.1. Another way is to add new constraints to the polyhedron representation, this will
be discussed in Section 6.6.
6.4.1 Weakly Tight Operations
An operation to produce a weakly tight grid-polyhedron will allow us to move in the bounding
hyperplanes of the polyhedron component so that they contain at least one point in the grid com-
ponent. Therefore we could possibly improve the polyhedron representation without adding extra
constraints. Example 6.4 on Page 88 illustrated why an operation that can shrink a polyhedron
with respect to a grid is an important operation as it can lead to a canonical form.
To move in the existing polyhedron constraints we must try to find congruences for the grid
which will be parallel to the constraint in the polyhedron representation. The aim is that if we
have a constraint 〈v,x〉 ≤ d we can take the directional vector v and produce a congruence
equation that will have solutions parallel to the constraint, thus we will have a measure of how
much we can move the constraint bound.
Definition 6.18 (Directed Non-Redundant Congruence.) Let L ∈ Gn, v ∈ Qn, f ∈ Q+ and
d ∈ Q. Then we say that c =
(
〈v,x〉 ≡f d
)
is a directed non-redundant congruence (dnc) for L
and v if L ⊆ gcon({c}) and, for all s ∈ Z, if cs = (〈v,x〉 = d+ s · f), L ∩ gcon({cs}) 6= ∅.
Lemma 6.19 If CL is a congruence system in minimal form and c =
(
〈v,x〉 ≡f d
)
∈ CL, then c
is a dnc for the grid gcon(CL) and v.
Proof. Since c ∈ CL, we have L ⊆ gcon
(
{c}
)
. Let s ∈ Z and cs =
(
〈v,x〉 = d + s · f
)
.
Let CL′ =
(
CL \ {c}
)
∪ {cs}; then as CL is in minimal form, CL′ is also in minimal form. By
Lemma 3.16, CL′ is consistent so that gcon(CL′) = L ∩ gcon
(
{cs}
)
6= ∅. 
Example 6.20 Consider the grid L = gcon(CL) ∈ Gn, where
CL = {x ≡2 0, y ≡3 0}.
L is illustrated by the points in Figure 6.5(a), and the constraint x − y = 0, is illustrated by the
diagonal line in Figure 6.5(a). Then taking v = (1,−1) we can see that the congruence
x− y ≡1 0
is a dnc for L and v.
Now consider the grid L′ = gcon(CL′) ∈ Gn, where
CL
′ = {x ≡2 1}.
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(a) Grid L = gcon(CL) and vector v.
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(b) Grid L′ = gcon(CL′) and vector v.
Figure 6.5: We can create a dnc for some L and v, but not all.
L′ is illustrated by the dashed lines in Figure 6.5(b), and the constraint x− y = 0, is illustrated
by the diagonal line in Figure 6.5(b). Then taking v = (1,−1) we can see that there is no dnc for
L′ and v, since in L′ the variable y can take any value.
Algorithm 2: The directed non-redundant congruence algorithm.
Input: A congruence system CL in Qn in minimal form and a vector v ∈ Qn.
Output: A triple (bool,m, t) where bool ∈ {true, false}, m ∈ Q+ and t ∈ Q.
(1) t := 0,m := 0, w = 0
(2) for i = n to 1
(3) if vi 6= wi
(4) if β = (〈a,x〉 ≡f b) ∈ CL . piv<(β) = i
(5) u := vi−wiai
(6) m := gcd(m,u · f)
(7) t := t+ u · b
(8) w := w + u · a
(9) else
(10) return (false, 0, 0)
(11) return (true,m, t)
Algorithm 2 provides a method for computing a dnc for a given grid and vector.
Proposition 6.21 Given v ∈ Qn and a non-empty grid L = gcon(CL), where CL is in minimal
form, suppose Algorithm 2 returns the triple (bool,m, t). If bool = true, then c = (〈v,x〉 ≡m t)
is an dnc for L and v and if bool = false, then for all s ∈ Q, L ∩ con
({
〈v,x〉 = s
})
6= ∅.
To prove this proposition, we first prove an invariant property of the loop on line (2) in Algo-
rithm 2.
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Lemma 6.22 Suppose that, given a non-empty grid L ∈ Gn and a vector v, Algorithm 2 executes
line (2) j times. Let mj be the value of m, tj the value of t and wj the value of w at the end
of the j-th execution of lines (3) to (10). Let also cj =
(
〈wj,x〉 ≡mj tj
)
. Then, if line (10) is
not executed, cj is an dnc for L and wj and wj = (w1, . . . , wn−j−1, vn−j , . . . , vn), for some
w1, . . . , wn−j−1 ∈ Q.
Proof. Suppose L = gcon(CL), where CL is in minimal form. We prove the result holds by
induction on j. The base case is trivial since in this case j = 0 and w0 = 0, t0 = 0 and m0 = 0.
Suppose now that j > 0 and let i = n − j. By the induction hypothesis, given any non-
empty grid L, then, after the (j − 1)-th execution of lines (3) to (10), cj−1 is an dnc for L and
wj−1 = (w1, . . . , wi, vi+1, . . . , vn), for some w1, . . . , wi ∈ Q. If the tests on line (3) fails, then
cj = cj−1 and wj = wj−1. Suppose now that the tests on line (3) succeeds. By line (8), as
piv<(β) = i, we also have wj = (w1, . . . , wi−1, vi, . . . , vn), for some w1, . . . , wi−1 ∈ Q.
Suppose s ∈ Z and γj :=
(
〈wj ,x〉 = tj+s ·mj
)
, then, by Definition 6.18, we need to prove:
L ⊆ gcon
(
{cj}
)
; (6.1)
L ∩ gcon
(
{γj}
)
6= ∅. (6.2)
Note that, by lines (6), (7) and (8),
cj =
(
〈wj−1 + u · a,x〉 ≡mj tj−1 + u · b
)
and mj = gcd(mj−1, u · f).
By Definition 6.18 and since cj−1 is a dnc for L and wj−1, L ⊆ gcon
(
{cj−1}
)
; also, by line
(4), β ∈ CL; thus property (6.1) holds. We now prove that property (6.2) holds. By line (6), there
exist p, q ∈ Z such that p ·mj−1 + q · (u · f) = mj. Let
βe =
(
〈a,x〉 = b+ s · q · f
)
,
γe =
(
〈wj−1,x〉 = tj−1 + s · p ·mj−1
)
.
By Lemma 6.19, β is an dnc for L and a so that, by Definition 6.18, L′ := L∩ gcon
(
{βe}
)
6= ∅.
Consider the congruence system CL′ =
(
CL \ {β}
)
∪ {βe}; then, as piv<(βe) = piv<(β) = i
and CL is in minimal form, CL′ is in minimal form. Moreover, since gcon
(
{βe}
)
⊆ gcon
(
{β}
)
,
L′ = gcon(CL
′). Also, for both grids L and L′, for the first j − 1 iterations of the loop, line (4)
will select exactly the same congruences; and hence, at the end of the (j − 1)-th iteration, mj−1,
tj−1 and wj−1 will be the values of m, t and w, respectively, when using CL′ instead of CL.
Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, cj−1 is also an dnc for L′ and wj−1. By Definition 6.18,
L′∩gcon
(
{γe}
)
6= ∅, so that, sinceL′ = L∩gcon
(
{βe}
)
⊆ L, we haveL∩gcon
(
{βe, γe}
)
6= ∅.
As γj is the sum of equalities u ·βe and γe, we must also have L∩ gcon
(
{γj}
)
6= ∅ and property
(6.2) holds. 
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Proof [ of Proposition 6.21.] Suppose that the algorithm executes lines (6) to (8) k times so that
0 ≤ k ≤ n. For 0 ≤ j ≤ k, let mj be the value of m, tj the value of t and wj the value of w at
the end of j-th iteration.
Suppose first that bool = true is returned by the algorithm. Then line (10) is not executed, so
that, by Lemma 6.22, letting j = n, wn = v and the result follows.
Suppose now that bool = false is returned. This means that k ≥ 1 and, in the k-th iteration,
the test on line (3) succeeded so that wn−k 6= vn−k; and the test on line (4) failed so that there is
no congruence β ∈ CL such that piv<(β) = n− k. By Lemma 6.22, ck−1 :=
(
〈wk−1,x〉 ≡mk−1
tk−1
)
is a dnc for L and wk−1 = (w1, . . . , wn−k, vn−k+1, . . . , vn), for some w1, . . . , wn−k ∈ Q.
Since we have wn−k 6= vn−k, piv<(wk−1 − v) = n− k. Suppose, by contraposition, that there
exists s ∈ Q such that L∩con
({
〈v,x〉 = s
})
= ∅; let CL′ := CL∪
{
〈wk−1−v,x〉 = tk−1−s
}
and L′ := gcon(CL′). Then, as there is no congruence β ∈ CL such that piv<(β) = n− k, CL′ is
in minimal form and, by Lemma 3.16, the grid L′ is non-empty so that Lemma 6.22 can be applied
to L′. Moreover, starting with CL′, for the first k − 1 iterations of the loop, line (4) will select
exactly the same congruences as those selected when starting with L; and hence, mk−1, tk−1 and
wk−1 will also be the values of m, t and w, respectively, at the end of the (k − 1)-th iteration
when using CL′ instead of CL. Thus, by Lemma 6.22, letting j = k−1,
(
〈wk−1,x〉 ≡mk−1 tk−1
)
is also a dnc for L′ and wk−1 so that, by Definition 6.18, we obtain
∅ 6= L′ ∩ gcon
({
〈wk−1,x〉 = tk−1
})
= L ∩ gcon
({
〈wk−1,x〉 = tk−1, 〈wk−1 − v,x〉 = tk−1 − s
})
= L ∩ gcon
({
〈wk−1,x〉 = tk−1, 〈v,x〉 = s
})
⊆ L ∩ gcon
({
〈v,x〉 = s
})
.
Hence L ∩ gcon
({
〈v,x〉 = s
})
6= ∅ which is a contradiction. 
As this algorithm assumes the congruence system for the grid L is in minimal form the com-
plexity of Algorithm 2 is O
(
n2
)
if L is not rectilinear. If L is rectilinear then the complexity of
Algorithm 2 is linear in the number of non-zero coefficients in v. Let DNC : Gn×Rn → R×R
be the partial function such that DNC(L,v) is the output of Algorithm 2 if bool = true. Given an
algorithm for generating directed non-redundant congruences, Algorithm 3 shows how to move
each of the constraint bounds so that the constraint system for P is a weakly tight forH = (L,P).
As any equality
(
〈v,x〉 = d
)
can be represented by the two inequalities
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d
)
and(
〈v,x〉 ≥ d
)
, Algorithm 3 and Proposition 6.23 will assume that CP is a set of inequalities.
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Algorithm 3: The weakly tight constraint system algorithm.
Input: P = con(CP ) and L.
Output: The constraint system CP′.
(1) CP′ := ∅
(2) while ν = (〈v,x〉 ≤ d) ∈ CP
(3) if DNC(L,v) = (m, t)
(4) d′ := d− ((d− t) mod m)
(5) CP′ := CP′ ∪
{(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d′
)}
(6) else
(7) CP′ := CP′ ∪ {ν}
(8) CP := CP \ {ν}
(9) return CP′
As Algorithm 2 has complexity O
(
n2
)
and the DNC function, which uses Algorithm 2, is
performed µ times, where #CP = µ, Algorithm 3 has complexity O
(
n2µ
)
.
Proposition 6.23 Let H = (L,P) ∈ GPn be a constraint product and let CP′ be the constraint
system returned by Algorithm 3. Then H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a weakly tight product.
Proof. Let H = (L,P) ∈ GPn, CP be a constraint system with no equalities such that P =
con(CP) and CL be a congruence system in minimal form such that L = gcon(CL). Since at
the end of each iteration of the while loop #(CP ) is reduced by one, Algorithm 3 will terminate
and hence is an algorithm. Let Ci, C′i and d′i denote the values computed for CP , CP′ and d′,
respectively, at the end of the i-th iteration of the while loop. Then we will show that
1. H :=
(
L, con(Ci ∪ C
′
i)
)
;
2. H′i :=
(
L, con(C′i)
)
is a weakly tight product.
Initially (1) and (2) hold since CP = C0 and CP′ = C′0 = ∅. We now assume that (1) and (2)
hold for i− 1 iterations of the while loop where i ≥ 1. On line (2) of Algorithm 3, the constraint
ν =
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d
)
∈ CP is selected. There are 3 cases to consider for ν, DNC(L,v) = (m, t)
where m 6= 0, DNC(L,v) = (0, t) and DNC(L,v) is undefined.
First let us suppose that DNC(L,v) = (m, t) where m 6= 0. On line (4),
d′ = d−
(
(d− t) mod m
)
,
so by the definition of mod in Section 2.1,
d−m < d′ ≤ d and 0 ≤ (d− t) mod m < m.
Hence, for some s ∈ Z, d′ = t + s ·m. Let ν ′ =
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d′
)
and ν ′e =
(
〈v,x〉 = d′
)
. By
Proposition 6.21, β =
(
〈v,x〉 ≡m t
)
is a dnc for L and v. By Definition 6.18, L ⊆ gcon
(
{β}
)
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(a) Grid-polyhedron H = (L,P).
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H = `L, con(CP′)
´
.
Figure 6.6: Moving constraints for a grid-polyhedron.
and L∩gcon
(
{ν ′e}
)
6= ∅. Therefore, since H′i−1 is weakly tight, we have thatH′i is weakly tight.
Also since H ⊆ gcon
(
{β}
)
, H =
(
L, con(Ci ∪ C
′
i)
)
.
Now suppose DNC(L,v) = (0, t). Then by Proposition 6.21, β =
(
〈v,x〉 = t
)
is a dnc for
L and v. As H is a constraint product d = t and on line (4),
d′ = d−
(
(d− t) mod m
)
= t.
Therefore, sinceH′i−1 is weakly tight, we have thatH′i is weakly tight. Also sinceH ⊆ gcon
(
{β}
)
,
ν =
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d′
)
and ν ∈ Ci−1, H =
(
L, con(Ci ∪ C
′
i)
)
.
Finally suppose that DNC(L,v) is undefined. Then, by Proposition 6.21, we have that L ∩
con
({
〈v,x〉 = s
})
6= ∅ for all s ∈ Q, so L ∩ con
(
{ν}
)
6= ∅. Therefore, since H′i−1 is weakly
tight, we have that H′i is weakly tight. Also since ν ∈ Ci−1, H =
(
L, con(Ci ∪ C
′
i)
)
.
Therefore if CP′ is the constraint system returned by Algorithm 3, then H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a weakly tight product. 
Let H = (L,P) ∈ GPn be a constraint product. Then if CP′ is the constraint system returned by
Algorithm 3, σ1W (L,P) = L and σ2W (L,P) = con(CP′).
Example 6.24 Consider the grid-polyhedron H = L ∩ P, where L = gcon(CL) and CL :=
{x ≡2 0, y ≡2 0} and P is given by the constraint system
CP := {3 ≤ x+ y ≤ 13, −5 ≤ x− y ≤ 1}.
H = (L,P) can be seen in Figure 6.6(a). From Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 described above
we can calculate the modulus and inhomogeneous terms to produce the directed non-redundant
congruences x + y ≡2 0 and x − y ≡2 0 and we can compute the new constraint bounds.
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(a) Grid-polyhedron H = (L,P).
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H = `L, con(CP′)
´
.
Figure 6.7: Algorithm 3 does not improve redundant constraints.
Therefore we get the new constraint system CP′ where
CP
′ := {4 ≤ x+ y ≤ 12, −4 ≤ x− y ≤ 0}.
H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
can be seen in Figure 6.6(b). It shows that not only is the pair (L, con(CP′))
a tight product, but also
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a reduced product.
Example 6.25 shows that Algorithm 3 can move in the constraint bounds but it does not improve
the constraint bounds so that they are moved in with respect to the other constraint bounds. That
is, Algorithm 3 will not remove or improve redundant constraints.
Example 6.25 Consider the grid-polyhedron H = (L,P), where L = gcon(CL) and CL :=
{x ≡2 0, y ≡3 0} and P is given by the constraint system
CP := {1 ≤ x ≤ 4, 1 ≤ y ≤ 5, −3 ≤ x− y}.
H = (L,P) can be seen in Figure 6.7(a). From Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 described above
we can calculate the modulus and inhomogeneous terms to produce the directed non-redundant
congruences x ≡2 0, y ≡3 0 and x − y ≡1 0, and we can compute the new constraint bounds.
Therefore we get the new constraint system CP′ where
CP
′ := {2 ≤ x ≤ 4, y = 3, −3 ≤ x− y}.
H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
can be seen in Figure 6.7(b). Now the pair (L, con(CP′)) is reduced product,
but it can be seen in Figure 6.7(b) that the constraint −3 ≤ x− y, illustrated by the dashed line,
is now redundant.
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6.4.2 Emptiness
To test if a grid-polyhedron is empty we need to test if the polyhedron contains any grid points.
To do this we first check that each component of the grid-polyhedron is non-empty. Before we
introduce the test for emptiness we first give the definition of a paired constraint system. As any
equality
(
〈v,x〉 = d
)
can be represented by the two inequalities
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d
)
and
(
〈v,x〉 ≥ d
)
,
for Section 6.4.2 we will assume that CP is a set of inequalities.
Definition 6.26 (Paired Constraint System.) Let CP be a consistent constraint system in Rn
and let P = con(CP ) ∈ Pn. Then CP is a paired constraint system if, for each constraint
ν =
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d
)
∈ CP :
1. there exists a point p ∈ P such that 〈v,p〉 = d;
2. if P is bounded in the direction −v, then there exists ν ′ = (〈−v,x〉 ≤ d′) ∈ CP .
Given a constraint system CP , we can create a paired constraint system C≤≤ such that con(CP) =
con(C≤≤) by applying the simplex algorithm [67,76]. We will use the paired constraint system in
the test for emptiness. Given a grid L and C≤≤ we can apply Algorithm 3 to H =
(
L, con(P≤≤)
)
and get the constraint system C≤≤′, which is weakly tight for H. Then if C≤≤′ is inconsistent
then we know H =
(
L, con(CP)
)
is empty since con(CP) = con(C≤≤) = con(C≤≤′). If C≤≤′ is
consistent then we don’t know if H =
(
L, con(CP)
)
is empty.
Proposition 6.27 Let H = (L,P) where P = con(CP) is a paired constraint system and CP′ is
the constraint system returned after applying Algorithm 3 to H = (L, con(CP)). Suppose CP′ is
inconsistent. Then H = ∅.
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 6.23. 
As Algorithm 3 has complexity O
(
n2µ
)
, where #CP = µ, if CP is a paired constraint system then
the test for emptiness has complexity O
(
n2µ
)
. Otherwise the complexity is that of computing the
paired constraint system.
Example 6.28 shows this method succeeding. Unfortunately, if the grid-polyhedron H is not a
reduced product it is possible that H is empty but this method does not detect this. Example 6.28
also illustrates this.
Example 6.28 Consider the grid-polyhedron H = (L,P), where L = gcon(CL) and CL :=
{x ≡5 0, y ≡4 0} and P is given by the constraint system
CP := {0 ≤ x, 0 ≤ y, 2 ≤ x+ y ≤ 3}.
It can be seen in Figure 6.8(a) that (L,P) is a weakly tight product. In this case the paired
representation, C≤≤, of CP is given by
C≤≤ := {0 ≤ x ≤ 3, 0 ≤ y ≤ 3, 2 ≤ x+ y ≤ 3}.
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(a) Grid-polyhedron H = (L,P).
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H′ = (L′,P ′).
Figure 6.8: The emptiness test succeeds and fails.
From Algorithm 2 described above we can calculate the modulus and inhomogeneous terms to
produce the directed non-redundant congruence x + y ≡1 0. Applying Algorithm 3 to H =(
L, con(C≤≤)
)
we get the constraint system
C≤≤
′ := {0 ≤ x ≤ 0, 0 ≤ y ≤ 0, 2 ≤ x+ y ≤ 3}.
As P = con(C≤≤′) and C≤≤′ is inconsistent, we know that H = ∅.
Now consider the grid-polyhedron H′ = (L′,P ′), where L′ = gcon(CL) and CL := {x ≡5
1, y ≡3 0} and P ′ is given by the constraint system
CP
′ := {3 ≤ x+ y ≤ 7, −1 ≤ x− y ≤ 3}.
H′ can be seen in Figure 6.8(b). In this case CP′ = C≤≤′. From Algorithm 2 described above
we can calculate the modulus and inhomogeneous terms to produce the directed non-redundant
congruences x + y ≡1 0, x − y ≡1 0. Therefore
(
L, con(C≤≤)
)
is a weakly tight product,
H =
(
L, con(C≤≤)
)
and as C≤≤ is consistent we do not know if the grid-polyhedron is empty.
6.5 The Grid-Polyhedron Domain Operations
We will now consider each of the abstract operations, such as those based on the set-theoretic
operations and also affine image, affine pre-image and widening. We will consider each operation
for a partially reduced product and show if each operation will preserve the given reduction. For
example, if we have grid-polyhedra which are reduced products we will show if after the operation
is applied whether or not the resulting grid-polyhedron is still a reduced product.
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(a) Grid-polyhedra H1 and H2.
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(b) Grid-polyhedra H′1 and H′2.
Figure 6.9: The comparison and equality test returning the result “don’t know” for relational
grid-polyhedra.
6.5.1 Comparison
For any pair of grid-polyhedra H1 = (L1,P1), H2 = (L2,P2) in GPn, we can decide whether
H1 ⊆ H2 by checking if L1 ⊆ L2 and P1 ⊆ P2. Also we can decide if H1 = H2 by checking if
L1 = L2 and P1 = P2.
Suppose that H1 and H2 are relational grid-polyhedra, the case where H1 and H2 are non-
relational grid-polyhedra is considered in Section 7.5. As we do not have an efficient algorithm for
producing a reduced product grid-polyhedron, we will not always have the polyhedra represented
in their most reduced form with respect to the grid points and therefore it is possible that a result
of “don’t know” will have to be returned in the case where the result should be H1 ⊆ H2, or
H1 = H2. Example 6.29 will highlight this.
Example 6.29 Consider H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) in GP2. Let
P1 := gen
(
∅,∅,
(
1 4 6 6 5
3 0 3 5 6
))
,
P2 := con
(
{ 1 ≤ y, 3 ≤ x+ y, 0 ≤ 2x− y ≤ 9, 2x+ y ≤ 15 − 10 ≤ x− 3y}
)
and
L1 = L2 = gcon
(
{x ≡1 0,−x+ y ≡3 0}
)
= ggen
(
∅,∅,
(
0 1 0
0 1 3
))
.
Then we can see from Figure 6.9(a) that H1 = H2 and (L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are weakly tight
products. Since (L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are not reduced products the comparison and equality test
will return the result “don’t know”. Now consider H′1 = (L′1,P ′1) and H′2 = (L′2,P ′2) in GP2.
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Let
P ′1 := gen
(
∅,∅,
(
2 6 6 4 2
1 1 4 6 5
))
,
P ′2 := con
(
{y ≤ 5, 2x+ y ≤ 15, −1 ≤ 2x− y ≤ 9, 6 ≤ x+ 2y}
)
and L′1 = L′2 = L1 = L2. Then we can see from Figure 6.9(b) that H′1 = H′2 and (L′1,P ′1) and
(L′2,P
′
2) are tight products. Unfortunately the comparison and equality test will give the result
“don’t know”.
Let us now consider the complexities of both the comparison and equality operations. Let
L1 = ggen(L,Q,P ), L2 = gcon(CL) where m1 = #L + #Q + #P and m2 = # CL.
Let P1 = gen(L,R,P ), P2 = con(CP) where m3 = #L + #R + #P and m4 = #CP .
Assuming that the systems GL,GP , CL and CP are already available, the worst-case complexity of
a comparison algorithm is O
(
nmax{m1m2,m3m4}
)
. Note that, if n ≤ min{m1,m2}, then it
would be more efficient to compute the minimal forms for CL and GL before actually checking for
comparison, hence obtaining the worst-case complexity O
(
nmax{nm1, nm2,m3m4}
)
; clearly,
O
(
nmax{n2,m3m4}
)
is obtained if the two grid descriptions were already available in minimal
form. Given that it is known that one grid is a subset of another and that one polyhedron is a
subset of another, there are quicker tests for checking equality. The complexity of checking if
H1 = H2 is just O
(
max{n2,m23,m
2
4}
)
.
6.5.2 Intersection
For grid-polyhedra H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) ∈ GPn, then the intersection of H1
and H2, is defined as the pair (L1 ∩ L2,P1 ∩ P2), which is the largest grid-polyhedron included
in both H1 and H2. Then in theoretical terms, the intersection operation is the binary meet
operator on the lattice GPn. It can easily be computed; if H1 =
(
gcon(CL1), con(CP1)
)
and
H2 =
(
gcon(CL2), con(CP2)
)
, then H1 ∩H2 =
(
gcon(CL1 ∪ CL2), con(CP1 ∪ CP2)
)
. However
this operation of intersection does not preserve the given reduction of the polyhedron constraint
systems.
Example 6.30 Consider the grid-polyhedra H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) in GP2 where
L1 = gcon(CL1), L2 = gcon(CL2), P1 = con(CP 1), P2 = con(CP2),
CL1 :={x ≡1 0, x+ y ≡2 0} and CL2 :={x ≡3 0, y ≡2 0},
CP1 :={1 ≤ x ≤ 4, 0 ≤ y ≤ 5} and CP2 :={3 ≤ x ≤ 6, 2 ≤ y ≤ 6}.
The grids L1 and L2 are illustrated by the filled squares in Figure 6.10(a). Then the grid inter-
section is L1 ∩ L2 = gcon(CL1 ∪ CL2); thus, as CL = {x ≡6 0, y ≡2 0} is the minimal form of
CL1 ∪ CL2, we have L1 ∩L2 = gcon(CL). The grid L1 ∩L2 is illustrated by the filled squares in
Figure 6.10(b).
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(a) Grid-polyhedra H1 and H2.
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H1 ∩H2.
Figure 6.10: Grid-Polyhedron intersection does not preserve the given reduction.
The polyhedron intersection is P1 ∩ P2 = con(CP1 ∪ CP2); thus, as CP = {3 ≤ x ≤ 4, 2 ≤
y ≤ 5} is a minimised form of CP1 ∪ CP2, we have P1 ∩ P2 = con(CP).
Therefore it can be seen from Figure 6.10(b) that H1 ∩H2 =
(
gcon(CL), con(CP)
)
, where
CL := {x ≡6 0, y ≡2 0} and CP := {3 ≤ x ≤ 4, 2 ≤ y ≤ 5},
is empty, hence this also shows why we require an operation to detect emptiness. Also note that
(L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are tight products. We can see that H1 ∩ H2 =
(
gcon(CL), con(CP)
)
is
empty and CP is not even a weakly tight polyhedron constraint system for H1 ∩ H2. Note that
even if (L1,P1) were a reduced product, the resulting grid-polyhedron pair after the intersection
would also not have been at least weakly tight.
Example 6.31 shows that if we have two grid-polyhedra, H1 = (L1,P1),H2 = (L2,P2) where
(L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are both reduced products, then after the intersection is performed, the
resulting grid-polyhedron is H1 ∩H2 = (L,P) and (L,P) is not a reduced product.
Example 6.31 Consider H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) in GP2. Let
P1 := con
(
{1 ≤ x ≤ 4, 1 ≤ y ≤ 4}
)
, P2 := con
(
{2 ≤ x ≤ 5, 2 ≤ y ≤ 5}
)
and
L1 = L2 = gcon
(
{x ≡1 0,−x+ y ≡3 0}
)
.
The grid-polyhedra H1 and H2 are illustrated in Figure 6.11(a). Then the grid-polyhedron inter-
section H1 ∩H2 = (L1 ∩ L2,P1 ∩ P2) is given by(
gcon
(
{x ≡1 0,−x+ y ≡3 0}
)
, con
(
{2 ≤ x ≤ 4, 2 ≤ y ≤ 4}
))
.
The grid-polyhedron H1∩H2 is illustrated in Figure 6.11(b) and it can be seen that (L1∩L2,P1∩
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(a) Grid-polyhedra H1 and H2.
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H1 ∩ H2.
Figure 6.11: Grid-Polyhedron intersection.
P2) is not a reduced product.
The only partially reduced products the operation of intersection will preserve are the smash and
constraint products.
6.5.3 Join
For grid-polyhedra H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) ∈ GPn, the join of H1 and H2, is defined
as the pair (L1 ⊕ L2,P1 ⊕ P2), which is the smallest grid-polyhedron containing both H1 and
H2. Then in theoretical terms, the join operation is the binary join operators on the lattice GPn.
It can easily be computed; if H1 =
(
ggen(GL1), gen(GP1)
)
and H2 =
(
ggen(GL2), gen(GP 2)
)
,
then H1 ⊕H2 =
(
ggen(GL1 ∪ GL2), gen(GP1 ∪ GP2)
)
. Unlike the operation of intersection the
operation of join does respect if the grid-polyhedra are reduced products. Let H1 = (L1,P1) and
H2 = (L2,P2), then if (L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are reduced products then every generating point
of the polyhedra is also a grid point. Therefore after the operation of join is performed every
generating point will still be a grid point. Example 6.32 demonstrates this point.
Example 6.32 Consider H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) in GP2. Let P1 = gen(∅,∅, P1)
and P2 = gen(∅,∅, P2) in CP2, where
P1 :=
(
1 1 4 4
1 4 1 4
)
, P2 :=
(
2 2 5 5
2 5 2 5
)
and L1 = L2 = ggen(∅,∅, P0) in G2, where
P0 :=
(
1 0 0
1 3 0
)
.
The grid-polyhedra H1 and H2 are illustrated in Figure 6.12(a). The grid-polyhedron join H1 ⊕
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(a) Grid-polyhedra H1 and H2.
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H1 ⊕H2.
Figure 6.12: Grid-Polyhedron join.
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(a) Grid-polyhedra H1 and H2.
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H1 ⊕H2.
Figure 6.13: Grid-Polyhedron join does not respect tight products.
H2 = (L1⊕L2,P1⊕P2) is given by
(
ggen(∅,∅, P0∪P0), gen(∅,∅, P1 ∪P2)
)
, since L1⊕L2
takes the union of the grids generator systems and P1 ⊕ P2 takes the union of the polyhedra
generator systems. Thus, the generator system of the polyhedron is given by
(
∅,∅,
(
1 1 4 2 5 5
1 4 1 5 5 2
))
.
The grid-polyhedron H1 ⊕ H2 is illustrated in Figure 6.12(b). It can be seen that the grid-
polyhedron pair (L1⊕L2,P1⊕P2) is a reduced product as every vertex of P1⊕P2 is a point of
the grid L1 ⊕ L2.
However the operation of join does not respect if the grid-polyhedra are tight or weakly tight
products. Example 6.33 establishes this point.
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(a) Grid-polyhedra H1 and H2.
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H1 ⊕H2.
Figure 6.14: Grid-Polyhedron join requires the grid-polyhedra pairs to be weakly tight products.
Example 6.33 Consider H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) in GP2. Let P1 = gen(∅,∅, P1)
and P2 = gen(∅,∅, P2) in CP2, where
P1 :=
(
1 1 4 4
1 4 1 4
)
, P2 :=
(
2 2 5 5
2 5 2 5
)
and L1 = L2 = ggen(∅,∅, P0) in G2, where
P0 :=
(
1 0 0
1 6 0
)
.
The grid-polyhedra H1 and H2 are illustrated in Figure 6.13(a). The grid-polyhedron join H1 ⊕
H2 = (L1 ⊕ L2,P1 ⊕ P2) is given by
(
ggen(∅,∅, P0 ∪ P0), gen(∅,∅, P1 ∪ P2)
)
; thus, the
generator system of the polyhedron is given by
(
∅,∅,
(
1 1 4 2 5 5
1 4 1 5 5 2
))
.
The grid-polyhedron H1 ⊕ H2 is illustrated in Figure 6.13(b). It can be seen that the grid-
polyhedron pair (L1 ⊕ L2,P1 ⊕ P2) is not a tight or weakly tight product as the constraint
x− y ≤ 3 is not saturated by a grid point.
The partially reduced products the operation of join will preserve are the smash, constraint and
reduced products.
Given two grid-polyhedra H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) in GP2, Example 6.34 shows
that if (L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are not weakly tight products then the resulting grid-polyhedron,
after the operation of join is performed, can have more points compared to the result if (L1,P1)
and (L2,P2) are weakly tight products.
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(a) Grid-polyhedra H1 and H2.
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H1 ⊕H2.
Figure 6.15: Grid-Polyhedron join requires the grid-polyhedra pairs to be weakly tight products.
Example 6.34 Consider H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) in GP2. Let P1 = gen(∅,∅, P1)
and P2 = gen(∅,∅, P2) in CP2, where
P1 :=
(
0.5 0.5 4.5 4.5
0.5 4.5 0.5 4.5
)
, P2 :=
(
1.5 1.5 5.5 5.5
1.5 5.5 1.5 5.5
)
and L1 = L2 = ggen(∅,∅, P0) in G2, where
P0 :=
(
1 0 0
1 4 0
)
.
The grid-polyhedra H1 and H2 are illustrated in Figure 6.14(a). The grid-polyhedron join H1 ⊕
H2 = (L1 ⊕ L2,P1 ⊕ P2) is given by
(
ggen(∅,∅, P0 ∪ P0), gen(∅,∅, P1 ∪ P2)
)
; thus, the
generator system of the polyhedron is given by
(
∅,∅,
(
0.5 0.5 4.5 1.5 5.5 5.5
0.5 4.5 0.5 5.5 5.5 1.5
))
.
The grid-polyhedron H1 ⊕ H2 is illustrated in Figure 6.14(b) and it can be seen that H1 ⊕ H2
contains the points (1, 5)T and (5, 1)T .
Now consider H1 = (L1,P ′1) and H2 = (L2,P ′2) in GP2. Let P ′1 = gen(∅,∅, P ′1) and
P ′2 = gen(∅,∅, P
′
2) in CP2, where
P1 :=
(
1 1 4 4
1 4 1 4
)
, and P2 :=
(
2 2 5 5
2 5 2 5
)
.
The grid-polyhedra H1 and H2 are also illustrated in Figure 6.15(a) and it can be seen that
(L1,P
′
1) and H2 = (L2,P ′2) are weakly tight. The grid-polyhedron join H1 ⊕ H2 = (L1 ⊕
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(a) Grid-polyhedra H1 and H2.
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H1 ⊖ H2.
Figure 6.16: Grid-Polyhedron difference.
L2,P
′
1⊕P
′
2) is given by
(
ggen(∅,∅, P0 ∪P0), gen(∅,∅, P ′1 ∪P
′
2)
)
; thus, the generator system
of the polyhedron is given by
(
∅,∅,
(
1 1 4 2 5 5
1 4 1 5 5 2
))
.
The grid-polyhedron H1 ⊕ H2 is illustrated in Figure 6.15(b) and it can be seen that H1 ⊕ H2
does not contains the points (1, 5)T and (5, 1)T.
6.5.4 Difference
Let us recall from Section 4.5 that the grid difference of L1 and L2, denoted by L1 ⊖ L2, is
defined as the smallest grid containing the set-theoretic difference of L1 and L2. Also the convex
polyhedral difference (or poly-difference) of P1 and P2, denoted by P1 ⊖ P2, is defined as the
smallest convex polyhedron containing the set-theoretic difference of P1 and P2. Therefore for
any pair of grid-polyhedra H1,H2 ∈ GPn, the grid-polyhedron difference ofH1 andH2, denoted
by H1 ⊖ H2, is defined as the smallest grid-polyhedron containing the set-theoretic difference of
H1 and H2. The grid-polyhedron difference is computed by taking the difference of each of the
components of the product, specifically
H1 ⊖ H2 :=
(
L1 ⊖ L2,P1 ⊖ P2
)
.
Example 6.35 shows that if we have two grid-polyhedra, H1 = (L1,P1),H2 = (L2,P2) where
(L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are both reduced products, then after the grid-polyhedron difference is
performed the resulting grid-polyhedra pair is not necessarily a reduced product.
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(a) Grid-polyhedra H1 and H2.
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H1 ⊖ H2.
Figure 6.17: Grid-Polyhedron difference requires the grid-polyhedra pairs to be weakly tight
products.
Example 6.35 Consider H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) in GP2. Let
P1 := con
(
{1 ≤ x ≤ 4, 1 ≤ y ≤ 4}
)
, P2 := con
(
{2 ≤ x ≤ 5, 2 ≤ y ≤ 5}
)
and
L1 := gcon
(
{x ≡1 0,−x+ y ≡3 0}
)
, L2 := gcon
(
{x ≡2 1, x+ 2y ≡6 3}
)
.
The grid-polyhedra H1 and H2 are illustrated in Figure 6.16(a). Then the grid-polyhedron dif-
ference H1 ⊖ H2 = (L1 ⊖ L2,P1 ⊖ P2) is given by(
gcon
(
{x ≡2 0, x+ 2y ≡6 0}
)
, con
(
{1 ≤ x ≤ 4, 1 ≤ y ≤ 4, x+ y ≤ 6}
))
.
The grid-polyhedron H1 ⊖ H2 is illustrated in Figure 6.16(b) and it can be seen that (L1 ⊖
L2,P1 ⊖ P2) is not a reduced product.
Like the grid-polyhedron intersection operation, the grid-polyhedron difference operation does
not respect if the grid-polyhedra are tight or weakly tight products. So after the operation is per-
formed the resulting grid-polyhedron may no longer be a tight or weakly tight product. The only
partially reduced products the operation of difference will preserve are the smash and constraint
products.
Given two grid-polyhedra H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) in GP2, Example 6.36 shows
that if (L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are not weakly tight products then the resulting grid-polyhedron,
after the operation of difference is performed, can have less points compared to the result when
(L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are weakly tight products.
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(a) Grid-polyhedra H1 and H2.
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H1 ⊕H2.
Figure 6.18: Grid-Polyhedron difference requires the grid-polyhedra pairs to be weakly tight
products.
Example 6.36 Consider H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) in GP2. Let
P1 := con
(
{0.5 ≤ x ≤ 4.5, 0.5 ≤ y ≤ 4.5}
)
, P2 := con
(
{1 ≤ x ≤ 5.5, 1 ≤ y ≤ 5.5}
)
and
L1 := gcon
(
{x ≡1 0,−x+ y ≡4 0}
)
, L2 := gcon
(
{x ≡2 0, x+ y ≡4 0}
)
.
The grid-polyhedra H1 and H2 are illustrated in Figure 6.17(a). Then the grid-polyhedron dif-
ference H1 ⊖ H2 = (L1 ⊖ L2,P1 ⊖ P2) is given by(
gcon
(
{x ≡2 1, x+ y ≡4 2}
)
, con
(
{0.5 ≤ x ≤ 4.5, 0.5 ≤ y ≤ 4.5, x + y ≤ 5.5}
))
.
The grid-polyhedron H1 ⊖ H2 is illustrated in Figure 6.17(b) and it can be seen that H1 ⊖ H2
only contains the point (1, 1)T.
Now consider H1 = (L1,P ′1) and H2 = (L2,P ′2) in GP2. Let
P1 := con
(
{1 ≤ x ≤ 4, 1 ≤ y ≤ 4}
)
, P2 := con
(
{2 ≤ x ≤ 5, 2 ≤ y ≤ 5}
)
.
The grid-polyhedra H1 and H2 are also illustrated in Figure 6.18(a) and it can be seen that
(L1,P
′
1) and H2 = (L2,P ′2) are weakly tight. Then the grid-polyhedron difference H1 ⊖ H2 =
(L1 ⊖ L2,P1 ⊖ P2) is given by(
gcon
(
{x ≡2 1, x+ y ≡4 2}
)
, con
(
{1 ≤ x ≤ 4, 1 ≤ y ≤ 4, x+ y ≤ 6}
))
.
The grid-polyhedron H1 ⊖ H2 is illustrated in Figure 6.18(b) and it can be seen that H1 ⊖ H2
also contains the point (3, 3)T.
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6.5.5 Affine Image and Pre-image
Affine transformations for the vector space Rn will map hyperplanes to hyperplanes, preserve
intersection properties between hyperplanes and preserve ratios of distances between points along
a hyperplane; such transformations can be represented by matrices in Rn×n. It follows that the set
GPn is closed under the set of all affine transformations for Rn. Simple and useful linear affine
transformations for numerical domains, including the grid-polyhedra, are provided by the ‘single
update’ affine image and affine pre-image operators.
Given a grid-polyhedron H = (L,P) ∈ GPn, a variable xk and linear expression e =
〈a,x〉+ b with coefficients in Q, the affine image operator φ(H, xk, e) maps the grid-polyhedron
H to (
φ(L, xk, e), φ(P, xk , e)
)
.
Conversely, the affine pre-image operator φ−1(H, xk, e) maps the grid-polyhedron H to
(
φ−1(L, xk, e), φ
−1(P, xk, e)
)
.
Observe that the affine image φ(H, xk, e) and pre-image φ−1(H, xk, e) are invertible if and only
if the coefficient ak in the vector a is non-zero. Note that as the affine image and pre-image
operations preserve intersection properties between hyperplanes and preserve ratios of distances
between points along a hyperplane we have that if H = (L,P) and (L,P) is a reduced prod-
uct (resp. constraint, weakly tight or tight product), then after the affine image (resp. pre-
image) operation is performed the resulting grid-polyhedron pair (φ(L, xk, e), φ(P, xk , e)) (resp.(
φ−1(L, xk, e), φ
−1(P, xk, e)
)) is also a reduced product (resp. constraint, weakly tight or tight
product).
The generalized affine image (resp., generalized affine pre-image) is an extension of the affine
image (resp., affine pre-image) operator defined above. Given a grid-polyhedron H = (L,P) ∈
GPn, linear expressions e′ = 〈c,x〉 + d and e = 〈a,x〉 + b with coefficients in Q, f ∈ Q and
⊲⊳ ∈ {≤,=,≥}, the generalized affine image operator ψ = ψ(H, e′, e, f, ⊲⊳) is defined as
(
ψ(L, e′, e, f), ψ(P, e′ , e, ⊲⊳)
)
.
where ψ(L, e′, e, f) is defined as
∀v,w ∈ Rn : (v,w) ∈ ψ ⇐⇒
(
〈c,w〉 + d ≡f 〈a,v〉 + b
)
∧
( ∧
0≤i<n
ci=0
wi = vi
)
and where ψ(P, e′, e, ⊲⊳) is defined as
∀v,w ∈ Rn : (v,w) ∈ ψ ⇐⇒
(
〈c,w〉 + d ⊲⊳ 〈a,v〉 + b
)
∧
( ∧
0≤i<n
ci=0
wi = vi
)
.
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Note that, when e′ = xk and f = 0, then the transformation is equivalent to the standard affine
transformation on L with respect to the variable xk and the affine expression e; that is
ψ(L, xk, e, 0) = φ(L, xk, e).
Also note that, when e′ = xk and ⊲⊳ ∈ {=}, then the transformation is equivalent to the standard
affine transformation on P with respect to the variable xk and the affine expression e; that is
ψ(P, xk , e,=) = φ(P, xk, e).
6.5.6 Widening
Recall from Chapter 5 that we have described two widening operators for the grid domain and also
note that there are several possible widenings for the polyhedron domain [4, 6, 43, 44]. Therefore
let ∇L be a widening on the grid domain and ∇P a widening for the polyhedron domain. Let
H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2), then
H1 ∇H2 :=
(
L1∇LL2,P1∇PP2
)
.
As noted in Section 6.2 if we use the standard widening for polyhedra, then ∇ defined as above
is a widening for the all partially reduced product domains defined here except for the reduced
product domain. This is due to the fact that for a polyhedron widening to satisfy the ascending
chain condition, at each stage the constraint representation must decrease by at least one element.
However if the reduction method for the grid-polyhedra were to include the adding of constraints
to the representation, which could occur with the a reduced product, this decrease will not be
achieved.
The widening function for grid-polyhedra will preserve the given reduction. Example 6.37
shows this for the case where both grid-polyhedra pairs are reduced products.
Example 6.37 Consider H1 = (L1,P1) and H2 = (L2,P2) in GP2. Let
P1 := con
(
{0 ≤ x, 0 ≤ y, −2 ≤ x− y ≤ 2, x+ y ≤ 6}
)
,
P2 := con
(
{0 ≤ x ≤ 6, 0 ≤ y ≤ 6, x+ y ≤ 8}
)
and
L1 := gcon
(
{x ≡2 0, y ≡2 0}
)
, L2 := gcon
(
{x ≡1 0, x+ y ≡2 0}
)
.
The grid-polyhedra H1 and H2 are illustrated in Figure 6.19(a). Then L1∇LL2 := gcon
(
{x +
y ≡2 0}
)
and
P1∇PP2 := con
(
{0 ≤ x, 0 ≤ y}
)
.
The grid-polyhedron H1 ∇ H2 is illustrated in Figure 6.19(b) and it can be seen that the grid-
polyhedron pair,
(
L1∇LL2,P1∇PP2
)
is a reduced product.
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(a) Grid-polyhedra H1 and H2.
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H1 ∇H2.
Figure 6.19: Grid-Polyhedron Widening.
6.6 Discussion
As noted in Section 6.4 one way to improve the polyhedron constraint bounds would be to add
new constraints to the polyhedron representation. The reason why this method was not chosen
for our reduction was that standard polyhedron widening would not be guaranteed to terminate,
see Section 6.5.6. Although the method of adding polyhedron constraints to minimise a grid-
polyhedron to a reduced product will not work with a standard widening we will discuss below
some of the methods that could be used if the widening is considered as an extrapolation operation
instead.
6.6.1 Utilising Grid Congruences to Add Constraints
Consider the grid-polyhedron H = (L,P), where L := gcon(CL) and CL is in minimal form.
Now for each proper congruence in the grid representation we can find the maximal and minimal
values where the congruence would bound the polyhedron from above and below respectively.
Definition 6.38 (Grid Bounded Constraint System.) Let H = (L,P) be a grid-polyhedron
and (L,P) be a weakly tight product, where P = con(P), L = gcon(C) and CL is in minimal
form. Then CP is a grid bounded constraint system for H if, for each proper congruence β =(
〈v,x〉 ≡f b
)
∈ CL:
1. if P is bounded in the direction v, then there exists ν = (〈v,x〉 ≤ d) ∈ CP .
2. there exists a point p ∈ P such that 〈v,p〉 = d;
3. if P is bounded in the direction −v, then there exists ν ′ = (〈−v,x〉 ≤ d′) ∈ CP .
4. there exists a point p′ ∈ P such that 〈−v,p′〉 = d′;
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Figure 6.20: Grid Bounded Constraint System.
Example 6.39 Consider the grid-polyhedron H = (L,P), where L = gcon(CL) and CL :=
{x ≡2 0, y ≡3 0}. Let P be the polyhedron given by the constraint system
CP :=
{
4 ≤ x+ y ≤ 8,−2 ≤ y − x ≤ 2
}
.
Then H is a weakly tight product and can be seen in Figure 6.20. The grid bounded constraint
system for H is given by
C = con
(
{1 ≤ x ≤ 5, 1 ≤ y ≤ 5}
)
.
The constraints of C are illustrated in Figure 6.20 by the dashed lines.
Now if necessary the classical approaches of branch and bound or the cutting plane method can
be applied to the larger set of constraints, see Section 6.6.2. Note also that for each grid we can
produce the smallest rectilinear grid that contains L by computing the covering box. Suppose
therefore that we have a rectilinear grid L′ = gcon(CL′), such that the congruences are given by
CL
′ := {xi ≡f bi}. Then we can also produce the rectilinear grid bounded constraints.
Let H = (L,P) be a grid-polyhedron where (L,P) is a weakly tight and constraint product.
Also let L = gcon(CL) be a relational grid, P = con(CP) and CP′ be the set of rectilinear and re-
lational grid bounded constraints for H which have been generated from the congruences systems
for L and L′, where L′ is the smallest rectilinear grid containing L. Let CP′′ be the congruence
system returned by Algorithm 3 when applied to H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
. Then
(
L, con(CP ∪ CP
′′)
)
is a weakly tight product and H =
(
L, con(CP ∪ CP
′′)
)
. Example 6.40 demonstrates this.
Example 6.40 Consider the grid-polyhedron H = (L,P), where L = gcon(CL), CL := {x ≡2
0, −3x+ 2y ≡12 0} and P is given by the constraint system
CP := {x ≤ 6, y ≤ 9, 4 ≤ x+ y, y − x ≤ 8, 2x− 3y ≤ 3}.
H can be seen in Figure 6.21(a). Then a rectilinear grid for L is L′ where L′ = gcon(CL′) and
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H = `L, con(CP ∪ CP′′)
´
.
Figure 6.21: Adding constraints to a grid-polyhedron.
CL
′ := {x ≡2 0, y ≡3 0}. From L and L′ we can calculate the relational and rectilinear grid
bounded constraints given by
CP
′ := {−2 ≤ x ≤ 6, 1 ≤ y ≤ 9, −12 ≤ −3x+ 2y ≤ 18}.
Now applying Algorithm 3 to H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
we get the constraint system CP′′ and together
with the constraint CP we get the new constraint system con(CP ∪ CP′′) where
CP
′′ := {−2 ≤ x ≤ 6, 3 ≤ y ≤ 9, −12 ≤ −3x+ 2y ≤ 12}.
H =
(
L, con(CP ∪ CP
′′)
)
can be seen in Figure 6.21(b). The constraint system CP ∪ CP′′ is
weakly tight for the grid-polyhedron H.
For any grid-polyhedron H = (L,P), where L = gcon(CL) is relational and CL is in minimal
form, the complexity of creating the 2n−2 new relational and rectilinear grid bounded constraints
using the n relational congruences and the n− 1 extra rectilinear congruences is O
(
νn2
)
, where
ν is the number of vertices in P. This is because, for each possible grid bounded constraint, we
calculate the value of the constraint at each vertex then take the maximum and minimum of these
to be the bounds.
6.6.2 Traditional Integer Programming Methods
An alternative approach to minimising the polyhedron with respect to the grid points is to consider
the already well researched topic of integer programming. It is well known that computing the
integer hull of a polyhedron is equivalent to solving an integer programming (IP) problem, that is,
solve max{cTx|Ax ≤ b}where A is an m×n matrix, b ∈ Rm, c ∈ Rn and x ∈ Zn. In our case
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we do not necessarily have the integer grid Zn, however we can find the affine transformation that
maps the original grid to the integer grid. When this affine transformation is then applied to the
original grid and polyhedron we will get a problem that is now an integer programming problem
and hence can be solved using the techniques described below. Once our integer programming
problem has been solved we can then apply the inverse of the affine transformation to get the grid
and polyhedron systems we require.
6.6.2.1 Branch and Bound
The branch and bound method is based on the classical approach of divide and conquer, the
algorithm proceeds by splitting the problem into smaller sub-problems and solves their linear
programming relaxations to provide upper bounds on the objective value. Although the outline
of the algorithm remains the same, the specific details of how the algorithm is to be implemented
depends on the problem in hand. The differences include how many sub-problems to create at any
given point, which variable the emphasis of the sub-problem will focus, and which sub-problem
to tackle first. At this point as we are only concerned with producing a weakly tight polyhedron,
our choices for the algorithm should focus more on producing a better approximation quickly
rather than a more accurate solution. We will now discuss each of these choices with our problem
in mind. For the following descriptions suppose we start with the following IP, max{cTx ∈
Rn|Ax ≤ b} where A is an m × n matrix, b ∈ Rm, c ∈ Rn and x ∈ Zn. Also suppose after
applying the simplex method to the LP-relaxation we have a solution x = (χ1, . . . , χn). Let us
first consider the number of sub-problems to create:
• Variable Dichotomy: Suppose the solution to the relaxation has some variable, say χi,
which is fractional. Then the problem is split into two new sub-problems, one with the
extra inequality xi ≤ ⌊χi⌋ and the other with the extra inequality xi ≥ ⌈χi⌉.
• Bounded Variables: Suppose the solution to the relaxation has some value, say χi, which is
fractional and we know that xi ∈ {s, . . . , t}. Then we can split the problem into t− s+ 1
sub-problems, each with the extra equality xi = j for j ∈ {s, . . . , t}.
In our case, the bounds within which a variables values may lay could be large or it is possible
that we may not know what the bounds are for each variable, therefore we believe it would be best
to use the variable dichotomy method to choose the type of sub-problem. This now leads us to the
problem that it may be possible for more than one variable to have a fractional value. Therefore
we need a method for choosing the variable the sub-problems will gain the extra inequality in.
• The Most Fractional Variable: Given a variable xi, we say its fractional value is min{fi, 1−
fi}, where fi = χi−⌊χi⌋. Then if V is the set of variables which are fractional, the variable
we choose is the one whose fractional value is largest, ie maxi∈V min{fi, 1− fi}.
• In order: Choose the first variable which is fractional.
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Finally let us consider the problem of deciding which sub-problem to tackle first. It can be seen
that the algorithm produces a tree of problems where the initial problem is the root of the tree.
• Depth First with Backtracking: Descend as far down a branch of the tree as possible until
we can get no further then move onto the last sub-problem created and continue with that
branch.
• Breadth First: Starting at the left consider every sub-problem at the same level of the tree
before creating any more sub-problems.
• Best Bound: Choose the branch whose LP-relaxation has the best objective value, therefore
in the case of maximisation problems choose the largest.
• Most Fractional: Compute the fractional value, min{fi, 1 − fi}, for each of the branches,
then choose the branch with the maximum fractional value.
At this time as we are only concerned with gaining a better approximation rather than a precise
one, it would be best if any implementation we have limits the length of any branches we may cre-
ate. Therefore if the limit of the length of branches is small we would be best choosing a breadth
first search. As within such a small search any advantages in efficiency gained by choosing a
best bound or fractional approach will be lost in the extra computations these processes require.
If however the branch restriction length is larger (say ≥ 3 ) we recommend applying the most
fractional approach.
Example 6.41 Consider the example given in [81]. Suppose the (IP) is given by
max 4x1 − x2 = z
subject to 7x1 − 2x2 ≤ 14
x2 ≤ 3
2x1 − 2x2 ≤ 3
x ∈ Z2.
Then the LP-relaxation has the solution x = (20/7, 3) and upper bound z+ = 59/7. We now
divide the problem into two sub-problems using the variable dichotomy method. As x1 /∈ Z
the first sub-problem S1 will have the extra inequality x1 ≤ 2 and the second sub-problem S2
will gain the inequality x1 ≥ 3. For this example we will restrict the length of branches to
two, therefore we will apply a breadth first search starting from the left. Consider the S1 branch,
solving the new (LP) we get the solution x = (2, 1/2) and the upper bound z+ = 15/2. Therefore
as x /∈ Z2 we can split the problem again to get the sub-problems S11 which has the extra
inequality x2 ≤ 0 and S12 which has the extra inequality x2 ≥ 1. As we are using a breadth first
search we now consider the S2 problem. Solving the new (LP) we find that it is infeasible, so the
branch S2 is pruned. Now consider the S11 problem. The solution to the new (LP) is x = (3/2, 0)
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IP
S1 S2
S11 S12
59/7
−INF
x1 ≤ 2 x1 ≥ 3
15/2 −INF
x2 ≤ 0 x2 ≥ 1
6 7
7
Figure 6.22: The complete branch and bound tree for Example 6.41.
with upper bound z+ = 6, however as we are restricting the length of the branches we will not
split the problem again. Therefore consider the final problem S12, we get the solution x = (2, 1)
to the new (LP) which is integral and therefore the upper bound is z+ = 7. The complete branch
and bound tree can be seen in Figure 6.22. Now let H = (L,P) be the grid-polyhedron where
L = Z2 and P = con
(
{4x1 − x2 ≤ 7, 7x1 − 2x2 ≤ 14, x2 ≤ 3, 2x1 − 2x2 ≤ 3}
)
. Then the
constraint 4x1 − x2 ≤ 7 is weakly tight for H.
6.6.2.2 Cutting Planes
The cutting plane method is based on the classical brute force approach, the algorithm succes-
sively adds inequalities to the LP problem, called cutting planes, and solves them to hopefully
give a better approximation. The classic approach to producing the cutting planes is the Chva´tal-
Gomory (C-G) procedure and the inequalities produced are called C-G inequalities. This proce-
dure involves taking positive combinations or scalar multiples of the inequalities of the LP and
performing integer rounding to generate the new inequalities to be added to the LP so that it can
be solved. For example, suppose the inequalities of the LP are given by Ax ≤ b where A is an
m×n matrix, b ∈ Rm and x ∈ Zn. Then if u ∈ Rm
+
we can produce new inequalities as follows:
1. Multiply the LP inequalities by u. Then
n∑
i=1
uTaixi ≤ u
Tb
is still a valid inequality.
2. Assuming we have a maximisation problem, we now round down the LHS of the inequali-
ties. Then
n∑
i=1
⌊uTai⌋xi ≤ u
Tb
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is still a valid inequality.
3. We now round down the RHS of the inequalities. Then
n∑
i=1
⌊uTai⌋xi ≤ ⌊u
Tb⌋
is still a valid inequality and is integer.
Note that it is shown in [67] that this procedure is sufficient to produce all valid inequalities after
a finite number of iterations.
Another approach to producing cutting planes is Gomory’s fractional cutting plane algorithm.
This approach first solves the LP-relaxation to produce the tight solution and from the rows of the
associated tight simplex tableau the fractional cuts are taken. For example, suppose the following
LP, max{cTx ∈ Rn|Ax ≤ b} where A is an m × n matrix, b ∈ Rm, c ∈ Rn and x ∈ Rn.
Also suppose after applying the simplex method to the LP-relaxation we have the tight tableau
represented by
yi +
n∑
i=1
aijvj = bi for i = 1, . . . ,m
where y ∈ Zm
+
are the basic variables and v ∈ Zn
+
are the non-basic variables. Then the Gomory
fractional cutting planes are given by
yi +
n∑
i=1
f ijvj = gi for i = 1, . . . ,m
where fij = aij − ⌊aij⌋ and gi = bi − ⌊bi⌋.
With both the C-G procedure and Gomory’s fractional cuts we believe it would be best for our
problem if a set of n cutting planes were added for the first iteration. After that we recommend
either stopping or applying the branch and bound technique, since if we were to add another
family of n inequalities the problem could become large if n were large.
Example 6.42 Consider the example given in [55] which uses Gomory’s fractional cuts. Suppose
we have the (IP)
max 2x1 + x2 = z
subject to x1 + 2x2 ≤ 7
2x1 − x2 ≤ 3
x ∈ Z2.
Then after applying the simplex algorithm to the LP-relaxation we get the following tight simplex
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table.
x4 x3
x2 −1/5 2/5 11/5
x1 2/5 1/5 13/5
−z 3/5 4/5 37/5
We can take the fractional parts of each of the rows to create new inequalities. Taking the frac-
tional part of the first row we get 0.4x3 +0.8x4 ≥ 0.2 which is equivalent to x1 ≤ 2.5. Similarly,
taking the fractional part of the second row we generate the constraint 0.2x3+0.6x4 ≥ 0.6 which
is equivalent to 7x1 − x2 ≤ 13.
6.7 Related Work
Recall form Section 3.8 that in her thesis Ancourt [1] (see also [68, 71, 72]) considered the do-
main of Z-polyhedra; that is a domain of integral lattices intersected with the domain of convex
integral polyhedra. Here the product is a direct product and therefore there is no interaction be-
tween component domains. Also recall form Section 4.9 that the operations which are similar
to our operations are those of grid-polyhedron intersection, affine image and affine pre-image.
The operations of grid-polyhedron join and grid-polyhedron difference (as defined here) are not
considered; instead the union operator takes two grid-polyhedra H1 and H2 and returns a set. The
Z-polyhedron domain was then extended in [42] so that the Z-polyhedra are considered to be the
affine images of integer polyhedra, where the affine image is the transformation represented by
the generator system of the integer lattice.
Example 6.43 Let L = ggen(GL) and P = con(CP ), where
GL :=
(
∅,
(
3 0
0 2
)
,
(
0
0
))
,
CP := {x ≤ 1, y ≤ 3}.
Then the Z-polyhedron is given by the set
{x ∈ L|x ≤ 3, y ≤ 6}.
Therefore if we think of this interpretation for our grid-polyhedron domain, with the restriction
that the generator description for the grids do not contain lines, we consider objects that are affine
images of integer polyhedra, where the affine image is the transformation represented by the gen-
erator system of the rational grid. The main difference with this interpretation of the Z-polyhedra
is how the operations such as intersection, union and difference are now performed, whereas be-
fore the operations where applied to the separate components now the desired operation must be
applied in stages. First the operation is applied to the lattices to get the new affine transformation,
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then this transformation is applied to the Z-polyhedra and finally the operation is applied to the
these two new Z-polyhedra.
6.7.1 Products
This section gives an overview of the different ways we could have represented the combining of
two domains and considers the advantages and disadvantages of each method.
6.7.1.1 Cartesian Product
The Cartesian product is the most basic of combinations as the product is represented by the pair
and there is no interaction between the two domains. Suppose we are given the two abstract
domains A1, A2 with concretisation functions γ1 : A1 → C and γ2 : A2 → C , respectively.
Then the Cartesian product has the domain A× = A1 ×A2. The concretisation function is given
by γ : A× → C × C , where
γ
(
(a1, a2)
)
:=
(
γ1(a1), γ2(a2)
)
and the abstraction function is given by α : C × C → A×, where
α(c, c) :=
(
α1(c), α2(c)
)
.
6.7.1.2 Direct Product
The Direct product [28] is the most basic of combinations where the objects are considered to
be the intersection of the two components. Like the Cartesian product, for the direct product,
there is also no interaction between the two domains. Suppose we are given the two abstract
domains A1, A2 with concretisation functions γ1 : A1 → C and γ2 : A2 → C , respectively.
Then the direct product has the domain A× = A1 ×A2. The concretisation function is given by
γ : A× → C , where
γ
(
(a1, a2)
)
:= γ1(a1) ⊓ γ2(a2)
and the abstraction function is given by α : C → A×, where
α(c) :=
(
α1(c), α2(c)
)
.
If the concrete operation CO : C → C has the corresponding abstract operations AO1, AO2
over the abstract domains A1, A2, respectively, then the abstract operation over the direct product
domain can be constructed as follows
AO×
(
(a1, a2)
)
:=
(
AO1(a1), AO2(a2)
)
.
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The advantages of the direct product are that it is easy to implement as the direct product will
just pair together the existing implementations. Therefore this product produces the simplest way
to gain the extra information not yielded by a single domain analysis. However the disadvantage
of the direct product is that since there is no interaction between the elements of each domain
an amount of precision can be lost. Also there may be a loss of efficiency, for example, there is
no sharing of equalities between the two domain components which could lead to extra opera-
tions being performed unnecessarily. Another disadvantage of the direct product is that a Galois
insertion is not always formed, which again can lead to a loss of precision.
6.7.1.3 Reduced Product
The Reduced product was introduced by Cousot and Cousot [28] as a way to gain some of the
precision lost by the direct product. Suppose we are given the two abstract domains A1, A2 with
concretisation functions γ1 : A1 → C and γ2 : A2 → C , respectively and the direct product
domain A× = A1 × A2. Then the concept of the reduced product is to add to the direct product
a function which maps all the elements with the same concretisation into an equivalence class.
Then each class will have an element which represents the class which will be used to improve
precision. The reduction function R : A× → A× is defined as
R
(
(a1, a2)
)
:= ⊓
{
(e1, e2) | γ
(
(e1, e2)
)
= γ
(
(a1, a2)
)}
.
Then the reduced product domain is the domain
AR =
{
R
(
(a1, a2)
)
| a1 ∈ A1, a2 ∈ A2
}
.
The concretisation operator, γ : AR → C , and the abstraction operator, α : C → AR, are given
as follows
γ
(
(a1, a2)
)
:= γ1(e1) ⊓ γ2(e2), where R
(
(a1, a2)
)
= (e1, e2),
α(c) := R
((
α1(c), α2(c)
))
.
The corresponding abstract operation for the concrete operation CO : C → C is as follows
AOR
(
(a1, a2)
)
:= R
(
α1(r), α2(r)
)
where r = CO
(
γ
(
(a1, a2)
))
.
The advantages of the reduced product is that it can yield more precise analysis results compared
to the direct product and that the reduced product forms a Galois connection provided the two
original domains are Galois connections. The disadvantage of the reduced product is that its im-
plementation would require all the abstract operations to be revised with respect to the reduction
function. Which is not only a difficult process as it involves the theoretical concretisation function
it goes against the fact that we are trying to use existing domains and their abstract operators so
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that as little as possible new work needs to be done.
6.7.1.4 Pseudo-reduced Product
The product domain described in [22], called the Pseudo-reduced product by the authors of [25],
considers a refined version of the reduced product. The pseudo-reduced product has the domain
AP = AR and concretisation and abstraction functions follow from those of the reduced product
domain. However the abstract operations are defined as
AOP
(
(a1, a2)
)
:= R
(
AO1(a1), AO2(a2)
)
,
where AO1 and AO2 are the abstract operations over the abstract domains A1, A2, respectively,
for the concrete operation CO : C → C . As the abstract operations are defined in terms of
the reduction function the disadvantages of the Pseudo-reduced product follow from those of
the reduced product except that the concretisation function is no longer needed for the abstract
operations.
6.7.1.5 Open Product
The Open product is described in [25]. The open product has the domain AO = A1 × A2. The
abstract operations are defined as
AOO
(
(a1, a2)
)
:=(
AO1
(
Q1(a1, a2), . . . , Q
m(a1, a2)
)
(a1), AO2
(
Q1(a1, a2), . . . , Q
m(a1, a2)
)
(a1)
)
,
where the Qi are queries, defined as Qi(a1, a2) = Qi1(a1) ∨Qi2(a2), which are monotone func-
tions that map elements or the domain onto tests. The advantage of this domain is that since the
abstract domain is that of the Cartesian product the only extra implementation work would be that
of producing the query operators. The disadvantage of this domain is that it is not as efficient as
the reduced product domain.
6.7.1.6 Granger’s Product
Granger introduced his idea of a product domain in [40]. The concept was to have two new
operations σ1 : A1 × A2 → A1 and σ2 : A1 × A2 → A2 which would refine each of the
components of the product thus allowing the two domains to interact. Specifically, σ1 and σ2 are
such that
σ1(a1, a2) ≤ a1 and γ
((
σ1(a1, a2), a2
))
= γ
(
(a1, a2)
)
,
σ2(a1, a2) ≤ a2 and γ
((
a1, σ2(a1, a2)
))
= γ
(
(a1, a2)
)
,
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respectively. The product is then defined as the fixpoint of the decreasing iteration sequence given
by
(
(ηn1 , η
n
2 )
)
n∈N
which is defined as follows
(η01 , η
0
2) = (a1, a2),
(ηn+11 , η
n+1
2 ) =
(
σ1(η
n
1 , η
n
2 ), σ2(η
n
1 , η
n
2 )
)
.
The advantage of this domain is that since the abstract domain is that of the Direct product the only
extra implementation work would be that of producing the refinement operators for each domain.
The disadvantage of this domain is that it is not as efficient as the reduced product domain.
6.7.2 Traditional Methods to Test for Emptiness
We now give a description of some alternative ways to test if an integral grid-polyhedron, Zn∩P,
is empty.
6.7.2.1 Ellipsoid Method
Khachiyan’s method [76, Section 13] and the more general ellipsoid method [67, 76, Section 14]
work by finding a series of ellipsoids of decreasing volume and testing if their centres are points
within the polyhedron.
Definition 6.44 (Ellipsoid.) An ellipsoid with centre y is the set
E = {x ∈ Rn|(x− y)TD−1(x− y) ≤ 1},
written as E(D,y), where D is an n× n positive definite matrix and y ∈ Rn.
The following outline is taken from [76, Section 13]. Let φ = 4n2µ and R = 2φ, where µ is the
number of constraints in the representation of P. Then P ⊆ {x| ‖x‖ ≤ R} = E0. The method
consists of computing the sequence of ellipsoids E0, E1, E2, . . . each having a smaller volume,
such that P ⊆ Ei, for all i. So for each ellipsoid Ei we have a centre yi and a positive definite
matrix Di. Now if the centre, yi, of the ellipsoid Ei does not lie in P then it must have violated
a constraint of the representation, say aT · x ≤ c. Then Ei+1 is the smallest ellipsoid containing
Ei ∩ {x|a
T · x ≤ aT · yi}.
6.7.2.2 The Linear Inequality Integer Feasibility Problem
This process consists of checking to see if the unit hypercube will fit inside a bounded polyhedron.
To check this property though the polytopes must be of a certain form. The following definitions
are used to test for emptiness, taken from [67, Page 515].
Definition 6.45 (Sphere.) A sphere with centre y and radius r is the set
S = {x ∈ Rn|(x− y)T(x− y) ≤ r2},
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written as S(y, r), where y ∈ Rn.
Definition 6.46 (Round.) A polytope, P ∈ Rn, is round if there exists a constant c and rationals
y ∈ Rn, r1, r2 ∈ R+, such that
1. S(y, r1) ⊆ P ⊆ S(y, r2);
2. r2r1 ≤ c.
Assuming we have a round full-dimensional polyhedron the test to see if Zn ∩ P 6= ∅ has two
cases.
1. r1 ≥ 12n
1
2 .
In this case the unit hypercube with centre y is contained in P and hence P must contain
an integer point.
2. r1 < 12n
1
2 .
In this case P can only contain at most one integer point hence the problem can be solved
by total enumeration.
The problem occurs with this method if it is found that the polytope is not round. If this happens
then an affine transformation must be applied to the polytope to make it round and hence, as noted
in [67, Page 518], the problem then becomes equivalent to that of testing for emptiness when we
do not have the integral grid.
6.8 Conclusion
We have introduced the partially reduced product of two geometric domains which allows for
a range of interaction between the two components. For the product we defined several new
reduction operations including the constraint product, weakly tight product and tight product. For
the grid-polyhedron domain we gave methods for creating a directed non-redundant congruence,
a weakly tight constraint system and a test for emptiness, the last two of which have complexity
O
(
n2µ
)
, where µ is the cardinality of the original constraint system.
Chapter 7
Weakly Relational Grid-Polyhedron
Domains
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will introduce some weakly relational grid-polyhedron domains. These do-
mains are the product of a grid or a weakly relational grid with some of the weakly relational
sub-domains of the polyhedra. Namely we will specify the grid-box domain and introduce the
grid-bds, bounded difference grid shape, grid-octagon and ogrid-octagon domains which have not
been proposed before. For each of the different combinations of domain we will consider how
the result of the weakly tight algorithm, Algorithm 3, is effected. Specifically, we will show, with
certain restrictions to the grid, we can achieve results such as a tight or reduced product. We will
then consider the effect the restriction to these sub-domains of grid-polyhedra will have on the
other operations.
7.2 Grid-Boxes
Let us first consider the combination of a grid with a box.
Definition 7.1 (Grid-Box.) Let P = con(CP) be a box in CPn and L = gcon(CL) a grid in Gn.
Then we say that H = (L,P) := L ∩ P is a grid-box. The grid-box domain is a subset of GPn
and is the set of all grid-boxes in Rn ordered by the set inclusion relation.
Note that ∅ and Rn are grid-boxes and therefore are the bottom and top elements of the subset
respectively.
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Definition 7.2 (Rectilinear Grid-Box.) We say a grid-box is rectilinear if and only if the grid is
rectilinear.
Recall that as an n-dimensional box B is a sequence (I1, . . . .In) of intervals over the set R, a
1-dimensional grid-box is a grid-interval. Therefore all the results of this section will also hold
for the domain of grid-intervals.
Let H = (L,P). As the box domain is a non-relational domain when we create the di-
rected non-redundant congruences from the constraints in P we will want to create non-relational
congruences. Therefore if we only have L represented by a generator system we can do this us-
ing Proposition 4.11 from Section 4.6 as this will create the smallest rectilinear grid containing
L, otherwise we will use Algorithm 2. Before we introduce a test for emptiness, we will first
discuss how the results of Algorithm 3 are improved when considering grid-boxes. Given a grid-
polyhedron H where P = con(CP) and L is rectilinear then Algorithm 3 will move in the box
bounds with respect to the grid so that
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a reduced product. If however L is not
rectilinear then Algorithm 3 will produce a weakly tight box constraint system for H as shown by
Proposition 6.23.
Proposition 7.3 Let H = (L,P) ∈ GPn be a rectilinear grid-box where (L,P) is a constraint
and weakly tight product. Then (L,P) is a reduced product.
Proof. LetH = (L,P) ∈ GPn be a rectilinear grid-box where L = gcon(CL) and P = con(CP).
As we can represent any equality
(
〈v,x〉 = d
)
by the two inequalities
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d
)
and
(
〈v,x〉 ≥
d
)
we can assume that CP only contains inequalities. Assume that P is bounded. As L is the set
of vectors in Rn that satisfy all the congruences of CL we can write L as
{x ∈ Rn|xi = ti + si · fi,∀si ∈ Z}.
As CP is a non-relational set of constraints there is ν =
(
vi ·xi ≤ d
)
∈ CP , such that vi 6= 0. Then
as (L,P) is a weakly tight product d = ti + ui · fi for some ui ∈ Z. Therefore the constraints of
CP intersect at grid-box points. If P is unbounded the result follows. Hence if (L,P) is a weakly
tight product then (L,P) is a reduced product. 
Corollary 7.4 LetH = (L,P) ∈ GPn be a rectilinear grid-box where P = con(CP) and (L,P)
is a constraint product. Also let CP′ be the constraint system returned by Algorithm 3 when
applied to
(
L, con(CP )
)
. Then H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
and the pair
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a reduced
product.
Proof. From Proposition 6.23, H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
and the pair
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a weakly tight
product. Then, by Proposition 7.3,
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a reduced product. 
LetH = (L,P) ∈ GPn be a rectilinear grid-box where (L,P) is a constraint product. Then if CP′
is the constraint system returned by Algorithm 3 when applied to
(
L, con(CP)
)
, σ1R(L,P) = L
and σ2R(L,P) = con(CP
′).
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H = `L, con(CP′)
´
.
Figure 7.1: Producing a reduced product grid-box.
For any grid-box H = (L,P), where L = gcon(CL) and CL is in minimal form, the cost of
performing Algorithm 3, which improves the constraint bounds, depends on a number of factors:
if the congruence system CL represents a rectilinear grid, then the complexity is O
(
n
)
; if, only the
generator system is known and does not represent a rectilinear grid, then the complexity is that
of producing the covering box, which is, at worst, O
(
n2
)
; if, however, the congruence system CL
does not represent a rectilinear grid, then the complexity is O
(
n3
)
.
Example 7.5 shows that given a rectilinear grid-box H = (L,P), where P = con(CP ) and
(L,P) is not a weakly tight product, Algorithm 3 will return a constraint system CP′ such that the
grid-box
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a reduced product.
Example 7.5 Consider the grid, L = gcon(CL) in G2, where CL := {x ≡3 2, y ≡2 0} and the
box, P = con(CP) in CP2, where
CP := {1 ≤ x ≤ 10, 3 ≤ y ≤ 9}.
H = (L,P) can be seen in Figure 7.1(a). It can be seen that CP is not a tight constraint system for
H and also note that CP is not a weakly tight constraint system for H as not all of the constraints
are saturated by a point of L. Now after applying Algorithm 3 to CP , we have con(CP′) in CP2
where
CP
′ := {2 ≤ x ≤ 8, 4 ≤ y ≤ 8}.
H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is shown in Figure 7.1(b). Then, not only can it be seen that CP′ is a tight
constraint system for H as every constraint is saturated by at least one grid-box point, but also
the pair
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a reduced product.
For any grid-box H = (L,P), where L = gcon(CL) and CL is in minimal form, the cost of
performing the test for emptiness, depends on a number of factors: if the congruence system CL
represents a rectilinear grid, then the complexity of testing for emptiness is linear; if, only the
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´
.
Figure 7.2: Producing a weakly tight grid-bds.
generator system is known and does not represent a rectilinear grid, then the complexity is that
of producing the covering box, which is, at worst, O
(
n2
)
; if, however, the congruence system CL
does not represent a rectilinear grid, then the complexity is O
(
n3
)
.
7.3 Grid-BDS
Let us now consider the grid-bds domain which is a subset of the grid-polyhedron domain and
combines the domain of grids with the bounded difference shape domain.
Definition 7.6 (Grid-BDS.) Let P = con(CP ) be a bds in CPn and L = gcon(CL) a grid in Gn.
Then we say that H = (L,P) := L ∩ P is a grid-bds. The grid-bds domain is a subset of GPn
and is the set of all grid-bds in Rn ordered by the set inclusion relation.
Note that ∅ and Rn are grid-bds and therefore are the bottom and top elements of the subset
respectively. Recall from Section 2.3.3 that we can represent a bounded difference shape by a
weighted graph and that a closed set of constraints for a bds refers to the set derived from a closed
weighted graph. As Algorithm 3 will not produce a closed constraint system for the product if
we apply the closure algorithm after Algorithm 3 has been performed, we will have a closed
constraint system but we will not necessarily have a weakly tight product anymore. Example 7.7
illustrates this point.
Example 7.7 Consider the grid, L = gcon(CL) in G2, where CL := {x ≡4 0, y ≡3 0} and the
bds, P = con(CP ) in CP2, where
CP := {2 ≤ x ≤ 12, 1 ≤ y ≤ 8, −5 ≤ x− y ≤ 4}.
H = (L,P) can be seen in Figure 7.2(a). It can be seen that CP is not a tight or weakly tight
constraint system for H as not all of the constraints are saturated by a point of L, for example
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2 ≤ x. Now after applying Algorithm 3 to CP , we have con(CP′) in CP2 where
CP
′ := {4 ≤ x ≤ 12, 3 ≤ y ≤ 6, −5 ≤ x− y ≤ 4}.
H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is shown in Figure 7.2(b). Also the constraint −5 ≤ x − y and x ≤ 12
are illustrated in Figure 7.2(b) by the dashed lines. It can be seen that Algorithm 3 does not
improve these constraints as they are saturated by the grid point (4, 10)T and (12, 0)T respec-
tively. However, if the closure algorithm were applied to the weighted graph that represents
H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
, we would get the new closed set of constraints closure(CP′) = CP′′ which
are derived from this closed weighted graph, where
CP
′′ := {4 ≤ x ≤ 10, 3 ≤ y ≤ 6, −2 ≤ x− y ≤ 4}.
So by applying the closure algorithm, H =
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
and the constraint −5 ≤ x − y is
improved to −2 ≤ x − y. However, now the constraint x ≤ 12 is improved to x ≤ 10 which is
not saturated by a grid point. So
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
is not a weakly tight product.
As a bounded difference shape has at most n2 + n constraints, if H = (L,P), then Algorithm 3
has complexity O
(
n2
)
if L is rectilinear, otherwise if the grid is not rectilinear it has complexity
O
(
n4
)
. Also as a bounded difference shape constraint system which is closed is a paired con-
straint system and as the test for emptiness uses Algorithm 3, it has the same complexity. The
following is a corollary to Proposition 7.3.
Corollary 7.8 LetH = (L,P) ∈ GPn be a grid-bds where P = con(CP), (L,P) is a constraint
product and L is rectilinear. Also let CP′ be the bounded difference shape constraint system re-
turned by Algorithm 3 when applied to
(
L, con(CP)
)
. If CP′ is a constraint system that represents
a box then
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a reduced product.
Proof. By Proposition 6.23, H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
and
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a weakly tight product.
Therefore, by Proposition 7.3,
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a reduced product. 
We will now introduce some results that will be needed to show in certain circumstances a pair
representing a grid-bds can be made to be a tight or reduced product.
Proposition 7.9 Let H = (L,P) ∈ GPn be a grid-bds where P = con(CP ) and L = gcon(CL)
is rectilinear. Also let CP i,j ⊆ CP be the set of bds constraints over the variables xi, xj , for
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and let CLi,j ⊆ CL be the congruence system over the variables xi, xj , for
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then (L,P) is a tight or reduced product if and only if every 2-dimensional
subset
(
gcon(CLi,j), con(CP i,j)
)
of (gcon(CL), con(CP)) is a tight or reduced product.
Proof. Let us first assume that (L,P) is a tight product. Then every constraint in CP is saturated
by a grid-bds point. Therefore, any constraint in a 2-dimensional subset of CP is saturated by
a grid-bds point. Hence, every 2-dimensional subset of
(
gcon(CL), con(CP )
)
is a tight product.
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Figure 7.3: Illustrations for Proposition 7.10.
Now suppose that (L,P) is a reduced product. Then every vertex of H is a grid-bds point. So each
face of P is a 2-dimensional bds whose vertices are grid-bds points. Hence, every 2-dimensional
subset of
(
gcon(CL), con(CP )
)
is a reduced product.
Suppose that every 2-dimensional subset of
(
gcon(CL), con(CP )
)
is a tight product. So every
constraint in each subset is saturated by a grid-bds point. Now, the set CP is the union of these
subsets of constraints. Also, as L is rectilinear, the set CL is the union of these subsets of con-
gruences. Thus, (L,P) is a tight product. Finally, suppose that every 2-dimensional subset of(
gcon(CL), con(CP)
)
is a reduced product. So each subset is a 2-dimensional bds whose vertices
are grid-bds points. Now, for any k 6= i, k 6= j, we have CP i,k and CP j,k are reduced products.
In n-dimensions we can think of CP i,j as the bds where the values of each variable xk are fixed,
for k 6= i, k 6= j. So, as L is rectilinear,
(
L, con(CP i,j)
)
is a reduced product if xk ≡fk bk for
k 6= i, k 6= j. Hence (L,P) is a reduced product. 
Proposition 7.10 Let H = (L,P) ∈ GP2 be a grid-bds where P = con(CP), CP is a closed
constraint system and L = gcon(CL) is rectilinear. Suppose ν =
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d
)
∈ CP , where
vi 6= 0, vj 6= 0 and vi 6= vj , νi = (vi · xi ≤ c1) ∈ CP , νj = (vj · xj ≤ c2) ∈ CP and
νi = (−vi · xi ≤ c3) ∈ CP . Then, there are only three cases that can occur:
1. d = c1 + c2,
2. d < c1 + c2 and |d| 6= c2 − c3,
3. d < c1 + c2 and |d| = c2 − c3.
Proof. By Proposition 7.9 we only need to consider the 2-dimensional case. A version of the
2-dimensional scenario for Case (1) can be seen in Figure 7.3(a), a version of the 2-dimensional
scenario for Case (2) can be seen in Figure 7.3(b) and a version of the 2-dimensional scenario
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for Case (3) can be seen in Figure 7.3(c). As CP is closed, each constraint must intersect at
least one other constraint at a vertex of P. Therefore, ν must intersect νj at a point such that
−c1 ≤ x ≤ c3. Therefore d = c1 + c2 or d < c1 + c2 and |d| 6= c2 − c3 or |d| = c2 − c3. Let
νj = (−vj · xj ≤ c4) ∈ CP . Then ν must intersect νi at a point such that −c4 ≤ x ≤ c2. This
can be shown using Cases (1), (2) and (3) where the xj and xi variables are swapped. 
Definition 7.11 (Common Frequency Grid.) Let L = gcon(CL) be a rectilinear grid where
CL is in minimal form. Suppose that the congruences of CL can be ordered such that for all
γi = (xi ≡fi bi) ∈ CL, fi|fi+1. Then we say that L is a common frequency grid.
For Proposition 7.12 and Proposition 7.15, let P = con(CP), where CP is a closed set of con-
straints for P, and let {CP1, CP2} be a partition of CP where CP1 contains the non-relational con-
straints and CP2 contains the constraints which are not non-relational. Propositions 7.12 and 7.15
will now show that with certain restrictions on the grid description Algorithm 3 will produce a
constraint system which is a tight and reduced product for H respectively.
Proposition 7.12 Let H = (L,P) ∈ GPn be a grid-bds where (L,P) is a constraint product,
P = con(CP) where CP is a closed constraint system and L = gcon(CL) is rectilinear and a
common frequency grid. Suppose that the following steps are applied:
1. Algorithm 3 returns the constraint system CP′ when it is applied to
(
L, con(CP)
)
,
2. closure(CP′) = CP c,
3. Algorithm 3 returns the constraint system CP′′ when it is applied to
(
L, con(CP
c)
)
.
Then H =
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
and the pair
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
is a tight product.
Proof. Let CP = CP1 ∪ CP2. As Algorithm 3 considers each constraint bound, one at a time and
independently of the next, we can assume that Algorithm 3 is applied to the constraint system CP1
first and then applied to CP2. As L is a common frequency grid, we can assume that, without loss
of generality, fi|fj for i < j. By Proposition 7.9, as L is rectilinear, we only need to consider the
variables xi and xj . Suppose first that P is bounded. As CP is a closed constraint system, if
νi = (vi · xi ≤ c1) ∈ CP1, νj = (vj · xj ≤ c2) ∈ CP1,
νi = (−vi · xi ≤ c3) ∈ CP1,
where vi 6= vj , then there is ν =
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d
)
∈ CP2, where vi 6= 0, vj 6= 0.
As CP is a closed constraint system, we need to show
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
is a tight product by
considering the three cases from Proposition 7.10. We will prove this by induction on the number
of constraints in CP2. Let
ν ′i = (vi · xi ≤ c
′
1) ∈ CP
′
1, ν
′
j = (vj · xj ≤ c
′
2) ∈ CP
′
1,
ν′i = (−vi · xi ≤ c
′
3) ∈ CP
′
1, ν
′ =
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d′
)
∈ CP
′
2i+1
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be the constraints νi, νj , νi and ν, respectively, after Step (1) is applied, let
ν ′′i = (vi · xi ≤ c
′′
1) ∈ CP
c
1, ν
′′
j = (vj · xj ≤ c
′′
2) ∈ CP
c
1,
ν ′′i = (−vi · xi ≤ c
′′
3) ∈ CP
c
1, ν
′′ =
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d′′
)
∈ CP
c
2i+1
be the constraints ν ′i, ν ′j , ν′i and ν ′, respectively, after Step (2) is applied and let
ν ′′′i = (vi · xi ≤ c
′′′
1 ) ∈ CP
′′
1, ν
′′′
j = (vj · xj ≤ c
′′′
2 ) ∈ CP
′′
1 ,
ν′′′i = (−vi · xi ≤ c
′′′
3 ) ∈ CP
′′
1, ν
′′′ =
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d′′′
)
∈ CP
′′
2i+1
be the constraints ν ′′i , ν ′′j , ν′′i and ν ′′, respectively, after Step (3) is applied.
If CP2 = ∅, then by Proposition 7.3, as L is rectilinear, when Step (1) is applied, the grid-box(
L, con(CP
′
1)
)
is a reduced product. So the pair of constraints ν ′i and ν ′j intersect at a grid-bds
point. Therefore after Step (2) is applied ν ′′i and ν ′′j intersect at a grid-bds point. Therefore if
Step (3) returns the constraint system CP′′1 then the pair
(
L, con(CP
′′
1)
)
is a reduced product and
therefore is a tight product. Let us suppose that the result holds for the set of constraints CP1∪CP2i
where CP2i ⊆ CP2. We will now show the result holds for the set of constraints CP1 ∪ CP2i+1
where CP2i+1 = CP2i ∪ {ν}.
Suppose that we have Case (1) from Proposition 7.10. As (L, con(CP c1)) is a reduced product
we have that d′′ = c′′1 + c′′2 . Hence ν ′′ saturates a grid-bds point. Hence
(
L, con(CP
c
1 ∪ {ν
′′})
)
is
a tight product. So if Step (3) returns the constraint system CP′′1 ∪ CP′′2i+2, then ν ′′ = ν ′′′ and the
pair
(
L, con(CP
′′
2 ∪ CP
′′
2i+1)
)
is a tight product.
Suppose now that we have Case (2) from Proposition 7.10. Suppose that Step (1) is applied to
CP1 ∪CP2i+1. If d′ = c′1 + c′2, then after Step (2) is applied, d′′ = c′′1 + c′′2. Hence, from Case (1),
ν ′′i and ν ′′j intersect at a grid-bds point and ν ′′ saturates a grid-bds point. Hence,
(
L, con(CP
c
1 ∪
CP
c
2i+1)
)
is a reduced product, and if Step (3) returns the constraint system CP′′1 ∪ CP′′2i+1, then
the pair
(
L, con(CP
′′
1 ∪ CP
′′
2i+1)
)
is a tight product. Therefore, suppose that d′ < c′1 + c′2 and
d′′ < c′′1 + c
′′
2. As the grid-box
(
L, con(CP
′
1)
)
is a reduced product ν ′′i and ν ′′j will be saturated
by grid-bds points. Therefore we must show that either ν ′′ intersects ν ′′i at a grid-bds point or
ν ′′ intersects ν ′′j at a grid-bds point. As fi|fj , we have that m = gcd(fi, fj) = fi. Also, as(
L, con(CP
′
1 ∪ CP
′
2i+1)
)
is a weakly tight product and d′′ < c′′1 + c′′2 , L ∩ con
(
{νe}
)
6= ∅,
where νe =
(
〈v,x〉 = d′′
)
. As (L,P) is a constraint product there are (vi · xi ≡fi bi) ∈ CL
and (vj · xj ≡fj bj) ∈ CL. So there is β =
(
〈v,x〉 ≡m t
)
∈ CL. Therefore, as t = bi + bj ,
we have that d′′ = bi + bj + s · fi, where s ∈ Z. Now, as L ∩ con
(
{νe}
)
6= ∅, we have that
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(b) H = `L, con(CP′ ∪ CP′2i+1)
´
.
Figure 7.4: Illustrations for the proof of Proposition 7.12.
L ∩ con
(
{νe}
)
=
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣νe ∩ (vi · xi = bi + si · fi),∀si ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(vi · xi + vj · xj = bi + bj + s · fi) ∩ (vi · xi = bi + si · fi),∀si ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(bi + si · fi + vj · xj = bi + bj + s · fi),∀si ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(vj · xj = bj + (s− si) · fi),∀si ∈ Z}.
Now, asH 6= ∅ and d′′ < c′′1+c′′2, we know there is a point, p ∈ H such that vj ·pj = bj+s2·fj for
s2 ∈ Z. So all that remains is to show that p ∈ {x ∈ L|(vj ·xj = bj+(s−si) ·fi), si ∈ Z}. That
is, (vj ·pj = bj+s2 ·fj = bj+(s−si) ·fi). Now this is the same as showing s2 ·fj = (s−si) ·fi
and as fi|fj there exists sj ∈ Z such that this is true. So ν ′′ intersects (vj · xj ≤ c′′1) ∈ CP c1 at a
grid-bds point. Hence ν ′′ saturates a grid-bds point and
(
L, con(CP
c
1∪CP
c
2i+1)
)
is a tight product.
So if Step (3) returns the constraint system CP′′1 ∪ CP′′2i+1, then the pair
(
L, con(CP
′′
1 ∪ CP
′′
2i+1)
)
is a tight product.
Suppose now we have Case (3) from Proposition 7.10. A version of a 2-dimensional scenario
for this case can be seen in Figure 7.4(a) and Figure 7.4(b). If d′ = c′1 + c′2 or d′′ = c′′1 + c′′2 the
result follows from the proof for Case (1). If |d′| = c′2 − c′3 then the result follows from the proof
of Case (1). Otherwise we have |d′| 6= c′2− c′3. Then after the Step (2) is applied to CP′1∪CP′2i+1,
d′′ = c′′2 − c
′′
3 . However, as fi|fj , ν ′′j does not saturate a grid point anymore. Let Step (3) return
the constraint system CP′′1 ∪ CP′′2i+1. Then, by Proposition 7.3 and as fi|fj , ν ′′′j will intersect ν ′′′i
at a grid-bds point. Also, by Case (2) and as fi|fj , ν ′′′j will intersect ν ′′′ at a grid-bds point. So
the pair
(
L, con(CP
′′
1 ∪ CP
′′
2i+1)
)
is a tight product. Hence the result follows for all constraints in
CP2.
Now if P is unbounded then the result follows from Cases (1), (2) and (3). If Steps (1), (2)
and (3) are applied to CP = CP1 ∪ CP2 then H =
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
and the pair
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
is a
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(a) Grid-polyhedron H = (L,P).
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H = `L, con(CPc)
´
.
Figure 7.5: Producing a tight product grid-bds.
tight product. 
Let H = (L,P) ∈ GPn be the grid-bds where (L,P) is a constraint product, P = con(CP)
is a closed constraint system, L = gcon(CL) is a rectilinear and common frequency grid and
CL is in minimal form. Let CP′ be the bds constraint system returned by Algorithm 3 when
applied to
(
L, con(CP )
)
, closure(CP
′) = CP
c
, and CP′′ be the bds constraint system returned by
Algorithm 3 when applied to
(
L, con(CP
c)
)
. Then σ1T (L,P) = L and σ2T (L,P) = con(CP
′′).
Example 7.13 illustrates this when Case (2) from Proposition 7.10 occurs.
Example 7.13 Consider the grid, L = gcon(CL) in G2, where CL := {x ≡2 0, y ≡4 0} and the
bounded difference shape, P = con(CP ) in CP2, where
CP := {1 ≤ x ≤ 11, 2 ≤ y ≤ 12, −5 ≤ x− y ≤ 9}.
H = (L,P) can be seen in Figure 7.5(a). It can be seen that CP is not a weakly tight or tight
constraint system for H as not all of the constraints are saturated by a point of L, for example
1 ≤ x is not saturated by a grid point. Now after applying Algorithm 3 to CP , we have con(CP′)
in CP2 where
CP
′ := {2 ≤ x ≤ 10, 4 ≤ y ≤ 12, −4 ≤ x− y ≤ 8}.
Let closure(CP′) = CP c where
CP
c := {2 ≤ x ≤ 10, 4 ≤ y ≤ 12, −4 ≤ x− y ≤ 6}.
H =
(
L, con(CP
c)
)
is shown in Figure 7.5(b). Now after applying Algorithm 3 to CP c, we have
con(CP
′′) in CP2 where
CP
′′ := {2 ≤ x ≤ 10, 4 ≤ y ≤ 12, −4 ≤ x− y ≤ 6}.
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(a) Grid-polyhedron H = (L,P).
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H = `L, con(CP′′)
´
.
Figure 7.6: Proposition 7.12 requires the condition that CP is a closed constraint system.
Then it can be seen that CP c = CP′′ is a tight constraint system for H as every constraint is
saturated by at least one grid-bds point.
Example 7.14 shows that Proposition 7.12 is successful when Case (3) from Proposition 7.10
occurs.
Example 7.14 Consider the grid, L = gcon(CL) in G2, where CL := {x ≡2 0, y ≡4 0} and the
bounded difference shape, P = con(CP) in CP2, where
CP := {5 ≤ x ≤ 11, 0 ≤ y ≤ 12, −7 ≤ x− y ≤ 5}.
H = (L,P) is shown in Figure 7.6(a). It can be seen that CP is not a tight or weakly tight
constraint system for H as not all of the constraints are saturated by a point of L, for example
5 ≤ x is not saturated by a grid point. Now after applying Algorithm 3 to CP , we have con(CP′)
in CP2 where
CP
′ := {6 ≤ x ≤ 10, 0 ≤ y ≤ 12, −6 ≤ x− y ≤ 4}.
Let closure(CP ′) = CP c where
CP
c := {6 ≤ x ≤ 10, 2 ≤ y ≤ 12, −6 ≤ x− y ≤ 4}.
Now after applying Algorithm 3 to CP c, we have con(CP ′′) in CP2 where
CP
′′ := {6 ≤ x ≤ 10, 4 ≤ y ≤ 12, −6 ≤ x− y ≤ 4}.
H =
(
L, con(CP
c)
)
is shown in Figure 7.6(b). Then, it can be seen that CP′′ is a a tight constraint
system for H.
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Proposition 7.15 Let H = (L,P) ∈ GPn be a grid-bds where (L,P) is a constraint product,
P = con(CP) where CP is a closed constraint system and L = gcon(CL) is a rectilinear grid
such that all proper congruences have the same modulus f . Suppose that Algorithm 3 returns the
constraint system CP′ when it is applied to
(
L, con(CP)
)
, Then H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
and the pair(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a reduced product.
Proof. Let CP = CP1 ∪ CP2. As Algorithm 3 considers each constraint bound, one at a time and
independently of the next, we can assume that Algorithm 3 is applied to the constraint system CP1
first and then applied to CP2. By Proposition 7.9, as L is rectilinear, we only need to consider the
variables xi and xj . Suppose first that P is bounded. As CP is a closed constraint system, if
νi = (vi · xi ≤ c1) ∈ CP1 and
νj = (vj · xj ≤ c2) ∈ CP1
where vi 6= vj , then there is ν =
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d
)
∈ CP2, where vi 6= 0, vj 6= 0.
As CP is a closed constraint system, we need to show
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a reduced product by
considering the three cases from Proposition 7.10. We will prove this by induction on the number
of constraints in CP2. If CP2 = ∅, then by Proposition 7.3, as L is rectilinear, when Algorithm 3
is applied, the grid-box
(
L, con(CP
′
1)
)
is a reduced product.
Let us suppose that the result holds for the set of constraints CP1∪CP2i where CP2i ⊆ CP2. We
will now show the result holds for the set of constraints CP1∪CP2i+1 where CP2i+1 = CP2i∪{ν}.
Let
ν ′i = (vi · xi ≤ c
′
1) ∈ CP
′
1, ν
′
j = (vj · xj ≤ c
′
2) ∈ CP
′
1,
ν ′i = (−vi · xi ≤ c
′
3) ∈ CP
′
1, ν
′ =
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d′
)
∈ CP
′
2i+1
be the constraints νi, νj , νi and ν, respectively, after Algorithm 3 is applied to
(
L, con(CP 1 ∪
CP2i+1)
)
,
Suppose that we have Case (1) from Proposition 7.10. A version of the 2-dimensional scenario
for this case can be seen in Figure 7.3(a). As all proper congruences of CL have modulus f and
d′ = d −
(
(d − t) mod f
)
, d − f < d′ ≤ d. Hence, as CP1 ∪ CP2 is a closed constraint
system, d′ ≥ c′1 + c′2. Therefore as
(
L, con(CP
′
1)
)
is a reduced product we have that the pair(
L, con(CP
′
1 ∪ CP
′
2i+1)
)
is a reduced product.
Now suppose that Case (2) from Proposition 7.10 holds. A version of the 2-dimensional
scenario for this case can be seen in Figure 7.3(b). Suppose that Algorithm 3 is applied to(
L, con(CP1 ∪ CP2i+1)
)
. If d′ = c′1 + c′2, then from Case (1), ν ′i, ν ′j and ν ′ intersect at a grid-bds
point. Hence
(
L, con(CP
′
1 ∪ CP
′
2i+1)
)
is a reduced product. Therefore suppose that d′ < c′1 + c′2.
As the grid-box
(
L, con(CP
′
1)
)
is a reduced product ν ′i and ν ′j will be saturated by grid-bds points.
Therefore we must show that ν ′ intersects ν ′i at a grid-bds point and ν ′ intersects ν ′j at a grid-bds
point. As
(
L, con(CP
′
1∪CP
′
2i+1)
)
is a weakly tight product and d′ < c′1+c′2, L∩con
(
{νe}
)
6= ∅,
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where νe =
(
〈v,x〉 = d′′
)
. As (L,P) is a constraint product there are (vi · xi ≡f bi) ∈ CL and
(vj ·xj ≡f bj) ∈ CL. So there is β =
(
〈v,x〉 ≡f t
)
∈ CL. Therefore, as t = bi+bj , we have that
d′ = bi + bj + s · f , where s ∈ Z. Now as L ∩ con
(
{νe}
)
6= ∅ we have that L ∩ con
(
{νe}
)
=
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣νe ∩ (vi · xi = bi + si · f),∀si ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(vi · xi + vj · xj = bi + bj + s · f) ∩ (vi · xi = bi + si · f),∀si ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(bi + si · f + vj · xj = bi + bj + s · f),∀si ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(vj · xj = bj + (s− si) · f),∀si ∈ Z}.
Now there exists s2 ∈ Z such that vj · xj = bj + s2 · f = c′2. So, as d′ < c′1 + c′2, ν ′ intersects
(vj · xj ≤ c
′
2) ∈ CP
′
1 at a grid-bds point. Also L ∩ con
(
{νe}
)
=
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣νe ∩ (vj · xj = bj + sj · f),∀sj ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(vj · xj + vi · xi = bi + bj + s · f) ∩ (vj · xj = bj + sj · f),∀sj ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(bj + sj · f + vi · xi = bi + bj + s · f),∀sj ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(vi · xi = bi + (s− sj) · f),∀sj ∈ Z}.
Now there exists s1 ∈ Z such that vi · xi = bi + s1 · f = c′1. So, as d′ < c′1 + c′2, ν ′ intersects
(vi · xi ≤ c
′
1) ∈ CP
′
1 at a grid-bds point. So if Algorithm 3 returns the constraint system CP′1 ∪
CP
′
2i+1 when it is applied to
(
L, con(CP1 ∪ CP2i+1)
)
, then the pair
(
L, con(CP
′
1 ∪ CP
′
2i+1)
)
is a
reduced product.
Now suppose that Case (3) from Proposition 7.10 holds. A version of the 2-dimensional
scenario for this case can be seen in Figure 7.3(c). If d′ = c′1 + c′2 or |d′| = c′2 − c′3 the result
follows from the proof for Case (1). Otherwise we have |d′| 6= c′2 − c′3. All that remains to
show is that ν ′ intersects ν′i at a grid-bds point. As (L,P) is a constraint product there are
(−vi ·xi ≡f −bi) ∈ CL and (vj ·xj ≡f bj) ∈ CL. So there is β =
(
〈v,x〉 ≡f t
)
∈ CL. Therefore
as t = bi + bj , we have that d′ = bi + bj + s · f , where s ∈ Z. Now as L ∩ con
(
{νe}
)
6= ∅ we
have that L ∩ con
(
{νe}
)
=
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣νe ∩ (vj · xj = bj + sj · f),∀sj ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(vj · xj + vi · xi = bi + bj + s · f) ∩ (vj · xj = bj + sj · f),∀sj ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(bj + sj · f + vi · xi = bi + bj + s · f),∀sj ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(vi · xi = bi + (s− sj) · f),∀sj ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(−vi · xi = −bi − (s− sj) · f),∀sj ∈ Z}.
Now there exists s1 ∈ Z such that−vi ·xi = −bi−s1 ·f = c′3. So, as d′ < c′1+c′2, ν ′ intersects ν′i
at a grid-bds point. The fact that ν ′ will intersect some other constraint at a grid-bds point follows
from either this case or Case (2). So the pair (L, con(CP′1∪CP′2i+1)) is a reduced product. Hence
the result follows for all constraints in CP2.
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(a) Grid-polyhedron H = (L,P).
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H = `L, con(CP′)
´
.
Figure 7.7: Producing a reduced product grid-bds.
Now if P is unbounded the result follows from Cases (1), (2) and (3). Therefore if CP′ =
CP
′
1 ∪ CP
′
2 is the bounded difference shape constraint system returned by Algorithm 3 then H =(
L, con(CP
′)
)
and the pair
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a reduced product. 
Let H = (L,P) ∈ GPn be the grid-bds where (L,P) is a constraint product, P = con(CP) is a
closed constraint system and L = gcon(CL) is a rectilinear grid such that all proper congruences
have the same modulus f . Let CP′ be the bds constraint system returned by Algorithm 3, then
σ1R(L,P) = L and σ2R(L,P) = con(CP
′). Example 7.16 demonstrates this.
Example 7.16 Consider the grid, L = gcon(CL) in G2, where CL := {x ≡4 0, y ≡4 0} and the
bounded difference shape, P = con(CP ) in CP2, where
CP := {2 ≤ x ≤ 10, 2 ≤ y ≤ 12, −2 ≤ x− y ≤ 8}.
H = (L,P) can be seen in Figure 7.7(a). It can be seen that CP is not a tight or weakly tight
constraint system for H as not all of the constraints are saturated by a point of L, for example the
constraint 2 ≤ x is not saturated by a grid point. Now after applying Algorithm 3 to CP , we have
con(CP
′) in CP2 where
CP
′ := {4 ≤ x ≤ 8, 4 ≤ y ≤ 12, 0 ≤ x− y ≤ 8}.
H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is shown in Figure 7.7(b). It can be seen that constraints y ≤ 12 and
x − y ≤ 8, illustrated by the dashed lines, are not saturated by a grid-bds point, but the pair(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a reduced product.
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(a) Grid-polyhedron H = (L,P).
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H = `L, con(CP′)
´
.
Figure 7.8: Algorithm 3 does not always produce a reduced product bdgs.
7.3.1 BDGS
Let us now consider the bounded difference grid shape domain which is a subset of the grid-bds
domain which takes the product of a bounded difference grid with a bounded difference shape.
Definition 7.17 (BDGS.) Let P = con(CP) be a bounded difference shape in CPn and L =
gcon(CL) a bounded difference grid in Gn. Then we say that H = (L,P) := L∩P is a bounded
difference grid shape (BDGS). The bdgs domain is a subset of GPn and is the set of all bounded
difference grid shapes in Rn ordered by the set inclusion relation.
Note that ∅ and Rn are bounded difference grid shapes and therefore are the bottom and top
elements of the subset respectively. The results of Corollary 7.8, Proposition 7.12 and Proposi-
tion 7.15 hold for a bdgs H = (L,P) if L has a rectilinear representation. Unlike the rectilinear
grid-box, if Algorithm 3 is applied to a bdgs H =
(
L, con(CP)
)
and returns CP′ then the pair(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is not always a reduced product. Example 7.18 illustrates this.
Example 7.18 Consider the bounded difference grid, L = gcon(CL) in G2, where
CL := {x ≡4 0, y ≡2 0, x− y ≡6 0}
and the bounded difference shape, P = con(CP) in CP2, where
CP := {2 ≤ x ≤ 10, 0 ≤ y ≤ 6, −2 ≤ x− y ≤ 6}.
H = (L,P) can be seen in Figure 7.8(a). It can be seen that CP is not a tight or weakly tight
constraint system for H as not all of the constraints are saturated by a point of L, for example the
constraint 2 ≤ x is not saturated by a grid point. Now after applying Algorithm 3 to CP , we have
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(a) Grid-polyhedron H = (L,P).
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H = `L, con(CP′′)
´
.
Figure 7.9: Proposition 7.12 does not hold for grid-octagons.
con(CP
′) in CP2 where
CP
′ := {4 ≤ x ≤ 8, 0 ≤ y ≤ 6, 0 ≤ x− y ≤ 6}.
H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is shown in Figure 7.8(b) and it can be seen that (L, con(CP ′)) is not a
reduced product. Also the pair
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is not even a tight product as the constraint y ≤ 6,
illustrated by the dashed line, is not saturated by a bdgs point.
7.4 Grid-Octagons
Let us now consider the grid-octagon domain which is a subset of the grid-polyhedron domain.
Definition 7.19 (Grid-Octagon.) Let P = con(CP) be an octagon in CPn and L = gcon(CL) a
grid in Gn. Then we say that H = (L,P) := L ∩ P is a grid-octagon. The grid-octagon domain
is a subset of GPn and is the set of all grid-octagons in Rn ordered by the set inclusion relation.
Note that ∅ and Rn are grid-octagons, therefore they are the bottom and top elements of the sub-
set respectively. As an octagon has at most 2n2 constraints, if H = (L,P), then Algorithm 3 has
complexity O
(
n2
)
if L is rectilinear, otherwise it has complexity O
(
n4
)
. Also as a closed octago-
nal constraint system is a paired constraint system and as the test for emptiness uses Algorithm 3,
it has the same complexity.
The result of Corollary 7.8 holds for a grid-octagon H = (L,P) ifL has a rectilinear represen-
tation, however the results of Proposition 7.12 and Proposition 7.15 do not hold for a grid-octagon
H = (L,P) if L has a rectilinear representation. Example 7.20 and Example 7.21, respectively,
show this.
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(a) Grid-polyhedron H = (L,P).
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(b) Grid-polyhedron H = `L, con(CP′)
´
.
Figure 7.10: Proposition 7.15 does not hold for grid-octagons.
Example 7.20 Consider the grid, L = gcon(CL) in G2, where CL := {x ≡2 0, y ≡4 0} and the
octagon, P = con(CP) in CP2, where
CP := {1 ≤ x ≤ 11, 2 ≤ y ≤ 12, −5 ≤ x− y ≤ 9, 7 ≤ x+ y ≤ 19}.
H = (L,P) can be seen in Figure 7.9(a). It can be seen that CP is not a tight or weakly tight
constraint system for H as not all of the constraints are saturated by a point of L, for example the
constraint 1 ≤ x is not saturated by a grid point. Now after applying Algorithm 3 to CP , we have
con(CP
′) in CP2 where
CP
′ := {2 ≤ x ≤ 10, 4 ≤ y ≤ 12, −4 ≤ x− y ≤ 8, 8 ≤ x+ y ≤ 18}.
Let closure(CP ′) = CP c where
CP
c := {2 ≤ x ≤ 10, 4 ≤ y ≤ 11, −4 ≤ x− y ≤ 6, 8 ≤ x+ y ≤ 18}.
Now H =
(
L, con(CP
c)
)
and the pair
(
L, con(CP
c)
)
is not even a weakly tight product as the
constraint y ≤ 11 is not saturated by a grid point. Finally let CP′′ be the result of applying
Algorithm 3 to H =
(
L, con(CP
c)
)
, where
CP
′′ := {2 ≤ x ≤ 10, 4 ≤ y ≤ 8, −4 ≤ x− y ≤ 6, 8 ≤ x+ y ≤ 18}.
So H =
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
can be seen in Figure 7.9(b). Now the pair (L, con(CP′′)) is a weakly
tight product, but it can be seen in Figure 7.9(b) that the pair is not a tight product as 2 ≤ x,
illustrated by the dashed line, is not saturated by a grid-octagon point.
Example 7.21 Consider the grid, L = gcon(CL) in G2, where CL := {x ≡4 0, y ≡4 0} and the
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Figure 7.11: Illustrations for the proof of Proposition 7.22.
octagon, P = con(CP) in CP2, where
CP := {0 ≤ x ≤ 12, 2 ≤ y ≤ 12, −6 ≤ x− y ≤ 10, 2 ≤ x+ y ≤ 18}.
H = (L,P) can be seen in Figure 7.10(a). It can be seen that CP is not a tight or weakly tight
constraint system for H as not all of the constraints are saturated by a point of L, for example the
constraint 2 ≤ y is not saturated by a grid point. Now after applying Algorithm 3 to CP , we have
con(CP
′) in CP2 where
CP
′ := {0 ≤ x ≤ 12, 4 ≤ y ≤ 12, −4 ≤ x− y ≤ 8, 4 ≤ x+ y ≤ 16}.
H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is shown in Figure 7.10(b) and it can be seen that the pair (L, con(CP′))
is not a reduced product or a tight product as the constraint y ≤ 12, illustrated by the dashed
line, is not saturated by a grid-polyhedron point. If we were to apply the closure algorithm to the
weighted graph for the octagon represented by CP′ we would get a graph and from this get the
constraint system
CP
c := {0 ≤ x ≤ 12, 4 ≤ y ≤ 10, −4 ≤ x− y ≤ 8, 4 ≤ x+ y ≤ 16}.
Now the pair
(
L, con(CP
c)
)
is not even a weakly tight product as the constraint y ≤ 10 is not
saturated by a grid point.
Example 7.21 showed that Proposition 7.15 does not hold for grid-octagons even if we apply
the closure algorithm. However if we apply Algorithm 3 to H =
(
L, con(CP
c)
)
the resulting
grid-octagon is a reduced product.
Proposition 7.22 Let H = (L,P) ∈ GPn be a non-empty grid-octagon where (L,P) is a con-
straint product, P = con(CP ) where CP is a closed constraint system and L = gcon(CL) is a
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grid such that all proper congruences in CL have modulus f . Suppose that the following steps are
applied:
1. Algorithm 3 returns the constraint system CP′ when it is applied to
(
L, con(CP)
)
,
2. closure(CP′) = CP c,
3. Algorithm 3 returns the constraint system CP′′ when it is applied to
(
L, con(CP
c)
)
.
Then H =
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
and the pair
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
is a reduced product.
Proof. By Proposition 7.9, as L is rectilinear, we only need to consider the variables xi and
xj . Let CP′ be the constraint system returned after Step (1). Then H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
and(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is a weakly tight product. If
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is also a reduced product then the
result follows. Therefore suppose that H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
and
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is not a reduced
product.
Suppose that P is bounded. Then there is some vertex of P that is not a grid-octagon point.
As L is rectilinear, by Proposition 7.15, all the bds constraints intersect at grid-octagon points.
Therefore there are constraints of the form
ν =
(
〈v,x〉 ≤ d1
)
∈ CP
′ ν ′ =
(
〈v′,x〉 ≤ d2
)
∈ CP
′
such that ν and ν ′ do not intersect at a grid-octagon point. Without loss of generality we can
assume that vi = v′i, vj 6= v′j and vi = vj . Figure 7.11(a) illustrates a 2-dimensional version
of this case. Then after Step (2) has been performed we will have ν, ν ′ ∈ CP c and a constraint
νi = (vi ·xi ≤ di
)
∈ CP
c such that νi does not saturate a grid point and di = d+d
′
2 . Figure 7.11(b)
illustrates this case. Therefore, after Step (3) is applied we will have ν, ν ′ ∈ CP′′, and, as νi
did not saturate a grid point, ν ′i = (vi · xi ≤ d′i
)
∈ CP
′′ such that d′i =
d+d′−f
2 . As L is
rectilinear, by Proposition 7.15, all the bds constraints of CP′′ intersect at grid-octagon points. So
ν ′ and ν ′i intersect at a grid-octagon point. Therefore all that remains is to show that ν and ν ′i
intersect at a grid-octagon point. As (L,P) is a constraint product and P is bounded we have
(vi · xi ≡f bi) ∈ CL, (vj · xj ≡f bj) ∈ CL and
(
〈v,x〉 ≡f t
)
∈ CL. As H =
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
and
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
is a weakly tight product L ∩ con
(
{νe}
)
6= ∅, where νe =
(
〈v,x〉 = d
)
.
Therefore, as t = bi+bj , we have that d = bi+bj+s·f , where s ∈ Z. Now, asL∩con
(
{νe}
)
6= ∅,
we have that L ∩ con
(
{νe}
)
=
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣νe ∩ (vj · xj = bj + sj · f),∀sj ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(vi · xi + vj · xj = bi + bj + s · f) ∩ (vj · xj = bj + sj · f),∀sj ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(vi · xi + bj + sj · f = bi + bj + s · f),∀sj ∈ Z}
=
{
x ∈ L
∣∣(vi · xi = bi + (s− sj) · f),∀sj ∈ Z}.
Now there exists s′ ∈ Z such that vi · xi = bi + s′ · f = d′i. So ν intersects (vi · xi ≤ d′i) ∈ CP′′
at a grid-octagon point.
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Figure 7.12: Producing a reduced product grid-octagon.
If P is unbounded the result follows from above. Therefore, if Step (1), Step (2) and Step (3)
are applied, then H =
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
and the pair
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
is a reduced product. 
Let H = (L,P) ∈ GPn be the grid-octagon where (L,P) is a constraint product, P = con(CP)
is a closed constraint system and L = gcon(CL) is a rectilinear grid such that all proper con-
gruences have the same modulus f . Let CP′ be the octagonal constraint system returned by
Algorithm 3 when applied to H =
(
L, con(CP )
)
, closure(CP
′) = CP
c and CP′′ is the constraint
system returned by Algorithm 3 when applied to H =
(
L, con(CP
c)
)
. Then σ1R(L,P) = L and
σ2R(L,P) = con(CP
′′). Example 7.23 demonstrates this.
Example 7.23 Consider the grid-octagon given in Example 7.21 on Page 145, such that L =
gcon(CL) in G2, where CL := {x ≡4 0, y ≡4 0} and the octagon, P = con(CP) in CP2, where
CP := {0 ≤ x ≤ 12, 2 ≤ y ≤ 12, −6 ≤ x− y ≤ 10, 2 ≤ x+ y ≤ 18}.
H = (L,P) can be seen in Figure 7.12(a). Recall that closure(CP′) = CP c where
CP
c := {0 ≤ x ≤ 12, 4 ≤ y ≤ 10, −4 ≤ x− y ≤ 8, 4 ≤ x+ y ≤ 16}.
Now after applying Algorithm 3 to H = (L, con(CP c)), we get the constraint system
CP
′′ := {0 ≤ x ≤ 12, 4 ≤ y ≤ 8, −4 ≤ x− y ≤ 8, 4 ≤ x+ y ≤ 16}.
H =
(
L, con(CP
′′)
)
is shown in Figure 7.12(b) and it can be seen that the pair (L, con(CP ′′)) is
a reduced product.
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Figure 7.13: Algorithm 3 does not always produce a reduced product ogrid-octagon.
7.4.1 Ogrid-Octagons
Let us now consider the ogrid-octagon domain which is a subset of the grid-octagon domain and
whose elements are the product of an octagonal grid and an octagon.
Definition 7.24 (Ogrid-Octagon.) Let P = con(CP) be an octagon in CPn and L = gcon(CL)
an octagonal grid inGn. Then we say that H = (L,P) := L∩P is an ogrid-octagon. The ogrid-
octagon domain is a subset of GPn and is the set of all octagonal grid-octagons in Rn ordered by
the set inclusion relation.
Note that ∅ and Rn are ogrid-octagons and therefore are the bottom and top elements of the
subset respectively. The result of Proposition 7.22 holds for an ogrid-octagon H = (L,P) if L =
gcon(CL) is rectilinear and all proper congruences of CL have modulus f . Unlike the rectilinear
grid-box, if Algorithm 3 is applied to an ogrid-octagon H =
(
L, con(CP)
)
and returns CP′, then,
H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
but the pair
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is not always a reduced product. Example 7.25
demonstrates this.
Example 7.25 Consider the octagonal grid, L = gcon(CL) in G2, where
CL := {x ≡4 0, y ≡2 0, x− y ≡6 0, x+ y ≡2 0}
and the octagon, P = con(CP) in CP2, where
CP := {2 ≤ x ≤ 10, 0 ≤ y ≤ 6, −2 ≤ x− y ≤ 6, 6 ≤ x+ y ≤ 16}.
H = (L,P) can be seen in Figure 7.13(a). It can be seen that CP is not a tight or weakly tight
constraint system for H as not all of the constraints are saturated by a point of L, for example the
constraint 2 ≤ x is not saturated by a grid point. Now after applying Algorithm 3 to CP , we have
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con(CP
′) in CP2 where
CP
′ := {4 ≤ x ≤ 8, 0 ≤ y ≤ 6, 0 ≤ x− y ≤ 6, 6 ≤ x+ y ≤ 16}.
H =
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is shown in Figure 7.13(b) and it can be seen that the pair (L, con(CP′))
is not a reduced product. The pair
(
L, con(CP
′)
)
is not even a tight product as it can be seen
in Figure 7.13(b) that the constraint y ≤ 6, illustrated by the dashed line, is not saturated by an
ogrid-octagon point.
7.5 Operations
If H1 and H2 are weakly relational grid-polyhedra then as shown in Sections 7.2 to 7.4, with
certain restrictions to the grid, we can produce grid-polyhedra pairs which are reduced products.
Therefore since we now have a minimal form for both the grid and polyhedra components, if the
grid-polyhedra pairs are reduced products we can easily test if H1 ⊆ H2 or H1 = H2. Also
if we have a tight or reduced product we will also know for certain if a weakly relational grid-
polyhedron is empty or not.
Finally ifH1 and H2 are any of the weakly relational grid-polyhedra described in this chapter
then, as with the grid-polyhedron case, intersection and difference do not preserve the the reduced
product reduction, but the join, affine image and affine pre-image operations do.
7.6 Applications
In this section we discuss applications for the domain of grid-polyhedra and all the sub-domains
considered in this chapter.
In [18, 79] an analyser is introduced to detect errors in C programs. They are concerned with
checking if arrays are accessed out of bounds and if pointers or variables are accessed without
being initialised. The C Global Surveyor (CGS) can either switch between the weakly relational
domain of bds and intervals or store the product. It is noted in [18] that future work should include
the use of more powerful domains such as the domain of convex polyhedra as this would yield
more precise results. Also [33] consider using abstract interpretation to identify buffer overruns
in C programs. Here they do use the domain of convex polyhedra to establish the bounds within
which the pointer should remain. In [16], Balakrishnan and Reps investigate whether executables
such as web-plugins contain or perform harmful operations. Unlike [33], they consider combining
pointer analysis and numerical analysis to detect errors in executable programs. They do this by
combining an integer interval with an integer rectilinear grid to get a single hybrid object called
a reduced interval congruence (RIC). The RIC enables the alignment and stride information to
be gathered. The RIC is also considered in [17, 20]. Chouchane et al. consider RICs in the
analysis of stack-based operations and in [17], Berstel and Leconte use the RIC in the analysis
of programs for Business Rules Management Systems (BRMS). These systems allow businesses
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to automate the decisions they make, thus as their marketplace changes the rules system must
be updated effectively and error free to enable the business to compete. Therefore the partially
reduced grid-polyhedron domain and its sub-domains would also be applicable to all of these
problems mentioned.
Following on from [19], Ermedahl et al. [34] also estimate the worst case execution time of
a program given a specific system. In order to approximate the WCET the upper bound on the
number of loop iterations must be known, this is achieved by slicing the program into subsets
using the dependency graph and then the values a variable can take are approximated by a rec-
tilinear integer grid-box. Although not yet studied, it is noted in [34], that a domain such as the
grid-polyhedra or one of its weakly relational sub-domains could be used to “allow the size of the
abstract states used for loop bound analysis to be minimised”, hence more types of loop could be
studied.
Separately in [63,64] and [37] the authors show that integer rectilinear grid-intervals could be
used for the analysis of programs. They were concerned with parallelising compilers, specifically
data dependence analysis or array reference analysis. That is, to be able to partition a program so
that its tasks are performed on separate processors it must be know which elements of an array
are referenced and check that two tasks do not try to access the same variable. It was shown in
Section 5.5 that the domain of relational grids could be used for this type of analysis. Therefore
the domain of grid-polyhedra and its sub-domains could also be used in this way.
7.7 Related Work
In [37, Section 6], Granger considers the reduced product of an integer rectilinear grid-interval
and gives a reduction operator which is equivalent to our own. Ermedahl et al. [34] also consider
the product of an integer rectilinear grid with an integer interval and we assume that they also use
this reduction (although it is not stated) as this work and previous [19] builds on that of the early
Granger work [37]. In [51], Mine´ considers the reduced product domain and states that products
of weakly relational base domains could be considered provided they satisfy the acceptable base
hypothesis. An example of the reduction operation is given for the grid-interval case which is
equivalent to our own for grid-boxes however it is stated in [51] and shown in [53] that the
grid-interval domain does not satisfy the acceptable base hypothesis for intersection, that is, the
grid-interval domain does not satisfy the condition
n⋂
i=1
(Li,Pi) = ∅⇒ ∃i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (Li,Pi) ∩ (Lj ,Pj) = ∅.
An alternative to considering a product of a rectilinear grid with an interval is to merge the
two into one hybrid domain which is considered in several papers. In [64] the authors consider
extending the interval domain over R by assimilating it with a single non-relational congruence,
the result is called the modulo interval, and written [a, b]m(t) where m is the modulus and t is
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Polyhedron Type
Any Octagon BDS Box
Any Grid Proposition 6.23 Proposition 6.23 Proposition 6.23 Proposition 6.23
O
(
n2µ
)
O
(
n4
)
O
(
n4
)
O
(
n3
)
Ogrid Proposition 6.23 Proposition 6.23 Proposition 6.23 Proposition 6.23
O
(
n2µ
)
O
(
n4
)
O
(
n4
)
O
(
n3
)
BDG Proposition 6.23 Proposition 6.23 Proposition 6.23 Proposition 6.23
O
(
n2µ
)
O
(
n4
)
O
(
n4
)
O
(
n3
)
Rectilinear Proposition 6.23 Proposition 6.23 Proposition 6.23 Proposition 6.23
Grid O
(
nµ
)
O
(
n2
)
O
(
n2
)
O
(
n
)
Table 7.1: Weakly tight polynomial algorithms and complexities.
Polyhedron Type
Any Octagon BDS Box
Rectilinear Proposition 7.12 Corollary 7.4
Grid O
(
n2
)
O
(
n
)
Table 7.2: Tight product polynomial algorithms and complexities.
the inhomogeneous term. The modulo interval extends the normal interval domain and includes
both set operations and arithmetic operations. However the intersection operation is only con-
sidered for two intervals with the same modulus. This was then improved on in [63] where the
intersection considers intervals with different modulus. It is noted in both papers that a modulo
interval [a, b]m(t) is normalised (a reduced product) if a ≡m t, b ≡m t and 0 ≤ t < m al-
though exactly how to calculate the normalised modulo interval is not shown. Balakrishnan and
Reps [16] consider the reduced interval congruence (RIC) which is a fusion of integer intervals
and grids. An RIC is given by a tuple (m,a, b, t) which stands for the set
{
x ≡m t|x ∈ [a, b]
}
.
The RIC is assumed to be in minimal form but the description of how to do this is not given.
Reps et al. [73] have also defined the k-bit strided interval, a triple m[a, b] which represents the
set
{
x ∈ [−2k, 2k − 1]|a ≤ x ≤ b, x ≡m a
}
. A strided interval is said to be reduced if b ≡m a
and descriptions of how to compute the addition, subtraction, bitwise and, bitwise or and bitwise
negation of strided intervals are given.
7.8 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced the grid-box domain, grid-bds domain, bounded difference grid
shape domain, grid-octagon domain and the ogrid-octagon domain. For each of these five do-
mains we showed that using procedures involving the weakly tight algorithm, Algorithm 3, and
the closure algorithm under what circumstances we could produce a tight or reduced product
rather than weakly tight product. Specifically for the grid-box domain we showed that if the grid
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Polyhedron Type
Any Octagon BDS Box
Rectilinear Proposition 7.22 Proposition 7.15 Corollary 7.4
Grid O
(
n2
)
O
(
n2
)
O
(
n
)
Table 7.3: Reduced product polynomial algorithms and complexities.
is rectilinear we can produce a reduced product grid-box with complexity O
(
n
)
. For a grid-bds
or bdgs we showed in some circumstances we can produce tight and reduced products with com-
plexity O
(
n2
)
and for a grid-octagon or ogrid-octagon we showed in some circumstances we can
produce a reduced product with complexity O
(
n2
)
. Table 7.1 shows for which combinations of
grid and polyhedron we can produce a weakly tight product, Table 7.2 shows for which combi-
nations of grid and polyhedron we can produce a tight product and Table 7.3 shows for which
combinations of grid and polyhedron we can produce a reduced product. All three tables also
show where the procedure to compute this product is given and what the complexity would be to
compute it. Also from these reduced product cases we showed that we now have an exact test for
emptiness and comparison.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis we have presented the domain of Grids. A domain which interprets distribution
information about a program or system. We have shown that a grid may be represented by either
a set of congruences or a set of generators. For the grid domain we have specified and provided
algorithms that minimise the representation of a grid (showing either we can minimise the cardi-
nality of the set or we can create a strong minimal form), convert between representations, create
a homogeneous form, perform comparison, test for equality, perform intersection, affine image
and pre-image, and widening for both representation. We have also specified and provided algo-
rithms for performing join, difference and covering box which have not been given in previous
works [38, 39, 71, 72]. Also for all of these operations we have shown that we achieve com-
plexities better than or equal to previous proposals [38, 39, 61, 62, 71, 72]. In Chapter 5 we have
defined two weakly relational grid domains. The bounded difference grid domain is based on the
zone-congruence domain by Mine´ [51, 53] and the octagonal grid is an extension of the zone-
congruence domain which encodes information in the way that the octagon domain does [54].
The second topic of the thesis investigates the Grid-Polyhedron domain and many of its sub-
domains. We introduced the partially reduced product of two geometric domains which allows for
a range of interaction between the two components. For this product we specified six reduction
operators, namely the direct, reduced, smash, constraint, weakly tight and tight products. For
the grid-polyhedron domain we provided operations and algorithms that produce a weakly tight
constraint system and test for emptiness, as well providing a complete set of abstract operations.
We then introduced the domains grid-box, grid-bds, bdgs, grid-octagon and ogrid-octagon. For
each of these domains we showed under what circumstances the weakly tight algorithm will
produce tight or reduced products rather than weakly tight products and that this algorithm has
a polynomial complexity, see Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3. Specifically, if the grid was rectilinear,
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we showed for the grid-box domain that we can produce a reduced product. For a grid-bds or
bdgs we showed with restrictions to the grid congruence representation we can produce tight and
reduced products and for a grid-octagon or ogrid-octagon we showed with restrictions to the grid
congruence representation we can produce a reduced product. Also from these reduced product
cases we showed we now have an exact test for emptiness and comparison.
8.1 Future Work
If we had more time we would like to further explore the grid-bds and grid-octagon domains as
these domains ensure that any operations can have polynomial complexity. Also we would like to
consider other weakly relational grid-polyhedron domains such as a grid-tvpi domain as, in theory,
this domain would also ensure that any operations would have polynomial complexity. We have
shown that under certain circumstances Algorithm 3, the weakly tight reduction, can produce
tight and even reduced products and we believe it is likely that there could be other circumstances
for which that is true. We would also like to investigate whether or not it is possible to specify
a targeted reduction algorithm for each of the domains so that we can achieve a tight or reduced
product in all circumstances.
Also if we had more time we would also like to investigate, for each domain, whether Algo-
rithm 3 could be modified in any way to improve the test for emptiness or more importantly find
a point within a grid-polyhedron.
Finally we are interested to know whether is is possible to derive an algorithm for reduc-
tion which uses either the grid generator description or the polyhedron generator description as
our current algorithm assumes that they must be represented by the congruence and constraint
representations respectively.
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Abstract. This paper explores the abstract domain of grids, a domain
that is able to represent sets of equally spaced points and hyperplanes
over an n-dimensional vector space. Such a domain is useful for the static
analysis of the patterns of distribution of the values program variables
can take. We present the domain, its representation and the basic oper-
ations on grids necessary to define the abstract semantics. We show how
the definition of the domain and its operations exploit well-known tech-
niques from linear algebra as well as a dual representation that allows,
among other things, for a concise and efficient implementation.
1 Introduction
We distinguish between two kinds of numerical information about the values
program variables can take: outer limits (or bounds within which the values must
lie) and the pattern of distribution of these values. Both kinds of information
have important applications: in the field of automatic program verification, limit
information is crucial to ensure that array accesses are within bounds, while
distribution information is what is required to ensure that external memory
accesses obey the alignment restriction imposed by the host architecture. In
the field of program optimization, limit information can be used to compile
out various kinds of run-time tests, whereas distribution information enables
several transformations for efficient parallel execution as well as optimizations
that enhance cache behavior.
Both limit and distribution information often come in a relational form; for
instance, the outer limits or the pattern of possible values of one variable may
depend on the values of one or more other variables. Domains that can capture re-
lational information are generally much more complex than domains that do not
have this capability; in exchange they usually offer significantly more precision,
often important for the overall performance of the client application. Relational
⋆ This work has been partly supported by EPSRC project EP/C520726/1 “Numerical
Domains for Software Analysis,” by MIUR project “AIDA — Abstract Interpreta-
tion: Design and Applications,” and by a Royal Society (ESEP) award.
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Fig. 1. Congruence and generator systems representing two grids in R2
limit information can be captured, among other possibilities, by means of poly-
hedral domains, that is, domains that represent regions of some n-dimensional
vector space bounded by a finite set of hyperplanes [10]. Although polyhedral do-
mains such as the domain of convex polyhedra have been thoroughly researched
and are widely used, relational domains for representing the (linear) distribu-
tion of numerical values have been less well researched. Moreover, as far as we
know and at the time of writing, there is no available implementation providing
all the basic operations needed by a relational abstract domain for distribution
information. This is in spite of the fact that previous research has shown that a
knowledge about the (discrete) distribution of numerical information, especially
when combined with that of the limit information, can significantly improve the
quality of the analysis results [1].
This paper closes this gap by providing a complete account of the relational
domain of grids ; a domain for capturing numerical distribution information. It
includes a detailed survey of previous work in this area; gives two representations
for the domain; outlines how these can be reduced and also how to convert
between them; and shows how this double description directly supports methods
for comparing, joining and intersecting elements of this domain. The paper also
outlines affine image and preimage operations and two new widenings for grids.
Grids in a Nutshell. Figure 1 illustrates two ways of describing a grid; either
by means of a finite set of congruence relations that all grid points must satisfy
(given by dashed lines) or by means of a finite set of generating vectors used for
constructing the grid points and lines (given by filled squares and thick lines).
The squares in Figure 1(a) illustrate a grid L indicating possible values of
integer variables x and y resulting from executing the program fragment in
Figure 2 for any value of m. The congruence relations x = 0 (mod 2) and x +
2y = 2 (mod 4) are represented by the vertical dashed lines and sloping lines,
respectively. The set of congruence relations C =
{
x = 0 (mod 2), x + 2y = 2
(mod 4)
}
, called a congruence system, is said to describe L. The filled squares
mark the points p1 = ( 20 ) , p2 = (
6
0 ) and p3 = (
4
1 ) while all the squares (both
filled and unfilled) mark points v = π1p1 + π2p2 + π3p3, where π1, π2, π3 ∈ Z
2
and π1 + π2 + π3 = 1. The set of points P = {p1,p2,p3} is said to generate
L. Some of these generating points can be replaced by parameters that give the
gradient and distance between neighboring points. Specifically, by subtracting
the point p1 from each of the other two generating points p2 and p3, we obtain
the parameters q2 = ( 40 ) and q3 = (
2
1 ) for L that are marked by the thick lines
between points p1 and p2 and points p1 and p3, respectively. It follows that each
point v ∈ L can be written as v = p1 + π2q2 + π3q3 for some π2, π3 ∈ Z.
The dashed line in Figure 1(b) illustrates
x := 2; y := 0; (P1)
for i := 1 to m (P2)
if ... then
x := x + 4 (P3)
else
x := x + 2;
y := y + 1 (P4)
endif (P5)
endfor
Fig. 2. Fragment based on an
example in [10]
the grid L′ defining the line x = y + 1 and
marks the vectors of values of the real vari-
ables x and y after an assignment x := y + 1,
assuming that nothing is known about the
value of y. As equalities are congruences mod-
ulo 0, the set C′ = {x−y = 1} is also called a
congruence system and describes L′. Observe
that the grid L′ consists of all points that can
be obtained as λℓ+ p′, for any λ ∈ R, where
ℓ = ( 11 ) and p
′ = ( 10 ) ; the vector ℓ, called
a line, defines a gradient and the vector p′ is
a generating point marking a position for the
line (illustrated in Figure 1(b) by the thick
line and the filled square, respectively).
From what we have just seen, any grid can be represented both by a congru-
ence system and by a generator system. The latter may consist of three compo-
nents: a set of lines, a set of parameters and a set of points. For instance, the
triples G1 =
(
∅,∅, P
)
and G2 =
(
∅, {q2, q3}, {p1}
)
are both generator systems
for L while the triple G′ =
(
{ℓ},∅, {p′}
)
is a generator system for L′.
Contributions. The paper provides an account of the relational domain of
grids, fully implemented within the Parma Polyhedra Library [2, 4]. In this sec-
tion we provide the first comprehensive survey of the main research threads
concerning these and similar domains. The other contributions are given below.
Minimizing representations. Assuming the grid is represented by a congruence
and generator system in an n-dimensional vector space consisting of m congru-
ences or generators, then we outline algorithms for minimizing the representation
(based on the Hermite normal form algorithm [29]) that have worst-case com-
plexity O
(
n2m
)
. Note that previous proposals for minimization such as those
in [14, 23] have worse complexity bounds (see below).
Converting representations. The congruence and generator representations de-
scribed informally above form the two components of a double description method
for the grid domain very similar to that for convex polyhedra [20]. For a double
description method, conversion algorithms between the two systems are needed;
we show how conversion can be implemented using any matrix inversion al-
gorithm, inheriting the corresponding worst-case complexity. For instance, the
3
complexity is O
(
n3
)
when adopting the standard Gaussian elimination method;
since matrix inversion has the same worst-case complexity as matrix multipli-
cation, better theoretical complexity bounds apply [5]. Previous proposals for
congruence to generator conversion have complexity no better than O
(
n4
)
[15].
Grid operations. For static analysis, it is useful to provide all the set-theoretic
lattice operations for grids (assuming the usual subset ordering) such as compar-
ison, join and meet. We show that these operations are straightforward given the
availability of the appropriate representation(s) in minimal form; and hence show
that some have complexities strictly better than that of previous proposals [14].
We also describe a grid difference operator which is new to this paper.
Affine transformation operators. Affine image and preimage operators can be
used to capture the effect of assignment statements in a program when the ex-
pression is linear although, as noted by Mu¨ller-Olm and Seidl in [21], analyses
that use affine spaces for approximating the semantics of procedures are not suf-
ficiently precise to detect all valid affine relations for programs with procedures.
Here we specify, for the domain of grids, the affine image and preimage operators
for a single update where only one dimension is modified.
Widenings. It was observed by Granger [15], that, if the grid generators can
be in the rationals, then the grid domain does not satisfy the ascending chain
condition; so, to guarantee termination of the analysis, a widening operation
is required. In [15, Proposition 10], a widening is given for non-relational grids
that returns a line parallel to an axis whenever the modulus for that dimension
changes. It is then proposed that a generalized form of this could be used as a
widening for relational grids; however, exactly how this is to be done is unclear.
In this paper, we define two possible generalizations which come with simple
syntactic checks that have efficient implementations.
Related Work. In [12], Granger shows how a static analysis can usefully em-
ploy a simple non-relational grid domain (that is a grid described by congruences
of the form x = c (mod f) where c and f are integers) and that this domain
can obtain more precise information for applications such as automatic vector-
ization. Larsen et al. [17] also developed a static analyzer over a non-relational
grid domain specifically designed to detect when dynamic memory addresses are
congruent with respect to a given modulus; they show that, this information
helps in the construction of a comprehensive set of program transformations for
saving energy on low-power architectures and improving performance on multi-
media processors. We note that these applications should carry over to the more
complex domain considered here. In addition, Mine´ has shown how to construct,
from the non-relational congruence domain in [12], a zone-congruence domain
(that is, a domain that only allows weakly relational congruences that have the
form x− y = a (mod b) where a and b are rationals) [19].
Concerning fully relational domains, note that the use of a domain of linear
equality relations for program analysis had already been studied by Karr [16].
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In [14], Granger generalized this to provide a domain of linear congruence re-
lations on an integral domain, i.e., a domain generated by integral vectors in
n-dimensions; and then, in [13, 15], generalizes the results to the full grid do-
main. In [13–15], domain elements are represented by congruence and generator
systems similar to the ones defined here. Standard algorithms for solving linear
equations are used in converting from generator to congruence systems; however,
a more complex O
(
n4
)
algorithm is provided for converting from congruence to
generator systems. Assuming the number of generators is n + 1, the algorithm
for minimizing the generator system has complexity O
(
n3 log2 n
)
. Operators for
comparing grids and computing the greatest lower and least upper bounds are
also described. In particular, the join operation defined in [14] has complexity
O
(
n4 log2 n
)
, since the generators of one grid are added, one at a time, to the
generators of the other; after each addition the minimization algorithm is ap-
plied to compute a new linearly independent set. The grid meet operation which
also minimizes the addition of one congruence at a time has complexity O
(
n4
)
.
The problem of how best to apply the grid domain in a program analyzer,
has been studied by Mu¨ller-Olm and Seidl in [23] also building on the work of
Karr [16]. Here, the prime focus is for the design of an interprocedural analysis
for programs containing assignment statements and procedure calls. The algo-
rithm has three stages: first, for each program point, a matrix M containing a
(minimized) set of generators (i.e., vectors of values that hold at that point) is
found; secondly, the determinant f of M is computed; thirdly, a congruence sys-
tem with modulo f that satisfies all the vectors in M is determined. Stage one
is similar to that proposed by Granger [14] for minimizing a set of generators.
Stages two and three differ from the conversion in [14] in that the modulus f is
computed separately and used to reduce the sizes of the coordinates. Note that
the framework described in [23] subsumes previous works by the same authors.
Following an independent stream of research, Ancourt [1] considered the
domain of Z-polyhedra; that is a domain of integral lattices intersected with
the domain of convex polyhedra (see also [24–26]). We are primarily interested
here in the “integral lattices” component which may be seen as a subdomain of
the domain of grids where the grid is full dimensional and all the grid points
are integral vectors. The representation of these integral lattices is a special case
of our generator representation where, for n dimensions, there must be exactly
one point and n linearly independent parameters, all of which must be integral.
There is no support for a congruence representation.
All the operations on Z-polyhedra (and therefore the lattices) require canonic
representations; hence Quinton et al. [25, 26] define a canonical form for these
lattices with a method for its computation. We note that the algorithm for
computing the canonic form has complexity O
(
n4
)
, where n is the number of
dimensions of the vector space. Other operations provided are those of lattice
intersection, affine image and affine preimage. As there is no congruence repre-
sentation, the intersection of two lattices is computed directly from the generator
representations [1]; a refined version of this method is provided in [25] which we
note that, as for computing the canonic form, has complexity O
(
n4
)
. The opera-
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tions of grid join and grid difference (as defined here) are not considered; instead
the union operator takes two lattices L1 and L2 and returns the set {L1,L2} un-
less one (say L1) is contained in the other, in which case they return the larger,
L2. Similarly the difference operation returns a set of lattices representing the
set difference L1 \ L2. The domain of integral lattices has been implemented in
PolyLib [18] following the approach in [25, 26]. This means that only the genera-
tor representation is supported and some operations return sets of lattices while
others manipulate and simplify these sets.
The homogeneous form of a representation given in Section 4, is required
by the conversion algorithm. This form is not new to this paper; in fact several
researchers have observed this. For instance, Granger [14] describes a map from a
linear congruence system in n variables to a homogeneous one in n+1 variables;
Nookala and Risset [24] explain that the PolyLib [18] adds a dimension to make
the (generator) representation homogeneous; while Mu¨ller-Olm and Seidl [23]
consider extended states where vectors have an extra 0’th component.
Plan of the Paper. Preliminary concepts and notation are given in Section 2.
Section 3 introduces a grid together with its congruence and generator repre-
sentations while Section 4 provides the main algorithms needed to support the
double description. Section 5 introduces grid widening and the paper concludes
in Section 6. A long version of the paper containing all proofs is available at
http://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/hill/Papers/papers.html.
2 Preliminaries
The cardinality of a set S is denoted by #S. The set of integers is denoted by
Z, rationals by Q and reals by R. The complexities will assume a unit cost for
every arithmetic operation.
Matrices and Vectors. If H is a matrix in Rn×m, the transposition of H is
denoted by HT ∈ Rm×n. A vector v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ Rn is also regarded as a
matrix in Rn×1. The scalar product of vectors v and w ∈ Rn, denoted by 〈v,w〉,
is the real number vTw =
∑n
i=1 viwi. The vector ei ∈ R
n has 1 in the i-th
position and 0 in every other position. We let
piv<(v) :=
{
0 if v = 0
max{i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, vi 6= 0} if v 6= 0
piv>(v) :=
{
n+ 1 if v = 0
min{i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, vi 6= 0} if v 6= 0.
We write v ⇑ v′, if piv<(v) = piv<(v
′) = k and either k = 0 or vk = v
′
k and
v ⇓ v′, if piv>(v) = piv>(v
′) = k and either k = n+ 1 or vk = v
′
k.
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Integer Combinations. The set S = {v1, . . . ,vk} ⊆ Rn is affinely independent
if, for all λ ∈ Rk, λ = 0 is the only solution of
{∑k
i=1 λivi = 0,
∑k
i=1 λi = 0
}
.
For all λ ∈ Rk, the vector v =
∑k
j=1 λjvj is said to be a linear combination
of S. This combination is affine, if
∑k
j=1 λj = 1; and integral, if λ ∈ Z
k. The
set of all linear (resp., affine, integral, integral and affine) combinations of S is
denoted by linear.hull (resp., affine.hull(S), int.hull(S), int.affine.hull(S)).
Congruences and Congruence Relations. For any a, b, f ∈ R, a ≡f b
denotes the congruence ∃µ ∈ Z . a − b = µf . Let S ∈ {Q,R}. For each vector
a ∈ Sn and scalars b, f ∈ S, the notation 〈a,x〉 ≡f b stands for the linear
congruence relation in Sn defined by the set
{
v ∈ Rn
∣∣ ∃µ ∈ Z . 〈a,v〉 = b+µf };
when f 6= 0, the relation is said to be proper ; 〈a,x〉 ≡0 b denotes the equality
〈a,x〉 = b. Thus, provided a 6= 0, the relation 〈a,x〉 ≡f b defines the set of affine
hyperplanes
{ (
〈a,x〉 = b + µf
) ∣∣ µ ∈ Z}; when a = 0, we assume that b 6= 0;
if b ≡f 0, 〈0,x〉 ≡f b defines the universe Rn and the empty set, otherwise.
Any vector that satisfies 〈a,x〉 = b + µf for some µ ∈ Z is said to satisfy
the relation 〈a,x〉 ≡f b. Congruence relations in Sn, such as 〈a,x〉 ≡1 b and
〈2a,x〉 ≡2 2b, defining the same hyperplanes are considered equivalent.
The pivot notation for vectors is extended to congruences: if β =
(
〈a,x〉 ≡f
a0
)
then piv<(β) := piv<(a); if γ =
(
〈c,x〉 ≡g c0
)
and ga ⇑ fc, then we write
β ⇑ γ; so that β and γ are either both equalities or both proper congruences.
3 The Grid Domain
Here we introduce grids and their representation. Note that the use of the word
‘grid’ here is to avoid confusion with the meaning of ‘lattice’ (used previously
for elements similar to a grid) in its set-theoretic context (particularly relevant
when working in abstract interpretation).
Grids and the Congruence Representation. A congruence system in Qn
is a finite set of congruence relations C in Qn. As we do not distinguish be-
tween syntactically different congruences defining the same set of vectors, we
can assume that all proper congruences in C have modulus 1.
Definition 1. Let C be a congruence system in Rn. If L is the set of vectors in
Rn that satisfy all the congruences in C, we say that L is a grid described by
a congruence system C in Qn. We also say that C is a congruence system for L
and write L = gcon(C). If gcon(C) = ∅, then we say that C is inconsistent.
The grid domain Gn is the set of all grids in Rn ordered by the set inclusion
relation, so that ∅ and Rn are the bottom and top elements of Gn respectively.
The vector space Rn is called the universe grid. In set theoretical terms, Gn
is a lattice under set inclusion. Many algorithms given here will require the
congruence systems not only to have minimal cardinality but also such that the
coefficients of (a permutation of) the congruences can form a triangular matrix.
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Definition 2. Suppose C is a congruence system in Qn. Then we say that C is
in minimal form if either C = {〈0,x〉 ≡0 1} or C is consistent and, for each
congruence β =
(
〈a,x〉 ≡f b
)
∈ C, the following hold:
1. if piv<(β) = k, then k > 0 and ak > 0;
2. for all β′ ∈ C \ {β}, piv<(β
′) 6= piv<(β).
Proposition 1. Let C be a congruence system in Qn and m = # C. Then there
exists an algorithm for finding a congruence system C′ in minimal form with
worst-case complexity O
(
n2m
)
such that gcon(C) = gcon(C′).
Note that the algorithm mentioned in Proposition 1, is based on the Hermite
normal form algorithm; details about the actual algorithm are given in the proof.
Note also, that when m < n, the complexity of this algorithm is just O
(
m2n
)
.
The Generator Representation. Let L be a grid in Gn. Then
– a vector p ∈ L is called a point of L;
– a vector q ∈ Rn \ {0} is called a parameter of L if L 6= ∅ and p + µq ∈ L,
for all points p ∈ L and all µ ∈ Z;
– a vector ℓ ∈ Rn \ {0} is called a line of L if L 6= ∅ and p + λℓ ∈ L, for all
points p ∈ L and all λ ∈ R.
If L, Q and P are finite sets of vecors in Rn and
L := linear.hull(L) + int.hull(Q) + int.affine.hull(P )
where the symbol ‘+’ denotes the Minkowski’s sum,3 then L ∈ Gn is a grid
(see [29, Section 4.4] and also Proposition 7). The 3-tuple (L,Q, P ), where L,
Q and P denote sets of lines, parameters and points, respectively, is said to
be a generator system in Qn for L and we write L = ggen
(
(L,Q, P )
)
. Note
that, for any grid L in Gn, there is a generator system (L,Q, P ) in Qn for L
(see again [29, Section 4.4] and also Proposition 6). Note also that the grid
L = ggen
(
(L,Q, P )
)
= ∅ if and only if the set of points P = ∅. If P 6= ∅, then
L = ggen
(
(L,∅, Qp ∪ P )
)
where, for some p ∈ P , Qp = {p+ q ∈ Rn | q ∈ Q }.
As for congruence systems, for many procedures in the implementation, it is
useful if the generator systems have a minimal number of elements.
Definition 3. Suppose G = (L,Q, P ) is a generator system in Qn. Then we say
that G is in minimal form if either L = Q = P = ∅ or #P = 1 and, for each
generator v ∈ L ∪Q, the following hold:
1. if piv>(v) = k, then vk > 0;
2. for all v′ ∈ (L ∪Q) \ {v}, piv>(v
′) 6= piv>(v).
Proposition 2. Let G = (L,Q, P ) be a generator system in Qn and m = #L+
#Q+#P . Then there exists an algorithm for finding a generator system G′ in
minimal form with worst-case complexity O
(
n2m
)
such that ggen(G′) = ggen(G).
As for Proposition 1, the algorithm mentioned in Proposition 2 is based on the
Hermite normal form algorithm. Note also that, when m < n, the complexity of
this algorithm is again just O
(
m2n
)
.
3 This is defined, for each S, T ⊆ Rn, by S + T := { s + t ∈ Rn | s ∈ S, t ∈ T }.
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Double Description. We have shown that any grid L can be described by
using a congruence system C and also generated by a generator system G. For
the same reasons as for the polyhedral domain, it is useful to represent the grid
L by the double description (C,G). Just as for the double description method
for convex polyhedra, in order to maintain and exploit such a view of a grid, an
implementation must include algorithms for converting a representation of one
kind into a representation of the other kind and for minimizing both represen-
tations. Note that having easy access to both representations is assumed in the
implementation of many grid operators including those described here.
Suppose we have a double description
(
C,G
)
of a grid L ∈ Gn, where both C
and G are in minimal form. Then, it follows from the definition of minimal form
that # C ≤ n+ 1 and #L+#Q ≤ n. In fact, we have a stronger result.
Proposition 3. Let (C,G) be a double description where both C and G are in
minimal form. Letting C = E∪F , where E and F are sets of equalities and proper
congruences, respectively, and G = (L,Q, P ), then #F = #Q = n−#L−# E .
Example 1. Consider the grids L and L′ in Figure 1. The congruence systems
C and C′ are in minimal form and the generator systems G2 and G
′ are also in
minimal form; however, G1 is not in minimal form as it contains more than one
point. Furthermore, for i = 1, 2, the pairs (C,Gi) are double descriptions for L
while (C′,G′) is a double description for L′.
Comparing Grids. For any pair of grids L1 = ggen
(
(L,Q, P )
)
, L2 = gcon(C)
in Gn, we can decide whether L1 ⊆ L2 by checking if every generator in (L,Q, P )
satisfies every congruence in C. Note that a parameter or line v satisfies a con-
gruence 〈a,x〉 ≡f b if 〈a,v〉 ≡f 0. Therefore, assuming the systems C and G are
already in minimal form, the complexity of comparison is O
(
n3
)
.
Given that it is known that one grid is a subset of another, there are quicker
tests for checking equality - the following definition is used in their specification.
Definition 4. Let C1, C2 be congruence systems in minimal form. Then C1, C2
are said to be pivot equivalent if, for each i, j ∈ {1, 2} where i 6= j, for each
β ∈ Ci, there exists γ ∈ Cj such that β ⇑ γ.
Let G1 =
(
L1, Q1, {p1}
)
and G2 =
(
L2, Q2, {p2}
)
be generator systems in
minimal form. Then G1,G2 are said to be pivot equivalent if, for each i, j ∈ {1, 2}
where i 6= j: for each qi ∈ Qi, there exists qj ∈ Qj such that qi ⇓ qj; and, for
each ℓi ∈ Li, there exists ℓj ∈ Lj such that piv>(ℓi) = piv>(ℓj).
Proposition 4. Let L1 = gcon(C1) = ggen(G1) and L2 = gcon(C2) = ggen(G2)
be non-empty grids in Gn such that L1 ⊆ L2. If C1 and C2 are pivot equivalent
congruence systems in minimal form or G1 and G2 are pivot equivalent generator
systems in minimal form, then L1 = L2.
It follows from Proposition 4, that provided L1 ⊆ L2 and L1 and L2 have
both their generator or congruence systems already in minimal form, then the
complexity of checking if L1 = L2 is just O
(
n
)
. Moreover, if it is found that
one pair of corresponding pivot elements of the congruence or generator systems
differ, then we can immediately deduce that the grids they describe also differ.
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Intersection and Grid Join. For grids L1,L2 ∈ Gn, the intersection of L1 and
L2, defined as the set intersection L1∩L2, is the largest grid included in both L1
and L2; similarly, the grid join of L1 and L2, denoted by L1 ⊕ L2, is the smallest
grid that includes both L1 and L2. In theoretical terms, the intersection and grid
join operators are the binarymeet and join operators on the lattice Gn. They can
easily be computed; if L1 = gcon(C1) = ggen(G1) and L2 = gcon(C2) = ggen(G2),
then L1 ∩ L2 = gcon(C1 ∪ C2) and L1 ⊕ L2 = ggen(G1 ∪ G2).
In practice, the cost of computing the grid intersection and join depends on a
number of factors: if generator systems G1 and G2 for L1 and L2 are known, then
the complexity of computing L1 ⊕ L2 is linear in either #G1 or #G2; if, however,
only congruence systems C1 and C2 for L1 and L2 (not necessarily in minimal
form) are known, then the complexity is that of minimizing and converting
them which is, at worst, O
(
n2 max(# C1,# C2, n)
)
. A similar argument applies
to the complexities of the meet operation. However, the above operations are
not directly comparable with the meet and join operations given in [14]. For
such a comparison, for instance for the join operation, we assume that generator
systems for L1 and L2 in minimal form are available (i.e., each with at most
n+1 generators) and the operation returns a generator system in minimal form
for L1 ⊕ L2. Then the complexity is O
(
n3
)
, the complexity of minimizing a
generator system with at most 2n + 2 generators, which is strictly better than
O
(
n4 log2 n
)
, the complexity of the equivalent operation in [14].
Example 2. Consider the grids L1 = gcon(C1) and L2 = gcon(C2) in G2 where
C1 := {x ≡2 0, −x + y ≡3 0} and C2 := {x ≡4 0, −x + 2y ≡6 0}. Then the
grid intersection is L1 ∩ L2 = gcon(C1 ∪ C2); thus, as C = {x ≡12 0, y ≡3 0} is a
reduced form of C1 ∪ C2, we have L1 ∩ L2 = gcon(C).
Consider L1 = ggen
(
(∅,∅, P1)
)
and L2 = ggen
(
(∅,∅, P2)
)
in G2, where
P1 := ( 2 0 02 3 0 ) and P2 := (
4 0 0
2 3 0 ) . Then the grid join L1 ⊕ L2 is generated by
(∅,∅, P1∪P2); thus, the generator system G :=
(
∅, ( 2 00 1 ) , (
0
0 )
)
is a minimal form
of (∅,∅, P1 ∪ P2) and L1 ⊕ L2 = ggen(G). Note that here L1 ⊕ L2 6= L1 ∪ L2.
Grid Difference. For grids L1,L2 ∈ Gn, the grid difference L1 ⊖ L2 of L1 and
L2 is the smallest grid containing the set-theoretic difference of L1 and L2.
Proposition 5. The grid L1 ⊖ L2 is returned by the algorithm in Figure 3.
Assuming C1 and C2 are available and in minimal form, it follows from the
complexities of minimization, conversion and comparison operations that the
grid difference algorithm in Figure 3 has worst-case complexity O
(
n4
)
.
Affine Images and Preimages. Affine transformations for the vector space
Rn will map hyperplanes to hyperplanes and preserve intersection properties
between hyperplanes; such transformations can be represented by matrices in
Rn×n. It follows that the set Gn is closed under the set of all affine transfor-
mations for Rn. Simple and useful linear affine transformations for numerical
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Input: Nonempty grids L1 = gcon(C1) and L2 = gcon(C2) in Gn.
Output: A grid in Gn.
(1) L′ := ∅
(2) while ∃β = (e ≡f 0) ∈ C2
(3) C2 := C2 \ {β}
(4) if L1 * gcon
`
{β}
´
(5) if L1 ⊆ gcon
`
{2e ≡f 0}
´
(6) Lβ := gcon
`
C1 ∪ {2e− f ≡2f 0}
´
(7) L′ := L′ ⊕ Lβ
(8) else
(9) return L1
(10) return L′
Fig. 3. The grid difference algorithm
domains, including the grids, are provided by the ‘single update’ affine image
and affine preimage operators.
Given a grid L ∈ Gn, a variable xk and linear expression e = 〈a,x〉+ b with
coefficients in Q, the affine image operator φ(L, xk, e) maps the grid L to{ (
p1, . . . , pk−1, 〈a,p〉+ b, pk+1, . . . , pn
)T
∈ Rn
∣∣∣p ∈ L }.
Conversely, the affine preimage operator φ−1(L, xk, e) maps the grid L to{
p ∈ Rn
∣∣∣ (p1, . . . , pk−1, 〈a,p〉+ b, pk+1, . . . , pn)T ∈ L }.
Observe that the affine image φ(L, xk, e) and preimage φ
−1(L, xk, e) are invert-
ible if and only if the coefficient ak in the vector a is non-zero.
Program Analysis Using Grids. We show how the grid domain can be used
to find properties of the program variables not found using the polyhedra do-
main [10], constraint-based analysis [28] or polynomial invariants [27].
Example 3. The program fragment in Figure 2 is annotated with program points
Pj, for j = 1, . . . , 5. Let Lij ∈ G2 denote the grid computed at the i-th iteration
executed by the point Pj. Initially, L0j = ∅ = gcon
(
{1 = 0}
)
, for j = 1, . . . , 5.
After one and two iterations of the loop we have:
L11 = gcon
(
{x = 2, y = 0}
)
, L12 = gcon
(
{x = 2, y = 0}
)
,
L13 = gcon
(
{x = 6, y = 0}
)
, L14 = gcon
(
{x = 4, y = 1}
)
,
L15 = gcon
(
{x = 4, y = 1}
)
⊕ gcon
(
{x = 6, y = 0}
)
= gcon
(
{x+ 2y = 6, x ≡2 0}
)
,
L22 = gcon
(
{x = 2, y = 0}
)
⊕ gcon
(
{x+ 2y = 6, x ≡2 0}
)
= gcon
(
{x+ 2y ≡4 2, x ≡2 0}
)
.
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Subsequent computation steps show that an invariant for P2 has already been
computed since L23 = L
1
3, L
2
4 = L
1
4, L
2
5 = L
1
5 so that L
3
2 = L
2
2. Thus at the end
of the program, the congruences x+ 2y ≡4 2 and x ≡2 0 hold.
Observe that, using convex polyhedra, a similar analysis will find instead
that the inequalities x− 2y ≥ 2, x+ 2y ≥ 6 and y ≥ 0 hold [10].
4 Implementation
In this section, we describe convenient internal representations of the congruence
and generator systems in terms of arrays (i.e., matrices) and show how matrix
inversion provides a basis for converting between these representations.
Homogeneous Representations. A congruence system C is homogeneous if,
for all
(
〈a,x〉 ≡f b
)
∈ C, we have b = 0. Similarly, a generator system (L,Q, P )
is homogeneous if 0 ∈ P . For the implementation, it is convenient to work with a
homogeneous system. Thus we first convert any congruence or generator system
in Qn to a homogeneous system in Qn+1. The extra dimension is denoted with
a 0 subscript; the vector xˆ = (x0, . . . , xn)
T; and e0 denotes the vector (1,0
T)T.
Consider the congruence system C = E∪F in Qn, where E is a set of equalities
and F is a set of proper congruences. Then the homogeneous form for C is the
congruence system Cˆ = Eˆ ∪ Fˆ in Qn+1 defined by:
Eˆ :=
{〈
(−b,aT)T, xˆ
〉
= 0
∣∣∣ (〈a,x〉 = b) ∈ E },
Fˆ :=
{〈
f−1(−b,aT)T, xˆ
〉
≡1 0
∣∣∣ (〈a,x〉 ≡f b) ∈ F } ∪ {〈e0, xˆ〉 ≡1 0}.
The congruence 〈e0, xˆ〉 ≡1 0 expresses the fact that 1 ≡1 0. By writing Eˆ =
(ETx = 0) and Fˆ = (FTx ≡1 0), where E,F ⊆ Qn+1, it can be seen that the
pair (F,E), called the matrix form of Cˆ, is sufficient to determine C.
Consider next a generator system G = (L,Q, P ) in Qn. Then the homoge-
neous form for G is the generator system Gˆ :=
(
Lˆ, Qˆ ∪ Pˆ , {0}
)
in Qn+1 where
Lˆ :=
{
(0, ℓT)T
∣∣ ℓ ∈ L}, Qˆ := {(0, qT)T ∣∣ q ∈ Q}, Pˆ := {(1,pT)T ∣∣ p ∈ P}.
The original grid L = gcon(C) (resp., L = ggen(G)) can be recovered from
the grid Lˆ = gcon(Cˆ) (resp., Lˆ = ggen(Gˆ)) since L =
{
v ∈ Rn
∣∣ (1,vT)T ∈ Lˆ)}.
Note that, if (C,G) is a double description for a grid and Cˆ and Gˆ are homogeneous
forms for C and G, then (Cˆ, Gˆ) is also a double description.
Converting Representations. By considering the matrix forms of the (homo-
geneous forms of the) representations, we can build the conversion algorithms on
top of those for matrix inversion. For an informal explanation why this is appro-
priate, suppose that the generator system G =
(
∅, Q, {0}
)
in Qn is in minimal
form and Q is a non-singular square matrix. Letting L = ggen(G) = {Qπ |
12
π ∈ Zn }, then we also have L = {v ∈ Rn | Q−1v ≡1 0 }, so that (Q−1,∅) is
the matrix form of a congruence system for the same grid L. Similarly we can
use matrix inversion to convert the matrix form of a homogeneous congruence
system in minimal form consisting of n proper congruences for a grid L to a gen-
erator system for L. When the matrices to be inverted have less than n linearly
independent columns, the algorithms first add vectors ei where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, as
necessary, so as to make the matrices non-singular and hence invertible.
Proposition 6. Let C be a congruence system in Qn in minimal form; (F,E)
the matrix form of the homogeneous form for C; N a matrix in Zn+1 whose
vectors are of the form ei, i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, and such that (N, Fˆ , Eˆ) is square and
nonsingular; and (Lˆ, Qˆ,M) :=
(
(N, Fˆ , Eˆ)−1
)T
where # Lˆ = #N , # Qˆ = # Fˆ
and #M = # Eˆ. Then Gˆ =
(
Lˆ, Qˆ, {0}
)
is the homogeneous form for a generator
system G in minimal form and ggen(G) = gcon(C).
Proposition 7. Let G be a generator system in Qn in minimal form; Gˆ =(
Lˆ, Qˆ, {0}
)
the homogeneous form for G; M a matrix in Zn+1 whose vectors
are of the form ei, i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, and such that (Lˆ, Qˆ,M) is square and non-
singular; and (N, Fˆ , Eˆ) :=
(
(Lˆ, Qˆ,M)−1
)T
where #N = # Lˆ, # Fˆ = # Qˆ and
# Eˆ = #M . Then (Fˆ , Eˆ) is the matrix form of the homogeneous form for a
congruence system C in minimal form and gcon(C) = ggen(G).
Both algorithms just perform matrix inversion; so their complexity depends on
the inversion algorithm adopted in the implementation. As far as we know, the
current best theoretical worst-case complexity is O
(
n2.376
)
[5]. Note that, in the
current implementation in the PPL, the conversion algorithm is based on the
Gaussian elimination method, which has complexity O
(
n3
)
.
5 Grid Widening
A simple and general characterization of a widening for enforcing and acceler-
ating convergence of an upward iteration sequence is given in [6–9]. We assume
here a minor variation of this classical definition (see footnote 6 in [9, p. 275]).
Definition 5. (Widening.) Let 〈D,⊢,0,⊕〉 be a join-semilattice. The partial
operator ∇ : D ×D֌ D is a widening if
1. for each d1, d2 ∈ D, d1 ⊢ d2 implies that d1∇ d2 is defined and d2 ⊢ d1∇ d2;
2. for each increasing chain d0 ⊢ d1 ⊢ · · · , the increasing chain defined by
d′0 := d0 and d
′
i+1 := d
′
i ∇ (d
′
i ⊕ di+1), for i ∈ N, is not strictly increasing.
In addition to the formal requirements in Definition 5, it is also important to have
a widening that has an efficient implementation, preferably, one that depends
on a simple syntactic mapping of the representations. At the same time, so that
the widening is well-defined, the result of this operation should be independent
of the actual representation used. For this reason, the two widenings we propose
assume specific minimal forms for the congruence and generator systems.
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Definition 6. A congruence system C is in strong minimal form if, for each pair
of distinct proper congruences, 〈a,x〉 ≡1 b and 〈c,x〉 ≡1 d in C, if piv<(c) =
k > 0, then −ck < 2ak ≤ ck. A generator system G =
(
(L,Q, P )
)
in Qn is
in strong minimal form if G is in minimal form and, for each pair of distinct
parameters u,v ∈ Q, if piv>(v) = k ≤ n, then −vk < 2uk ≤ vk.
Proposition 8. There exists an algorithm with complexity O
(
n3
)
for convert-
ing a congruence system C (resp., generator system G) in minimal form to a
congruence system C′ (resp., generator system G′) in strong minimal form such
that gcon(C) = gcon(C′) (resp., ggen(G) = ggen(G′)).
The widenings defined below use either the congruence or the generator systems.
Definition 7. Let L1 = gcon(C1) and L2 = gcon(C2) be two grids in Gn such
that L1 ⊆ L2, C1 is in minimal form and C2 is in strong minimal form. Then
the grid widening L1 ∇C L2 is defined by
L1 ∇C L2 :=
{
L2, if L1 = ∅ or dim(L1) < dim(L2),
gcon(CS), otherwise,
where CS := { γ ∈ C2 | ∃β ∈ C1 . β ⇑ γ }.
Definition 8. Let L1 = ggen(G1) and L2 = ggen(G2) be two grids in Gn such
that L1 ⊆ L2, G1 = (L1, Q1, P1) is in minimal form and G2 = (L2, Q2, P2) is in
strong minimal form. Then the grid widening L1 ∇G L2 is defined by
L1 ∇G L2 :=
{
L2, if L1 = ∅ or dim(L1) < dim(L2);
ggen(GS), otherwise,
where GS :=
(
L2 ∪ (Q2 \QS), QS, P2
)
and QS := {v ∈ Q2 | ∃u ∈ Q1 . u ⇓ v }.
Proposition 9. The operators ‘∇C’ and ‘∇G’ are both widenings on Gn.
In Definition 7, it is required that C2 is in strong minimal form. The following
example shows that this is necessary for the operator ‘∇C’ to be well-defined.
Example 4. Let L1 := gcon(C1), L2 := gcon(C2) and L
′
2 := gcon(C
′
2) where
C1 = {x ≡2 0, y ≡2 0}, C2 = {x ≡1 0, x+ y ≡2 0}, C
′
2 = {x ≡1 0, 3x+ y ≡2 0};
then L2 = L
′
2. Note that only C1 and C2 are in strong minimal form. Therefore,
assuming CS (resp., CS
′) is defined as in Definition 7 using C1 and C2 (resp.,
C1 and C
′
2), we have CS = {x + y ≡2 0} and CS
′ = {3x + y ≡2 0}. Thus
L1 ∇C L2 = gcon(CS) 6= gcon(CS
′).
Example 5. To see that the widenings depend on the variable ordering, consider
the grids L1 = gcon(C1) = gcon(C
′
1) and L2 = gcon(C2) = gcon(C
′
2) in G2, where
C1 := {5x+ y ≡1 0, 22x ≡1 0}, C2 := {5x+ y ≡1 0, 44x ≡1 0},
C′1 := {9y + x ≡1 0, 22y ≡1 0}, C
′
2 := {9y + x ≡1 0, 44y ≡1 0}.
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Assume for C1 and C2 that the variables are ordered so that x precedes y, as in
the vector (x, y)T; then, C1 and C2 are in strong minimal form and, according
to Definition 7, we obtain L1 ∇C L2 = gcon
(
{5x+ y ≡1 0}
)
. On the other hand,
C′1 and C
′
2 are in strong minimal form when taking the variable order where y
precedes x. In this case, by Definition 7, L1 ∇C L2 = gcon
(
{9y + x ≡1 0}
)
.
6 Conclusion
We have defined a domain of grids and shown that any element may be repre-
sented either by a congruence system which is a finite set of congruences (either
equalities or proper congruences); or a generator system which is a triple of fi-
nite sets of vectors (denoting sets of lines, parameters and points). Assuming
such a system in Qn has m congruences or generators, then the minimization
algorithms have worst-case complexity O
(
n2m
)
. It is shown that any matrix
inversion algorithms such as Gaussian elimination which has complexity O
(
n3
)
,
can be used for converting between generator and congruence systems in mini-
mal form. Thus, the complexity of converting any system with m elements is no
worse than O
(
n2m
)
if m > n and O
(
n3
)
, otherwise.
The minimization and conversion algorithms, form the basis for a double de-
scription method for grids so that any generator or congruence systems, possibly
in minimal form, can be provided on demand; the complexity of such a provision
being as stated above. Assuming this method, we have shown that operations
for comparison, intersection and grid join are straightforward. The complexity of
comparing two grids is O
(
n3
)
but, for just checking equality when it is already
known that one of the grids is a subset of the other, we have described sim-
pler procedures with complexity O
(
n
)
. The intersection and grid join just take
the union of the congruence or generator systems, respectively, so that, from
a theoretical perspective, these have complexity O
(
n
)
. However, in the imple-
mentation, we assume a common divisor for all the coordinates or coefficients in
the system; hence, combining the systems requires changing the denominators
of both components to their least common multiple with a consequential need
to scale all the numerators in the representation; giving a worst-case complexity
of O
(
n2
)
. We have also described an algorithm for computing the grid difference
with complexity O
(
n4
)
. Observe that this operator is useful in the specification
of the certificate-based widening for the grid powerset domain [3].
The grid domain is implemented in the PPL [2, 4] following the approach
described in this paper. Among the tests available in the PPL are the examples
in this paper and implementations of the running examples in [22, 23]. The PPL
provides full support for lifting any domain to the powerset of that domain, so
that a user of the PPL can experiment with powersets of grids and the extra
precision this provides. An interesting line of research is the combination of the
grids domain with the polyhedral domains provided by the PPL: not only the
Z-polyhedra domain, but also many variations such as the grid-polyhedra, grid-
octagon, grid-bounded-difference, grid-interval domains and their powersets.
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